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THE 300 TYPE HANDSET TABLE .TELEPHONE 
T. T. Lowe 

Type 300.-This is the new B.P.O. 300 type 
which is described in this article. The distin 
guishing numbers which are allotted to these 
instruments are in ,the, group· from 300 to 399. 

Handset 'I'elenhones Fitted with Anti-sidetone 
Induction Coils- (ASTIC Type).-The 232 and 
the new 300 type C.B. and Automatic Telephones 
are the ASTIC type, i.e., fitted, with anti-sidetone 
induction coils. Local battery telephones. pur 
chased up to the present are not fitted with 
anti-sidetone: · induction coils, but a suitable coil 
and circuit .have been developed, and their use 
is now under consideration. In view of the 
importance of the anti-sidetone telephone: in its 
effect upon transmission, it is of interest to dis 
cuss the factors which have led to the adoption 

. of this type of instrument. 
It is, of course, the ideal of good telephone 

practice to provide a high standard of trans- 

Interesting additional facilities and improve 
ments in design are included in the new 300 
Type: Magneto, C.B. and Automatic Handset 
Telephones which will be delivered during 1939. 
Number of Handset Telephones in Service. 

Recently there has been a marked increase in 
the demand for Handset Telephones. Fig. 1 in 
dicates the increase in the number of handset 
and other telephones connected during the past 
three years and the anticipated development 
during the next 18 months. 
The total number of telephones. of all types 

in service, in Australia is about 650,000, and of 
these, 270,000 are: magneto, 320,000 automatic, 
and 60,000 common battery. The net annual 
increase in the number of telephones connected 
is now 36,000, and about 55,000 of the older type 
telephones in service: are being changed annually 
to the handset type. 
The total number of handset telephones in 

stalled is about 220,000, 55,000 being. magneto, 
132,000 automatic and 33,000 common battery. 
Handset telephones in service: are increasing now 
at the rate of 72,000 per. annum. 
By September next year, 180,000 handset tele 

phones of the 566 type and 120,000 of the 232 
type, making a total of 300,000 instruments, 
should be: in service throughout the Common 
we:a lth. This is exclusive of the 300 type, de 
liveries of which should commence about the 
middle of 1939. 

Types of Handset Telephones.-As the new 
telephone: will be the third type of handset tele 
phone to be used in the Commonwealth, it is 
necessary to, explain the significance of each 
type and the numbering. 
Type 566.-This is the B.P.0. type 162. It is 

the type already in use in the Commonwealth 
with anti-sidetone transformer included in the 
body, i.e., the upper portion of the instrument, 
and the induction coil, which is not of the anti 
sidetone type included in the bell set. 

Type 232.-This is the B.P.0. 232 type re 
cently supplied which is similar to the 162 but 
with an anti-sidetone induction coil included in 
the body of the telephone instead, of the anti 
sidetone transformer, 
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:Fig. 1.-Number of Telephones in Service. 

rmssion efficiency approaching as nearly as pos 
sible to, direct face to face conversation. 

. Sending efficiency should be as· high as is 
required to keep the speech level well above 
the level of induced noise, but not so high as 
to cause appreciable crosstalk into other tele 
phone circuits. The maximum desirable, re 
ceiving level is determined by the limitations 
imposed by the ear in accepting without strain 
speech levels above a, certain intensity. In a 
telephone conversation the environment and pre- 
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vailing noise conditions for the speaker may be 
quite different to those at the listening end. 
In a direct conversation, say across a table,' 

: both the speaker and the listener are subject to 
the same environment including the prevailing 
noise conditions. The speaker regulates the 
volume of his voice unconsciously:' by the ease 
with which he hears himself under the prevailing 
noise conditions, and by the ease with which 
he is hearing the other person and the other 
person is hearing him. The ease with which 
the speaker hears himself is the primary con 
trolling factor. 
These factors also regulate the volume of tele 

phone speech, but their magnitude and relation 
ship differ from those of ordinary face to face 
conversation, and' vary with different telephone' 
connections. The sidetone of a telephone is 
substantially higher than the sidetone of direct 
face to face conversation, and as the speaker 
is much more accustomed to direct conversation, 
the extra sidetone of the telephone deceives him 
by causing the impression that he is talking 
louder than he really is. 
The three factors which affect conversation, 

whether direct or by telephone are volume, 
quality and noise. 
The performance of telephones in service is 

affected by the following factors:- 
(a) The characteristics of the exchange equip 

ment, subscribers' lines, junction lines and 
trunk lines with which the telephones are as 
sociated. 

(b) The amount of extraneous noise present 
at the transmitting and receiving stations. 

(c) The effect of sidetone upon the volume of 
speech. 

(d) The distance between the user's lips and 
the transmitter., 

(e) The closeness of contact between the re 
ceiver and the user's ear. 
The total noise as distinct from speech in the 

user's telephone ear is made up of 'the follow- 
ing:- _ 

(a) Leakage of room noise between the re 
ceiver cap and the ear. 

(b) Room noise picked up by the transmitter 
of the local telephone, and returned as sidetone 
to the receiver, · 

( c) Room noise picked- up by the transmitter 
of the distant telephone, and transmitted over 
the line to the receiver of the local telephone. 

( d) Circuit noise. 
An anti-sidetone telephone effectively · reduces 

side-tone. This means that sounds, either noise 
or speech, acting upon the transmitter are. re 
produced in the receiver of the same telephone 
(i.e., the . transmitting telephone) at a much 
lower level, without materially affecting either 
the sending or the receiving efficiency of the 
instrument. 
In the anti-sidetone telephone the transmitter 

and receiver are coupled to the line through th~ 
anti-sidetone induction coil which in addition tb 

, three inductive windings is provided with l:i 
balancing- network. The circuit which is m-de 
up of the following four elements: transmitter, 
receiver, line and network, when coupled by th~ 
transformer (anti-sidetene induction coil) is s

1
q 

arranged that the voltages produced by th~ 
transmitter tend to balance out and thus reduce 
sidetone in the receiver. i 
In theory the complete elimination of sidetone 

is possible, but in practice due to the unavoid 
ably wide variations in line impedance, this can 
not be entirely realized. Also variation's in the 
loop resistance· affect the transmitter current 
loss, and, therefore, vary the sending efficiency 
and sidetone volume. · 
The ASTIC is arranged. to, reduce sidetone to 

the maximum extent on average loop, conditions. 
Receiving efficiency is reduced by sidetone 

through reproduction in the ear of the listener 
of room noise picked up by his own transmitter. 
In the anti-sidetone telephone the level of room 
noise in the receiver is lower than the level of 

Fig. 2.-Automatic Table Telephone No. 332 A.T. 

, I 

received speech resulting in a gain in eff ective 
reception when compared with the sidetone in 
strument. It should be remembered that leak 
age between the receiver and the ear, if the 
receiver is not held tightly against · the ear, 
causes a large reduction in volume and permits 
further room noise to be picked up by the lis 
tener's ear. 
For either sidetone or anti-sidetone telephones, 

sidetone is louder than for ordinary face to face 
_conversation, and the effect of sidetone as in 
dicated previously is to make· the user think he 
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is speaking louder than he really is. In the 
anti-sidetone telephone the reduction of sidetone 
causes the input level to be increased by the 
speaker with a resultant gain in effective trans 
mission when compared with the sidetone tele 
phone. 

A transmitter is really a form of amplifier, 
and when it is attached with a receiver ito a 
common handle the two components are mech 
anically and acoustically coupled. A vibration 
in the receiver may be transmitted via the 
handle (mechanical coupling) or via the air path 
(acoustical coupling) to the transmitter which 
in turn conveys it via the telephone circuit back 
to, the receiver, so renewing the process, Con 
ditions may be set up in which sustained os 
cillation or howling between the transmitter and 
receiver will result. If a handset is placed face 
downwards on a table, an air column is created 
which is resonant at .a. frequency of about 2500 
cycles per second. Acoustical coupling may, 
therefore, limit the transmission improvement 
which may be effected under a given set of con 
ditions. The anti-sidetone telephone circuit pro- 

Fig. 3.-Ma.gneto 'l'a.ble Telephone No. 333 M.'l', 

vides a greater margin of safety against howling 
due to mechanical and acoustical coupling. 

Handset Telephones. - The new 300 Type 
Handset Telephone which has been developed by 
Ericsson, England', is designed on the lines of 
the Swedish Ericsson model, and is a complete 
unit. The 566 and 232 type telephones each con 
sist of two units, a moulded handset telephone 
and a moulded bell set. The two separate parts 
of the telephone can be installed in different 
locations or combined as. one instrument. A 
magneto telephone requires in addition a separ- 

ate hand generator mounted in a wooden or 
moulded case, and two or three dry cells in a 
battery box. The object of the two unit design 
was to en.able the telephone to be used with the 
wooden type bell sets formerly associated with 
pedestal type table telephones in service, thus 
avoiding the purchase of moulded bell sets. Ex 
perience has shown that a combined instrument 
is now usually required, 
It will be interesting to see which type ; of 

handset telephone the public will prefer :- 
(a) The 566 or 232 type black telephone with 

a separate wooden cased 'or moulded bell set and 
a separate, generator when necessary; or 

(b) The 566 or 232 type black telephone and 
a moulded bell set combined as one unit, and a 
separate generator when required ; or _ 

(c.) The 300 type black, ivory, jade green or 
chinese red combined instrument. 
It is considered that there should be a demand 

for a 566 or 232 type telephone associated with 
a wooden bell set as a separate unit for a service 
where the bell set can be conveniently mounted 
out of sight, e.g., under the desk or table. Also 
the 566 or 232 shape may become more popular 
as a portable, telephone than the 300 type due 
to, the ease with which this telephone may be 
picked up and carried from room to room. 
As the 300 Type Telephone will be the De 

partment's standard instrument, some of the 
reasons for the change from the 566 and 232 
types which are alike in general appearance are 
set out briefly:- 

(a) As the 566 instrument consists of ·10 
separate moulded parts, and only 5 are included 
in the 300 type, the latter design should be more 
convenient and economical to manufacture as a 
combined telephone. 

(b) In the 566 type the, incid·ence of cradle 
breakages and plungers sticking is high. · No 
cradle is included in the 300 type, and sticking 
of the brass plunger rods should not occur. 

(c) The cradle switch and spring set in the 
566 type are not of good design, and trouble . has 
been experienced in service due to unsatisfactory 
spring contacts. In the 300 type the switch and 
spring set are of greatly improved design. The 
spring set is fitted with double silver contacts, 
and adequate spring contact follow is provided. 

(d) For certain services it is desirable to re 
place the magneto bell in the telephone with a 
trembling bell. This 'is provided for in the 300 
type, but a trembling bell cannot readily be 
fitted in the 566 telephone. 

(e) It is desirable also on certain services for 
non-locking press button keys to be fitted in the 
telephones. In the 300 telephone this is pro 
vided for, but suitable press buttons for these 
facilities cannot be fitted readily on the 566 
type. 

(f) A generator must be provided on magneto 
services and on C.B. extension services when an 
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extension switch is at the main. In the 300 type 
the generator is mounted' in the moulded case of 
the instrument, but a separate generator must 
be provided for the 566 type. 

The 300 Type Table Telephone.-The general 
appearance of the 300 type Automatic and Mag 
neto Handset Table Telephones is indicated in 
the Photographs, Figs. 2 and 3. In a C.B. tele- 

Fig. 4.-'0'pper Side of Metal Chassis for Automatic 
Telephone No. 332 A.T. 

phone the dial is replaced by a dial dummy. It 
will be . seen that the same moulded' body is 
provided on all telephones, the generator in the 
magneto being accommodated within the tele 
phone body. 
The 300 type telephones are designed on 

modern simple lines and are of pleasing proper 
tions, The ordinary instrument supplied will be 
black conforming with present practice, but sup 
plies are being obtained! also coloured ivory, jade 
green and chinese red to meet special cases. 
All telephones are provided with the Swedish 
Ericsson type instrument cords which are, col 
oured to match the instruments. Extensive ex 
perience in service has indicated that Swedish 
Ericsson instrument cords are comparatively 
free from kinking and twisting when in use. 
The telephones are provided with new mould 

ed Terminal Blocks No. 20 fitted with moulded 
covers. Normally the line cord and leading in 
cable are led in at opposite ends of the terminal 

block, but both or either may be led in through 
the bottom by breaking out thin moulded fins. 
Suitable recesses are provided in the blocks to 
enable the leading-in cable to be sealed when 
necessary. To, minimize surface leakage raised 
portions of the moulding are provided between 
the terminals. 

The 300 type Handset Telephones are table in 
struments and are not designed for wall use. 
The 566 or 232 type handset telephones fitted 
with wall brackets will be used as. wall instru 
ments. 

C.B. and Automatic Handset Table Telephones 
(Nos. 332 C.B. and 332 A.T.).-The handset and 
the body of the instrument are supplied in high 
ly polished moulded material, the body being 
moulded in one piece. All external metal fittings 
are finished in chromium plate having hard 
wearing surfaces which are easily cleaned. The 
metal base plate which carries four rubber feet 
is readily removed by unscrewing four captive 
screws, one in each corner, and provides access 
to the sheet metal chassis (Figs. 4 and 5) on 
which all the components other than the dial are 

Fig. 5.-Unclerside of Metal Chassis for Automatic Telephone 
No, 332A.T. 

mounted. The metal base plate is fitted with 
two metal runners for a directory tray, which 
will not be supplied. Instead of the directory 
tray the base plate of each telephone will be 
provided with a moulded dummy which can be 
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removed by unscrewing two screws from the 
underneath side of the base plate. A circuit 
diagram will be provided in the recessed portion 
of the upper surface of the metal base plate. 
The· bell gongs can be adjusted and the instru 

. ment cords changed without removing the chas 
sis from the telenhone. 
The, chassis, however, is readily removable 

when necessary by unscrewing three captive 
screws. The handset, the magneto bell and in 
strument cords are interchangeable with similar 
parts on Telephones 566 and 232. On the upper 
side of the pressed· metal chassis (see Fig. 4) 
the cradle switch lever, the cradle switch spring 
set, the dial cord terminal block and the radio 
interference suppression unit when required are 
fitted. On the under side of the chassis (see 
Fig. 5) the magneto bell, the bell gongs, the 
anti-sidetone induction coil, the dual condenser 
and the instrument cord terminal block are 
mounted. 

Magneto Bell (Fig. 5). - The magneto bell 
polarizing magnet is a cobalt steel rod having 
an armature pivoted at one end, whilst the other 

* JO!f!EO INSIDE Tllf: COIL. 
Fig. 6. 

A.S.T.I.C. No. 22, Coil Windings, Telephone No. 332. 

end fits into an iron yoke slotted to form 
an effective clamp for the magnet. If 
adjustment is necessary, the clamp is 
slackened off by loosening one screw only, 
arrdl the magnet is then free to 
move in or out of the yoke. Each 
bell coil is wound to 500 ohms resis- 
tance and the coils may be readily 
connected, either in series or in 
parallel, On the telephones supplied 
they are connected in series, the resistance of 
the bell being 1000 ohms. The bell gongs (Nos. 
2 and 2A ) are manufactured from different 
thicknesses of metal which give to each gong a 
different tone when struck by the hammer, thus 
providing a distinctive and pleasing ring. The 
bell gongs are adjusted in the usual manner, the 
centre mounting hole being slightly eccentric to 
the outer rim of the gong; the gongs are turned 
to vary the spacing between the outer rim and 

the striker. The gongs are fixed by screws to 
short projections on the chassis, and to prevent 
them from working loose, spring steel locking 
washers are fitted between each gong and the 
chassis. 

Anti-sidetone Induction Coil No. 22.-The AS 
TIC No. 22 (Fig. 5) is provided with an open 
type core and has six windings, three inductive 
and three non-inductive, wound on a moulded 
bobbin. Fig 6 shows the direction of windings 
and the connections. The operation of the anti 
sidetone induction coil is referred to in detail 
later. 

Dual Condenser (Fig. 5) .-The two conden 
sers (2MF and 0.1 MF) are accommodated in 
one metal case, the outer dimension of which 
is 1 in. x 1 in. x 3-!- in. The electrical charac 
teristics of each condenser are similar to those 
of the ordinary larger size type. The reduction 
in size is made possible by improved manufac 
turing· processes, and by the use of synthetic 
wax having a higher permittivity (specific in 
ductive capacity) than paraffin wax. The 0.1 
M.F. condenser is connected across the trans- 

l 
Fig. 7.-Metal Baseplate and Component !Parts of Magneto 

Telephone No. 333 M.T. 

mitter to prevent radio interference due to the 
pickup of radio programmes by the receiver as 
a result of rectification by the carbon granules 
of the transmitter. 

Cord Connection Blocks (Figs. 4 and 5) .-The 
two cord connection blocks. are of moulded mater 
ial. The terminals which are fitted with 4 B.A. 
screws and cupped washers are retained in posi 
tion by a half turn on the soldering tag portion. 
The cord connection block for the handset and 
line cords has 13 terminals, some of which are 
commoned with metal strips used for altering 
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the circuit arrangements for various "Plan Num 
bers Services" as will be described in a further 
article. The terminals marked 4, 5 and 6 are 
used for the handset cord, the line cord being 
connected to terminals 1, 2 and 9. · 

Cradle Switch Mechanism.x-The cradle, switch 
mechanism (see Fig. 4) consists of a spring 
controlled pivoted lever which carries the usual 
polished ebonite plunger tip and contact springs 
fitted with double silver contacts. The centre 
spacing insulator of the spring set is much 
shorter than that usually provided and the short 
inner springs are tensioned outward ensuring 
adequate contact follow. 

The cradle switch lever is operated by two 
metal plunger rods which project through the 
cradle portion of the moulded body of the instru 
ment. The, plunger rods, which are operated 
when the handset is replaced in the cradle posi 
tion, move freely in metal bushes fitted in the 
moulded case. With this arrangement the lia- 

Pig. 8.-Alnico, Hand-Generator Disassembled. 

bility of trouble due to plunger sticking is re 
duced to a minimum. The spring set can: be 
adjusted with the chassis removed from the 
telephone case, and when the chassis is replaced 
the adjustment will be maintained. 

Dial and Dial Dummy.-For C.B. operation the 
usual dial dummy is fitted in the dial aperture, 
and terminals 4 and 5 of the moulded 
dial cord connection block (see Fig. 4) 
are strapped. For automatic working a Dial No. 
10 provided with a stainless steel finger plate 
is fitted and connected by means of a five-way 
instrument cord to the dial cord connection 
block. At one end of the dial connection block 
a spring clip, is fitted to keep the dial cord 
clear of the dial impulse springs. 

Radio Interf erence Suppressor (Figs. 4 and 
11) .-A radio interfes .nce suppressor to absorb 
the, high frequency components of the dialling 
impulses is connected wuen required to the ap- 

propriate terminals on the dial connection Mock. 
The unit consists of a capacity arnd inductance 
mounted on a moulded base. It is shown mount 
ed immediately above the terminals in Fig. 4. 
Handset Telephones.-The handset telephone 

is of the modern moulded, type fitted with a 
three conductor cord 3 ft. 6 ins. long. The con 
nections from the transmitter recess in the hand 
set to .the receiver recess are embedded in the, 
moulded handle and consist of heavy gauge 
insulated, copper wires soldered to screwed brass 
terminal inserts. The receiver is of the inset 
type having a cobalt-chrome steel polarizing 
magnet, the fixing screws · forming the electrical 
connections. The moulded earpiece screws to the 
receiver case and clamps the diaphragm in posi 
tion, The connections to the transmitter inset 
(B.P.0. No. 13 type) are made by the centre 
terminal spring, and a double contact flat spring. 
The mouthpiece is fixed by a clip operated by a 
special key to prevent interference to the inset. 

4 
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Pig. 9.-Load Characteristic Curves for Alnico and 
Type 4 C Hand-Generators. 

Magneto Handset Table Telephone (No. 333MT) 
In general appearance the new model Magneto 

Handset Table Telephone is the same as the 
C.B. and Automatic type except that a small 
hand generator is mounted in the dial space in 
the moulded body of the instrument. The gen 
eral appearance of the instrument is shown in 
the photograph (Fig. 3). The telephone is a 
complete magneto unit except for a battery box. 
The first deliveries will be the sidetone type, but 
future supplies will probably be the anti-sidetone 
type. 
Base Plate.-The sheet metal base plate (see 

Fig. 7) which carries all the electrical corn 
ponents of the telephone is provided on its under 
side with four rubber feet and two metal cover 
plates. One cover plate fits over a recess in 
which is mounted a moulded connection block 
for the instrument cords. The other cover plate 
fits over an aperture in the base plate provided 
to enable the generator cut-out springs to be 
readily adjusted'. Instrument cords can be 
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changed and the generator cut-out springs ad 
justed without removing the metal base plate 
from the telephone. To remove the, metal base 
plate from the telephone the generator handle is 
first removed by unscrewing the centre holding 
screw in the generator driving axle. Then the 
four corner and two side captive screws are 
unscrewed, and the base plate carrying the com 
ponents is readily removed. 

Induction Coil (Sidetone Type).-The 1 ohm 
plus 19 ohm induction coil which is of the open 
core type fitted with a moulded bobbin is mount 
ed on the upper side of the base plate near the 
front. The primary winding of the induction 

Fig. 10.-Hanclset for Magneto Telephone No. 333 M.T. 
Tr2,nsmitte1· Inset N 7750. 

coil has 400 turns and· the secondary 1300 turns. 
Future supplies will probably include an anti 
sidetone induction coil. 

The Magneto Bell and Cradle Switch are simi 
lar to the C.B. type. The metal base plate at 
the rear is shaped to form a shelf which carries 
on its under side the moulded instrument cord 
connection block and on a metal projection fitted 
to its upper side the magneto bell assembly and 
the cradle switch. The bell gongs are mounted 
on the upper side of the base plate directly in 
front of the metal shelf. 

Hand Generator.-The metal shelf projection 
also carries the small hand generator which is 
fitted with an "Alnico" permanent magnet. The 
generator is mounted with its driving axle at 
an angle of about 50 deg. to the metal base plate. 
When assembled in the telephone the generator 
driving axle to which the handle is fitted pro 
trudes through the hole in the moulded dummy 
which is fitted in the dial aperture. The gener 
ator is screwed firmly to the metal projection 
and the metal base plate by five holding screws. 
The recent introduction of a new magnetic 

alloy, aluminium-nickel-cobalt-steel, "Alnico," to 
replace tungsten steel formerly used in the 
manufacture of permanent magnets has resulted 
in the development of a telephone hand gener 
ator of an entirely new design. "Alnico" has 
the maximum flux density per unit of volume for 
any magnetic material yet discovered. The 
specific gravity of the alloy is low also, giving a 
reduction in weight which is distinctly advan 
tageous. 
The very high starting force necessary due to 

the high magnetic flux and small air gap be 
tween the armature and the permanent magnet 
pole pieces has been a difficulty in connection 
with the development of a telephone hand gen 
erator using an "Alnico" permanent magnet. 
The force necessary when operating the genera 
tor on short lines of low resistance at the 
commencement of turning the handle was suffi 
cient to move the table telephone in which the 
generator was fitted unless it was held firmly 
in position. The high efficiency of the generator 
has been retained and. the turning force reduced 
by backing off the armature pole pieces at the 
trailing tip in order to reduce the flux density in 
the air gap and mounting the armature between 
pivots and collecting the current by means of 
small carbon brushes bearing on slip rings fitted 
one at each end of the armature. 
The generator is provided with a malleable 

cast iron two pole armature running on pivot 
bearings and wound with enamelled, wire to 500 
ohms resistance. The brass driving wheel has 
78 teeth and the steel pinion wheel 18, giving a 

I 
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Fig. 11.-C.B. and Automatic Table Telephone 
No. 332 (C 1350), 

For C.B. working omit dial and strap terminals ,1 and 5 on 
dial cord terminal strip. Extension bell. iC required, to be 
connected to terminals 1 and 2 of terminal strip No. 20/4 
and strap removed. Radio suppression unit. if required, lo 
be fitted to terminals 2 and 5 of dial cord terminal strip 
and "OR" wire of 5003 cord removed trorn terminal 5 and 
connected to lhe screw terminal of unil. 

ratio of 1 to 4.33. The pinion wheel may be 
withdrawn by removing the locking nut securing 
the, pivot bearing which is accessible by the 
removal of the armature cheek. All moving 
parts of the generator other than the cutout 
spring set and the handle are totally enclosed. 
The cast "Alnico" permanent magnet is used 
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for the bridge piece only, high quality soft iron 
pole pieces being provided. The generator cut 
out springs, are fitted with double silver contacts. 
The, weight of the generator is only 2 lbs. and 
its open circuit voltage at normal turning speeds 
is about 112 V. Fig. 8 shows the generator, 
disassembled. Fig. 9 shows the load character 
istic curve of the generator compared to the 
present standard Hand Generator No. 4C (for 
merly No. 3). 

Handset.-The handset (see Fig. 10) is ex 
actly similar to that provided on the C.B. type 

LI 

501\. 

DIAL 

L1_...~~~~--1--~~-' 
Fig. 12.-Dialling Circuit, Automatic Telephone No. 332. 

telephone with the exception that Ericssons' 
'Dransmitter Inset N.7750 is fitted instead of 
Transmitter Inset No. 13. Ericsson Inset N.7750 
is interchangeable with No. 10 and No. 13 types, 
and is an efficient type for local battery use, 
being suitable also for common battery oper 
ation. It is similar to No. 13 type in that the 
oiled silk membrane provided on the No. 10 
inset is omitted, the diaphragm being protected 
by a special lacquer. The inset has a resistance 
of approximately 50 ohms and is provided with 
a completely enclosed carbon granule chamber to 
prevent the ingress of moisture. 

C.B. Handset Table Telephone with Hand 
Generator (No. 336, C.B.T.) 

A 300 type G.B. Handset Table Telephone 
with a hand generator fitted in the dial aper 
ture in the body of the instrument will also be 
supplied. This instrument is for use as a C.B. 
extension, telephone when an extension switch 
is at the main. In outward appearance the tele 
phone is similar to the magneto type. 

C.B. and Automatic Telephones-Circuit De 
scription.-C.B. and Automatic Handset Table 
Telephones No. 332 A.T. and' 332 C.B.T. will be 
wired to Drawing C.1350 (see Fig. 11). 
The drawing shows the cord connections be 

tween the terminal strip and the telephone and 
between the telephone and the handset. When 
an extension bell is required, it is connected to 
terminals 1 and 2 of the terminal strip No. 20/4 
and the strap removed. When the telephone is 

required for C.B. working, the dial and dial cord 
are omitted and terminals 4 and 5 of the dial 
cord terminal strip are strapped together. The 
0.1 microfarad condenser is connected across 
the transmitter to reduce radio pick-up inter 
ference to a minimum. The radio interference 
suppression unit for dial impulses is connected, 
if required, to terminals 2 and 5 of the dial cord 
terminal strip and the orange wire of the dial 
cord removed from terminal 5 and connected to 
the screw terminal of the unit designated 0.R. 

The following is a brief description of the 
operation of the telephone (see Figs. 11, 12 and 
13). Fig. 12 indicates the dialling circuit. 

(i.) Incoming Calls: 
The ringing circuit is from line 1 through the 

magneto bell and 2 microfarad condenser to 
line 2. 

(ii.) Originating Calls: 
(a) Impulsing Circuit (Figs. 11 and 12) . 

The impulsing circuit is from line 1 through 
the cradle switch, dial off normal springs, dial 
impulse springs to line 2. A shunt circuit is 
provided across the dial impulse springs to 
prevent high voltage surges and correct im 
pulse distortion, from line 1 through the 
magneto bell an:d 50 ohm non-inductive wind 
ing 5-6 of the· induction coil in parallel through 
the 2 microfarad condenser back to line 2. 

(b) Transmitter Feed Current Circuit.-The 
transmitter is supplied with current from the 
exchange battery feeding bridge. The feed 

I ~:; 050~. • ISO" 

NETWOI<.!<. 

415" 
ZOOOTUI\M 

- rr 71"~ 

IOOOTUl'-nl , i, 
ltT I tQUIVAl!NT 
r l l JMPEDAnct 

Of LlNf 

- L' 

Fig. 13.-C.B. ancl Automatic Telephones No. 332. 
Schematic Circuit o·mitting Dial ancl Bell, showing Balanced 
Anangement of Transmitter, Receiver, Line and Network. 

current circuit is from line 1 through the 
cradle switch, induction coil winding 1-2, 
transmitter, dial impulse springs to line 2. 
The transmitter may be regarded as an al 
ternating current generator. 

(c) Sending Circuit (Figs. 11 and 13) . 
Considering the transmitter as an alternating 
current generator, the transmitter current 
divides, the major portion passing from the 
transmitter through the induction coil wind 
ings 7-3, 3-5, 5-6, the cradle switch springs, 
2 microfarad condenser, dial impulse springs, 
back to the transmitter, the remainder flowing 
through winding 2-1 to line 1 and back 
through line 2 and the dial impulse springs to 
the transmitter. 
As the current in winding 3-5 produces a 

greater magnetic flux in the core than winding 
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1-2, winding 3-5 acts as the primary of a 
step-up auto transformer in which windings 
1-2 and 3-5 together form the secondary. The 
transmitter is, therefore, approximately 
matched to the impedance of the line with a 

I I I ! 
l1 , I ~ 
(, 

ll 
Ti 

l' I ' 

COf'..D I HlNDHl 
jl'~,I 

xw 5 

I 
l..' 
l~ 
, TERM I CO~D ~ 
'lTII.IP . 440, I 
lnezo/, I Z, 

GMEN 
Gk.-llt 

~ •WHITE ' 

Fig. 14.-Magr.ieto Table Telephone No. 333 (C 1351). 
Extension bell. if required, to ·be connected to terminals 
1 and 2 of terminal strip No. 20/4 and strap removed. 

resulting increase in line current compared, to 
a telephone without an induction coil. This 
increase in current is sometimes referred to 
as the booster effect. 
(d) Sidetone ControL-The flux produced in 

the core of the induction coil by current from 
the transmitter is the resultant of the op 
posing effects of windings 2-1 and 3-5. This 
flux induces an E.M.F. in the winding 3-4 and 
would produce sidetone current in the receiver. 
One method of reducing this sidetone current 
would be to increase the ampere turns of 2-1 
until they were approximately equal to those 
of 3-5. This, however, would destroy the auto 
transformer or booster effect. To retain this 
effect, snd at the same time reduce the side 
tone the non-inductive win.ding 7-3 is included 
in the local circuit of the receiver, and for 
ordinary line impedances, the potential across 
this winding opposes the E.M.F. induced in 
winding 3-4. Since the resultant flux from 
windings 2-1 and 3-5 depends upon the· cur 
rent in 2-1 which is controlled by the imped 
ance of the line, the amount of sidetone is in 
fluenced by the line conditions. The circuit 
is designed to give minimum sidetone under 
average line impedances. Fig. 6 shows the 

connections of the ASTIC No. 22. 
(e) Receiving Circuit.-In the receiving con 

dition the major portion of the voice fre 
quency passes from line 1 through the cradle 
switch springs, induction coil winding 1-2, 
transmitter, dial impulse springs, back to line 
2. Due to the low impedance path offered by 
the transmitter compared to its parallel cir 
cuit formed by the induction coil windings 
7-3, 3-5 and 5-6, cradle switch springs and 
two microfarad condenser, the, flux du.e to the 
current through the induction coil winding· 1-2 
induces a potential in winding 3-4 which drives 
the current through a local circuit consisting 
of the receiver amd' the induction coil winding 
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7-3. The small current from the line passing· 
through winding 3-5 tends to assist the cur 
rent passing through winding 1-2. · 
Magneto 'Telephone - Circ:uit Description. - 

Magneto Handset Table Telephones No. 333 M.T. 
will be wired to Drawing G.1351 (see Fig. 14) 
which shows also the connections between the 
terminal strip No. 20/4 and the telephone, and 
between the .telephone and the handset and the 
connections to the battery. If an extension bell 
is required, it is connected to, terminals 1 and' 2 
of the terminal strip No. 20/4 and the strap, 
removed. 
The following is a brief description of the 

operation of the telephone (see Fig. 14) :- 
(a) Incoming· Calls.-The incoming ringing 

circuit is from line 1 through the magneto bell 
and the break contacts of the generator to line 
2. 

(b) Originating Calls.-When the generator is 
operated, the generator cut-out spring set dis 
connects. the magneto, bell and connects the 
generator across the line. The outgoing ringing 
circuit is from line 1 through the generator, 
and its make contact to line· 2 .. When the hand 
,set is removed from the cradle switch the trans 
mitter local circuit is completed from battery 
through the 1 ohm winding of the induction coil, 
transmitter and cradle switch back to battery. 
The receiver circuit is completed also from line 

I 111.m ! I 
11.P.O. A.S.T.1.C 
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Fig. 15.-C.B. Table Telephone with Hanel-Genera.tor 
No. 336 (C 1352,). 

Extension bell, if required, to be connected to terminals 
1 and 2 of terminal strip No. 20/4 and strap removed. 

1 through the cradle switch, receiver, cradle 
switch, 19 ohm winding of induction coil, break 
contacts of generator to line 2. 

C.B. Telenhone with Generator=-Circuit De 
scription.c=The operation of the C.B. Handset 
Telephone with hand generator, Drawing C.1352 
(Fig. 15) will be readily understood from the 
descriptions of the C.B. and Magneto ,type tele 
phones. 

[EDITOR'S NOTE.-In the December, 1937, 
issue of the "Journal" the 232 type Handset 
Telephone was described. An article in a later 
issue will describe the 300 Type Telephone fitted 
with interlocking press button keys, trembling 
bell, etc., for use on various Plan Number Ser 
vices.] 
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THE CITY WEST UNISEJ .. ECTOR (G.E.C. TYPE C.3100) 
H. G. Kuhn 

In City West, Melbourne, subscribers' lines 
will terminate on uniselectors supplied by the 
G.E.C., Coventry. These uniselectors are five 
level homing switches of their C.3100 type. 
The switches are assembled in units of 50, con 

sisting of two shelves of 25 uniselectors with an 
intermediate mounting plate containing 50 sets 
of L and K relays of the B.P.O. 600 type. The 
general arrangement is shown in Figure 1. The 

wires foam each shelf of 25 switches are ar 
ranged to facilitate the commoning of two 
shelves by bridging adjoining tags (see Figure 
2). 
The uniselectors are cabled from the local side 

of the I.D.F. to the incoming terminal blocks 
on the racks by means of 84 wire cables, each 
cable serving 20 circuits. A total of 15 cables 
is required per rack of 300 uniselectors and these 

switches have two spring mounting points to 
the frame, and the condensers are fitted below 
the switches. Six assemblies of 50 switches, 
that is a total of 300 uniselectors, mount on a 
standard rack 4 ft. 6 ins. wide and 10 ft. 6 ins. 
high. 

The incoming line, wires, Negative, Positive, 
Private and, Meter, terminate on an 8 x 25 
terminal block shown at the lower left hand 
corner of Figure 1, the back 4 x 25 tags being 
terminals for the lower or A shelf, and the 
front 4 x 25 tags for the upper or B shelf', The 
outgoing lines from the bank contacts terminate 
on a second 8 x 25 terminal block, shown at the 
upper right hand corner of Figure 1. On this 
block, the Negative, Positive, Private and Meter 

Fig. 1, 

cables are f ed' down the· right-hand side of the 
rack when viewed from the rear. A typical 
cabling cross-section is shown in Figure 3. 

On the left hand side of the rack viewed from 
the rear, the cables running from the outgoing 
terminal blocks to the T.D.F. (Trunk Distribu 
ting Frame) are accommodated. These are 102 
wire cables and the number of cables per rack 
depends on the trunking. Tie cables for multi 
pling shelf banks are also accommodated on the 
left-hand side, the number of such tie cables 
depending on the trunking scheme. 
The simplest method of multipling is, of 

course, by bridging adjoining tags, as referred 
to previously and shown in Figure 2. This can 
be done very neatly, and quickly. When ter- 
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minating, the wire is twisted around the rear 
tag and continued to the adjoining tag where 
it is again twisted. When both tags are sol 
dered, a permanent bridge is established. 
As the switches are of the homing type, the 

outgoing cables from the uniselector racks are 
taken to a T.D.F. where the outlets are graded, 

25 

% 

Fig. 2. 

thus increasing the average traffic occupancy of 
the first selectors, by approximately 20 per cent. 
A type C.3100 uniselector is reproduced in 

Figure 4 and in general appearance it is similar 
to the B.P.O. standard uniselectcr. It has the 
same contact bank and, feeder brush assembly, 
but it differs from the B.P.O. standard in the 
following respects:- 

(i.) A single coil magnet is used instead of 
the standard double coil magnet. 

(ii.) The magnet coil and armature assem 
bly are fitted in the lower portion of the 
mechanism, thus facilitating inspection. 

(iii.) The armature and pawl assembly has 
been re-designed and the pawl is now close to 
the restraining or detent spring. There is 
only one free tooth between the pawl and the 
restraining spring, so that even if the pawl 
does over-step, it cannot move the wiper as 
sembly more than one tooth. A further ad 
vantage is that manufacturing errors in the 
cutting of the ratchet teeth do, not appreciably 
affect the positioning of the wipers on the 
bank contacts. The maximum error is that 
due to, one tooth and not to the· cumulative 
error of 12 teeth as in the B.P.0. standard 
switch. 

(iv.) The wiper tips are flared to prevent 
the wipers locking behind bank contacts in 
the event of "forward lash" developing during 
service. 

(v.) The pawl. backstop is of more substan- 

tial construction, thus reducing the liability of 
breakage. 

( vi.) The mechanism frame has been re 
designed so as to secure a more compact 
switch. The type G.3100 switch mounts on 
1! in. centres whereas the B.P.O. standard 
switch mounts on 2-l in. centres. 
The subscribers' line circuit is shown in Figure 

5. It possesses the following advantages over 
many circuits already in use:- 

(i.) The uniselector will step over open 
trunks. 

(ii.) The switch is guarded during the 
homing period. 

(iii.) When all trunks are busy the switch 
stops on the last contact and returns busy 
tone. This prevents excessive rotation. This 
feature· also eliminates the necessity for chain 

RACK No.I. 
Our-G. 

102 W1RE 
CAB L.E 5. 

81/, WIRE 

CABI-E s. 

----------- 
OUT•G. CABLES 

Cable 
No. Rack Shelf 
1 1 B 
2 1 D 
3 1 H 
4 1 J 

INC. CABLES 

Cable 
No. Rack Shelf 
9 1 G 

10 1 G 
11 1 I 
12 1 I 
13 1 I 
14 1 K 
15 1 K 

Cable 
No. Rack Shelf 
1 1 A 
2 1 A 
3 1 A 
4 1 C 
5 1 C 
6 1 E 
7 1 E 
8 1 E -----·-· 

Fig. 3, 

relays and avoids the complicated re-arranging 
of these relays when regrading is necessary. 
When the subscriber lifts his receiver a circuit 

is completed from Earth, K3, line loop, K2, relay 
L, to negative battery. L operates and doses 
Ll and L2. Ll extends the homing magnet 
through to the P wiper. L2 puts an earth on 
private wire of final selector multiple, through 
home contact and the homing wiper H. This 
guards the line against intrusion at the final 
selector multiple. L2 also grounds the home 
contact of the private, thus completing a circuit 
through wiper P, Ll, Kl, interrupter contacts 
DM and driving magnet to negative battery. 
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DM operates and the switch steps from home 
contact to the first outlet. If this outlet is 
free there will be no earth on the private bank 
and K will operate from ground, L2, K relay, 
DM contacts, DM to negative battery (DM does 
not operate in series with K). 
K2, K3 ,and K4 cut the negative, positive, and 

private wires through to the first selector ahead. 
This switch returns an earth on the private wire 
to busy the private bank contacts and to hold 
in K after L relay releases and L2 opens. L 

Fig. 4. 

relay is made slow releasing because L2 must 
keep the private grounded until ,an earth is 
returned from the first selector, When L relay 
restores, the homing drive circuit is prepared by 
the back contact of Ll but this circuit is now 
held open at Kl. 
If the first outlet is busy, K relay is prevented 

from operating by an earth on the private bank 
contact which short circuits K relay and com 
pletes the driving circuit through the P wiper, 
Ll, Kl, interrupter springs, DM, to negative 
battery. This steps. the switch until a free out 
let is found. It will be noted that the P wiper 
is shown as a bridging wiper. This is necessary 
to maintain a short circuit on K until a free 
outlet is found. 
When all outgoing trunks are engaged, the 

switch steps to the last contact where it will 

stop, because no earth will be· found, on the 25th 
private, bank contact. K cuts through and a 
circuit is established from earth-25 ohms wind 
ing BT relay, positive wiper, K3, line, K2, nega 
tive wiper, relay L, to negative battery. Relay 
L remains operated and BT operates 12nd con 
nects Busy Tone· to the 150 ohms winding. This 
tone is induced into the 25 ohms winding and ex 
tended to the subscriber. 
When a switch is. hunting for a disengaged 

trunk, it will stop on the first trunk which is 
clear of earth on the private. If an open exists 
in the outgoing trunk, or in the switch ahead, no 
earth is returned on private wire, and K releases, 
Kl closes the step on circuit from earth on 
homing bank, Ll, -Kl, interrupter springs, DM 
to negative battery. The switch steps over the 
faulty trunk and at the same time L operates 
from the subscriber's loop, opens the step on 
circuit at Ll , and1 re-establishes the normal 
hunting circuit. A disengaged outlet is located 
in the usual manner and K will operate again 
and cut the line circuit through to the first 
selector. 
An imnortarrt feature is that Ll must make 

before contact L2. This is necessary to ensure 
that the test circuit to the private bank contact 
is established before contact L2 closes the circuit 
of K. 

. Metering is effected either from repeaters or 
final selectors. A positive battery pulse is ap 
plied to the private wire through a 1/12A recti 
fier, meter bank contact and wiper M, K5, sub 
scriber's meter, to earth. The meter operates 
and records the call. The 1/12A rectifiers are 
mounted on the first selector racks. 
The P wiper is of the bridging type and as it 

sweeps over the bank contacts it may momen 
tarily connect an earthed private to an adjacent 
private carrying positive metering battery. It is 
therefore necessary to instal 50 ohm protective 
resistances in the meter pulse circuits on re 
peaters and final selectors. 

On the completion of a, call the uniselector 
returns to its home position. Relay K is held 
by .the earth on the private while the call is in 
progress. When the call is finished, this guard 
ing and holding earth is removed from the pri 
vate and K releases and completes the homing 
circuit at Kl. The horning circuit is from earth 
on the divided homing bank, bridging H wiper, 
Ll, Kl, interrupter springs, DM to negative bat 
tery. The switch drives to the home contact at 
the rate of 70 steps per second. When the 
switch homes, earth is removed from the homing 
circuit and the private wire of the final selector 
multiple. 
It may be of interest to describe briefly certain 

adjustments which are somewhe t different from 
those employed on previous unisslectors. The 
coil and coil box are rigidly fixed to the mechan 
ism frame, and the armature stroke must be 
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obtained by moving the armature relative .to the 
pole face. This is achieved by adjusting the 
knife edge and the back stop in the following 
manner. First the position of the armature 
back stop is adjusted to centre the wiper tip 
flats on No. 1 bank contacts. The armature is 
then operated. The knife edge, must now be 
adjusted to give a gap of 65 mils between the 
armature and its back stop. This should result 
in a stroke of approximately 1-1/3rd ratchet 
teeth. Care must be taken when making this 
adjustment to see that the position of the knife 
edge is such that the pawl is kept central on the 
ratchet teeth and that the clearance between the 
armature and the sides of the coil box is 
equalized. The adjustment of 1the interrupter 

contacts is important for smooth running. The 
approved method is to place a 36 mil feeler 
gauge between the armature and its back stop 
and adjust the stationary interrupter spring to 
give a contact opening of 1 to 4 mils. · 
Apart from the above, the adjustments to 1this 

switch are generally similar to those required 
for the B.P.0. standard switch and with the 
exception of the adjustment for the, index wheel 
pointer, 1they can all be performed without re 
moving ,the mechanism from the bank. 
The uniselector described! above is being in 

stalled! in City West for straight and P.B.X. 
lines. The initial installation consisting of 6000 
uniselec.tors will be cut into service in Novem 
ber, 1938. 
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The Trustees of the Public Library of Victoria have 
requested .'l, copy of Vol. 1 (Nos. 1-6). As stocks are 
exhausted, it would be appreciated if any subscriber who 
can oblige will communicate with Postal Electrical Society 
of Victoria, Box 4050, G.P.O., Melbourne. 
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FEATURES OF VICTORIAN R.A.X.'s 
General.-It is generally recognized that the 

telephone, service plays a very important part 
in the development of the country, and is of par 
ticular value in Australia where the distances 
suggest isolation, and ·every encouragement for 
land settlement is necessary. The usual type of 
equipment at present in use in country districts 
is the manually operated magneto signalling type 
of installation, which, when the amount of busi 
ness transacted! is not large enough to justify 
an official office is installed in the premises of a 
local store, farm or private house. Because of 
the costs involved to provide continuous attend 
ance for an exchange, a restricted service is 
given at most country switchboards, the hours 
depending on the office revenue. Hence the 
development of the R.A.X. 
The R.A.X. is an automatic or semi-automatic 

exchange of less than 200 lines with the outlet 
to the rest of the distant telephone exchanges 
obtained through a manual exchange, which is 
known as the parent exchange. Typical trunk 
layouts are as below:- 

MORNING TON 
FRANKSTON 
(PARENT EXCH.) 

ZJCTN5 

Fig. 1.-Mt. Eliza. Trunking Arrangements. 

LANG 
LANG 

KORI..NBURRA 
(PARCNT EXCH) 

ALMURTA E:A5T 
Fig. 2.-Loch Trunking Ana.ngement. 

There are 18 R.A.X.'s installed at various 
parts of Victoria and proposals are in hand for 
many more installations. 

Sites and Buildings 
(a) Sites.-In some of the larger exchanges 

officially owned buildings and sites are avail 
able, but in the majority of towns for which 
R.A.X.'s have been considered no land is, owned 
by the Department. The size of the block usual 
ly required is only 20 ft. x 20 ft., and in one 

E. Bulte 

case, permission was obtained to erect the neces 
sary building in the corner of a school ground. 

(b) Buildings.-For an ultimate capacity of 
50 lines, a building of internal dimensions of 
9 ft. x 9 f.t. is sufficient for all the plant. A 
typical plan layout is given in Fig. 3, while Fig. 
4 gives. a layout for a 200 line, mechanical oper 
ator type as installed at Mt. Eliza. 

I: 6'.o: 9:o: · I 
J ., BATTEl<Y CUPBOARD 1' M.D.r. 1' l L. . 11111 

TRAN5RC.CTOR-u~ ~ 6'.0'. f~OM I 
F1.00I<. . 

-T:~ 
\o -,_, 

'-------i_J J---3'.o'. 

TE:5T 
DE:5K 

UNIT 

Fig. 3.-Ma.cedon Plan Layout. 

With regard to the type of material of which 
the buildings should be constructed, the erection 
cost, appearance, resistance to fire and the main 
tenance costs are all considered in the light of 
the particular site selected, Favour has at 
present swung to the fibrous cement and 
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Fig. 4.-Mt. Eliza Plan Layout. 

weathered iron types of building owing to the 
good appearance coupled with reasonable erec 
tion costs of these · types. Fig. 5 shows the 
Kallista structure which is of weathered iron. 
Power Supply.-This is one of the important 
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problems that has to be faced in R..A.X. installa 
tions. The most convenient and economical ar 
rangements are possible when local A.C. is avail 
able, where a single 30 A.H. battery charged 

Fig', 5.-Kallista R.A.X. Builcling. 

by a transrector is used (see Telecommunication 
Journal, Vol. 1, No. 1, page 20). The only 
alarm necessary in this case is an A.G. power 
failure alarm. 
When the local supply is D.C., 2-70 A.H. 

batteries are necessary, with some form of con 
trol for changing over the batteries when the 
one on load gets. below a predetermined voltage 
limit, and also for switching off the mains from 
the fully charged battery. An alarm system is 
also necessary to indicate that the change-overs 
are proceeding satisfactorily and that the ex 
change is not left with two flat batteries. 
Where no supply of any type is available at 

the R.A.X., charging over the trunk line is em 
ployed in some cases. This c.an be done when 
the supply is either A.C. or D.C., a rectifier 
being necessary at the parent exchange in the 
former case to convert to D.C. and a resistance 
in the latter case to limit the current to the 
required value. The maximum voltage fed to 
the line is 150 volts, and the present standard 
is to charge cailho over the trunk line. A relay 
set at each end allows the charging to proceed 
when no demand is made on the trunk. With 
a call either way the relay sets automatically 
disconnect the charging circuit f or the duration 
o.f the call, connection being re-established when 
the line is again clear of traffic. A typical 
manual and auxiliary circuit is given in Fig. 6 
illustrating this feature. 

The line circuit is normally terminated in the 
winding of the repeating coil with the condenser 
in the split. The ringing signal of an incoming 
call drops the indicator and on an outgoing call 
the insertion of the, plug connects an earth 
through the dial key to the negative leg of the 
line to establish the call at the R.A.X. The dial 
is connected by the dial key and impulsing takes 
place over the single wire circuit. When the 
batteries are to be charged the "charge key" is 
thrown and if there is no plug in the jack a cir 
cuit is. completed for relay A, the charge indi 
cator circuit being opened at contact A2, the 
circuit of F closed at A4 and relay B connected 
to the positive leg of the line at contact A3. 
The switchboard is isolated from the line at 
contacts Fl and F2, and F3 shorts the indicator 
to prevent condenser surges falsely indicating 
a call. If the circuit at the R.A.X. is normal, 
battery is available to operate relay B which 
closes a holding circuit for its second winding 
over contact B2, and opens the circuit of relay A 
at B3. Contact Al falling back closes the cir 
cuit of relay G and contacts Cl and G2 connect 
the two legs o.f the line in parallel to the power 
supply circuit over relay B. Contact C3 connects 
relay E but the circuit is immediately broken 
by Dl and as E is slow to operate it does not 
pull up. When the charge is on, relay D is 
held over the charging circuit and relays B, C, 
and F are energized with the charge indicator 
also up. 
If now a call originates at the R.A.X. the 

circuit of relay D will be broken and at contact 
Dl it connects relay E; to the charge staet lead 
so that this relay energizes and locks over con 
tact E2. Contact El opens the circuit of relay 

B and E3 opens the circuit of the charge indica 
tor. C releases and after a delay relay F drops 
back and connects the line to the switchboard 
circuit so that the call can now proceed normally. 
When the telephonist answers, the removal of 
the earth at the jack releases relay E, so that 
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when the jack is unplugged at the end of the 
call the power connecting sequence is automati 
cally set in motion. The resistance of the line 
limits the charging rate and in some instances 
precludes the use of the system. 
The scheme is prone to electrolysis trouble 

since the very low earth resistance of the cable 
system tends to concentrate current on the 
underground cables. There is also the mainten 
ance of the relays to be, taken into account and 
the difficulty of retaining satisfactory contacts 
with the frequent breaking of the charge circuit 
by incoming and outgoing calls. 
Petrol electric sets have been used and con 

sideration has been given to wind lighting plants 
and carrying the batteries to. and from a central 
charging plant. Experience may prove that 
combinations of these schemes are desirable, 
The types of charge control in use at present 

for the purpose of starting and stopping battery 
charges at the correct times are, firstly, the 
relay type, secondly the ampere hour type, and 
thirdly the contact voltmeter type fitted with a 
thermal delay. 
In the relay system the charge circuit is con 

trolled by a relay, the operation of which is 
adjusted by a resistance in series with the wind 
ing or a micrometer control for varying the 
spring tension. The adjustment is affected by 
changes in temperature, air conditions, etc., and 
as it might operate on surges, special precau 
tions am necessary to avoid irregular operation 
due ,to mains voltage fluctuations and battery 
voltages lowering when the ringer starts. 

With the ampere hour meter control, by means 
of a differential slipping cam arrangement, the 
needle of the instruments move more slowly 
when the battery is being charged than on dis 
charge, and consequently an allowance is made 
for the loss in the charge-discharge cycle. The 
amount taken from the battery can be regulated 
by altering a cam which operates a contact of 
the battery change-over relay, and hence allow 
ance can be made for old or new batteries. This 
system has proved satisfactory in service. 

Contact voltmeter control with thermal delay 
to prevent operation due to surges are used in 
some of the later deliveries. These should prove 
even better than the ampere hour meters, as it 
is the voltage which is the correct limiting fac 
tor in the efficient operation of the R.A.X. equip 
ment. 

Types of Lines.-In country districts, owing to 
the low actual telephone density, lines are on 
the average much longer and extensive private 
construction exists. Some of these lines, while 
being reasonably satisfactory for local battery 
working, are not always suitable for automatic 
working, The types of subscribers' lines en 
countered are:- 
. - (a) Metallic. circuit exclusive service. 

(b) Metallic circuit party lines. 

( c) Single circuit exclusive service. 
(d) Single circuit party lines. 
The metallic circuit exclusive service offers no 

difficulties if in good order. Bad joints very 
often have to, be cut out of the privately erected 
lines, clearing needs to be done in some cases, 
also straining between spans. It may not cause 
much annoyance or inconvenience on a local 
battery line if the wires swing together in rough 
weather, but it has to, be remembered that if 
that line is made automatic, a train of switches 
is set in operation every time a momentary short 
circuit is put on the line, the ringer is started 
and much extra wear and tear on the switches 
and batteries result. 
An interesting dialling circuit has been incor 

porated in one of the recent deliveries of equip 
ment which provides for reliable dialling on lines 
of low insulation resistances. 
As is seen from the circuit in Fig. 7, the 

desired effect is obtained by the addition to the 

TO LINE. 

A 

Fig. 7.-Impulsing Circuit for Low I.R. Llnes. 

normal impulsing circuit of Relay AA, which 
operates via .a, make contact of A relay, and in 
so doing opens the circuit of one winding of the 
latter. Thus the impulsing relay, although ener 
gized by its two windings, is only held by one 
and, therefore, releases more readily when the 
dial contacts open .. This is a great aid on lines· 
of low insulation where the tendency is for the 
switch magnet to. receive "light" impulses, due 
to the impulsing relay holding up to the low 
insulation loop. Tests taken on equipment pro 
vided with the above circuit indicated that with 
a 350 ohm loop, reliable operation of exchange 
switches. was obtained with 3500 ohms in shunt 
across the line. 
The party lines fall into, two groups, two or 

three parties and four to ten parties. In dealing 
with the two or three party line, metallic code 
ringing is used, an extra digit being dialled to 
discriminate for the party required. For calls 
between parties a reverting number is dialled 
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which throws clear all the exchange apparatus, 
except a busying relay, and ringing is then done 
by hand generator, One of the main problems 
with party lines is to give discriminating meter- 

"',~I~\ 
,91 

'"TI I -. .. J ~ RECULAR 
LINE 

CIRCUIT 

0 

Fig. 8.-Party Line Metering-Schematic Circuit. 

ing against the calling party and this is obtained 
by the separate parties calling on either "A" or 
the "B" side of the line to earth, the third 
party calling between earth and the both sides. 
Figure 9 shows a typical auxiliary circuit ar 
rangement at the R.A.X. which illustrates the 
method of obtaining the discriminating metering 
for each party. In the full circuit other relays 

P •• Q:TY 
1.lMI 

are included but Fig. 8 gives the principles 
employed. If party X is connected across the 
line: with the dial in circuit from the positive 
line to earth and a condenser in the loon, then 
on lifting the receiver only relay A would oper 
ate and accept the impulses which would be 
passed to the normal line circuit over contact Al. 
The metering impulse when received would oper 
ate meter Ml. Party Y would be connected with 
a. condenser in circuit across the loop with the 
dial from the negative line· to earth and relay 
B would direct the metering impulse to meter 
M2. Then party Z has the dial circuit taken 
from earth to the mid point of the bell coils 
which are direct across the two lines, so that 
when the receiver is lifted both relays A and 
B operate and meter M3 receives the registering 
impulse. 
For party lines with more than three paeties 

the operation is substantially the same from the 
subscriber's point of view except that he pre 
fixes all directory numbers by "O." Special dials 
are fitted on the party line phones which have 
an adjustable cam that can be set to operate 
on any particular impulse. In dialling the initial 
prefix "O" that particular impulse is "blanketed" 
out on one side of the line and a uniselector in 
the exchange auxiliary equipment is thereby 
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:Fig. 9.-Pa.rty Line Auxiliai·y-:l-10 Pa.1·ties Incoming Call. 
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stopped opposite the particular meter lead re 
quired. The circuit is designed so that the 
subscriber does not get service unless the prefix 
is dialled. The circuit of the R.A.X. Auxiliary 
is given in Fig. 9, a brief description of the 
operation being as follows :- 

(a) Seizing the Line Circuit. - Ground is 
closed over both sides of the line, from the 
calling party's telephone, closing A and G. A 
closes B, closing 1a, loop circuit, through the 
transformer seizing the regular line equipment. 

(b) Recording the Calling Party's Number. 
When the preliminary "O" is dialled, relays 

A and C follow the impulses from the dial, and 
MSl steps to the 10th position. On the "blan 
keted" impulse C remains operated while A re 
leases, thus closing the circuit for J, which 
operates and locks, opens the MS2 rotary cir 
cuit and removes a multiple short circuit from 
the repeating springs of A. G operates when E 
restores, thus preparing the register circuit. The 
succeeding operations follow as in an ordinary 
call. 

Outgoing Call.-Battery is closed over the 
negative side of the line from the mechanical 
operator closing F. Ringing current is thus 
sent - over the positive side of the line through 
contacts of F retuming to ground at F5. 

Reverting Call.-A, C and B are closed as in 
(2Y, the party dials "7" stepping MSl to the 7th 
contact. E operates during dialling. When E 
restores relay H operates. H closes D removing 
A and C from the line and closing ground to A. 
K is closed, opening H. H is a vibrating type 
relay holding D operated. K opens the loop 
and releases the mechanical operator, put holds 
the L and K relays in the line circuit to give 
the busy condition. The calling party now codes 
the ring of the desired party on their line with 
the hand generator. 

Single circuit exclusive services present no 
difficulties, a typical circuit which is successfully 
used being illustrated in Fig. 10. 

An originating call energizes relay A in an 
earth circuit which for the metallic section (if 
any) of the line has the two legs in parallel. 
The impulses are transmitted to, the normal line 
circuit over contact Al. On an incoming call 
the ringing signal passes over the condensers 
in turn, the connections to the midi point of the 
transformers in the metallic portion of the line 
having no, effect. 
For single circuit party lines. there is. at pre 

sent no circuit available to give discriminating 
metering and a common account for focal calls 
must be rendered. 

The same general principles as above apply to 
trunk lines, with the exception, of course, that 
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no metering is required. A ring-off signal, how 
ever, is necessary when the R.A.X. subscriber 
hangs up and an auxiliary circuit at the R.A.X. 
is necessary to provide this facility. A typical 
circuit which provides for a double reversal ring 
off is given below in Fig. 11. In this circuit a 

POL[. E:XCH 
MOUNT[.D EQUIP. -----.c. 

:Fig. 10.-Single Lines-Circuit Arrangements. 

ring off occurs when the R.A.X. subscriber is 
the originator or receiver of the call. 

The circuit depends for its operation on the 
fact that relay JS operates whenever the trunk 
line circuit is used for calls in either direction, 

. and when JS releases it reverses the line and 
the indicator will receive a kick. JR then re 
leases and again reverses the line to, give an 
other pulse to the indicator. 
Extension of Alarmsc-c-When a fault condition 

occurs, an alarm relay is operated and if the 
trunk set aside for the extension of alarms is 
free, a call is made to the line. The operator 
on answering hears a tone combination which 
tells her what type of fault has occurred. The 
alarms transmitted are P.G. alarm, fuse blown, 
release failure, ring fail, mains supply failure 
and battery change over. The alarm systems 

LINE: 
CIRCUIT 

A' 

TO 
LINE: 

e,• 

:F:tg. 11.-Magneto Junction Line-Auxiliary Circuit, 

are so designed that urgent faults, such as fuse, 
ring fail or release failure, take preference over 
battery change over or P.G.'s. If more than 
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one urgent fault is in at the same time, pre 
ference is given to the fuse alarm and ring fail 
alarms when checking back on the fault test 
number for the tone combination. 
Test sets are provided at the R.A.X.'s for 

testing line conditions and routine testers are 
provided where necessary to routine the ex 
change equipment. Test selectors ar provided 
in the later types of R.A.X., the mechanic can 
dial any number from the parent exchange and 
perform tests which in many cases would ob 
viate a visit, e.g., with a P.G. alarm coming in 
the mechanic can· ascertain which line caused 

LINE. rlNDE:R5 
5QpT, 

5ELE:CTOR5 

LINt 
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• START 
WIRE: 
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Fig. 12.-"Straight" Trunking Scheme (100 Lines). 

it. In the 50 line type of exchange in which 
there are all uniselectors and no· bimotional 
switches, the mechanic dials the lowest exchange 
number, and without releasing can dial succes 
sively to step the switch over the whole of the 
exchange lines. 

Trunking Schemes 
Figures 12, 13 and 14 are typical trunking 

diagrams of different systems in operation. That 
shown in Fig. 12 is applicable, to a 100 line 
installation with two groups of 50 lines con 
nected to 50 point uniselector line finders. In 
each group a common start wire gives a start 
signal to the assigner which is a relay set with 
a uniselector for selecting a free selector-line, 
finder circuit.. The finder rotates to pick out 
the calling line an:d having established the con 
nection from the line to the selector the as 
signer is released. The dial tone is now received 
by the: caller and the impulses set the selector 
to give the desired connection. 
Fig. 13 shows the "mechanical operator" 

trunking system in which the assigner picks 
out one of two or three mechanical operators. 
The operator is connected by the "Connector Cir 
cuit Finder" to a Final Selector-s-Line Finder 
circuit. The bimotional finder steps vertically 
and then rotates to pick out the calling line. The 

assigner is then released but the mechanical 
operator is retained and sends out the dialling 
tone over the line finder connection. The im 
pulses set the Final Selector and are also re- 

LINE. rlNDER5 
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LINE: 
RE:LAY5 
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CCT. 
F'JND(R 

START 
WIRE:. 

Fig. 13.-"Mechanical Operator" Type Scheme (200 Lines). 

ceived by the· mechanical operator on uniselec 
tors for determining party line coding, manual 
board, public telephone requirements an,d, the 
equipment associated with these facilities can 
be placed in the two or three operators instead 
of in each of the selectors. The ringing current 
and tones, and in due course the metering im 
pulse are sent out from the operator. When the 
called subscriber answers and the metering is 
effected the connection is established over the 
simple circuit of line finder and final selector, 
and the mechanical opera.tor is released to be 
come available for setting up other calls. 
Fig. 14 is a trunking scheme applied to 50 

line exchanges and has many points similar to 
the system just described. Only uniselectors are 

CALL5t:E:KtR 
50PT, 
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START 
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Fig. 14.-"Control" Type Scheme (50 Lines). 

employed. The, assigner selects a control which 
in turn finds a free line finder-Gall seeker cir 
cuit. When the calling line is picked up by the 
finder, the assigner releases and dial tone is 
sent out from the control circuit which receives 
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the dialled impulses to set switches Rl and R2. 
There is a bank multiple between the call seeker 
and the R2 switch and when the latter has been 
set by the dialling, the call seeker is operated 
as a finder to pick up the setting of R2 and 
connect with the wanted. line. Ringing, tones 
and metering are set up by ,the control circuit 
and when the called subscriber answers the con 
nection is established over the simple circuits of 
line finder and call seeker, all the other more 
complex circuits being made free for use by 
other callers. 
Tandem Trunking.-At Somerville and Tyabb 

R.A.X.'s, which are in the unit fee radius of 

each other, calls between these exchanges are 
routed via the common parent exchange, Frank 
ston, thereby using two junctions and increasing 
the transmission equivalent. Action is eontem 
plated in this and similar cases to introduce 
interddalling to provide direct access between 
the exchanges. 

This does not involve multi fee metering, 
which will of course be necessary for full auto. 
working between exchanges more than the unit 
fee distance apart. These phases must form the 
subject of later articles on this very interesting 
subject. 

RECENT DEVELOPMENTS IN TELEGRAPH EQUIPMENT 
S. J.1.arks 

The main developments in Telegraph systems 
and equipment seem to be mostly in connection 
with new types of repeaters, teleprinter services, 
rack mounting, Voice Frequency systems, 
changes in equipment, and better testing facili 
ties. A brief review of the position will be 
attempted, sufficient, it is hoped, to indicate the 
trend of the developments. 
To, provide manual Duplex facilities at country 

centres a very compact arrangement has been 
standardized snd this was introduced first in 
New South Wales. A full description of the 
arrangements was given in the last issue of the 
Telecommunication Journal and readers are re 
ferred to that article should they desire further 
information. Suffice it to say .that these compact 
installations not only occupy a minimum of 

' ' LINE ,I 

phone relays with a make before break action 
on the relay springs, It has been found that the 
telephone relay retains its adjustments without 
alteration for long periods, and in this respect 
it is superior to the morse transmitter which it 
replaces. 

The action can be traced as follows: The 
down station when opening the circuit prepara 
tory to sending signals, causes the 150 ohm 
relay to release and open the circuit of the 1000 
ohm M/B relay of the up station. (a) The 
latter opens the line on the up side of the re 
peater and (b) mainte ins the closed circuit con 
dition of the 150 ohm relay of the up side 
of the repeater. The latter remains on closed 
circuit as it was before the "up" line was opened, 
and the local circuit maintains the closed circuit 

2.000 ..•.•.. MORSE 5x/ !>X REPEATER 
' 

9-ATTE'llY 
13-z.v- ••. OCAL. 

space, but make full use of recent developments 
in Telephone practice and Power equipment. 
There are many different types of morse re 

peaters in use in the various States, and the 
intention is to standardize on either modified 
types of Full Type or Half Type repeaters, de 
pending, of course, on the circuit requirements. 
Figure 1 shows the circuit of this morse simplex 
"through" repeater utilizing 1000 ohms tele- 

2000- 

_J --~ · r 
LOCAL-'48V 

IHI/- 

Fig. 1. 

condition of ·the M/B relay on the down side, 
so that the original opening impulse from the 
down station cannot be returned in the down 
station direction. 

The morae/V.F; repeater is shown in skeleton. 
form in Fig. 2 and the Duplex/V.F. repeater in 
Fig. 3. A higher speed machine system re 
peatered from the V.F. system to a physical line 
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would use a repeater on the lines of the last 
figure, but equipped with signal shaping devices. 

Teleprinters 
The development in Teleprinter services is 

being steadily maintained and new problems are 
constantly being met in meeting the different 

does not affect the home record reception. The 
advantage to be derived from the use of this 
circuit lies in the fact that a good balance is 
not necessary and consequently the attention of 
a skilled operator is not imperative. Only one 
line is required, 

On the other hand, with this circuit an un- 
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service requirements of the lessees. The fol 
lowing are the main developments:- 
The circuit shown in Fig. 4 which was de 

veloped: to meet the requirements of a particular 
case provides simplex teleprinter transmission 
in either direction over a single composite line. 

Fig. 2. 

desirable feature is that the provision of sig 
nalling voltages and the installation of the relay 
set at the lessee's premises is necessary. 
Figure 5 shows a teleprinter simplex circuit 

utilizing three wires to the subscriber's pre 
mises, retaining battery supplies at the C.T.O. 

MANUAL DX--:-CT~ t D. X VF. REPtAT[R 
AT n~MINATING OFFICE. OF v.r= SYSTEM 

V. F 
AT COUNTRY 
TERMINAL 

.. 
DOUBLE CJJRAEMT 

WORKING 

6000" 
---'\N\I\, 

In this circuit use is made of the teleprinter 
send-receive switch to connect the, receiving 
magnet to the receiving relay or teleprinter 
transmitting tongue respectively when receiving 
or transmitting signals over the line. 
Fundamentally, the circuit consists of a sim 

plified composite duplex set with a very simple 
form of balancing network. The use of this 
simplified balance is possible because the re 
ceiving teleprinter magnet is disconnected from 
the receiving relay when transmission is in pro 
gress, and as a consequence a faulty balance 

Fig. 3. 

and obviating the necessity for exact balancing. 
By means of the send-receive switch the tele 
printer receiver is connected to the tongue of the 
home record relay whilst transmitting and to 
the tongue of the duplexed receiving relay whilst 
the station is in ,the normal position rfor re 
ceiving. 

Galling in and Switching Facilities.-At les 
sees' main offices where the number of ter 
minating teleprinter loops exceeds the number of 
teleprinters installed, calling in and switching 
facilities are provided. Figure 6 shows the ar- 
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rangements for an installation comprrsmg one 
printergram service and one local point to point 
service. At the lessee's main office a key is 
provided which enables the operator to switch 
either loop through to the teleprinter. When a 

L//Vt' 
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Fig, 4.-Modifiecl Teleprinter Terminal. 

loop is disconnected from the printer, its re 
ceive leg is connected through a drop indicator 
(a) and copper oxide rectifying unit (b) in 
series to earth. The rectifier is so arranged 
that it will pass current when spacing battery 
is applied and therefore when marking battery 
is applied-the, normal at rest condition-s-the in 
dicator remains unoperated, 
Immediately a key is depressed at the distant 

teleprinter, the relay at the C.T.0. is operated, 
spacing battery is applied and the indicator is 
operated closing a buzzer alarm circuit which 
indicates to the operator that attention is re 
quired. Switchboards of this nature have been 
supplied: for several services and the rectifier 
element used in this manner has greatly simpli 
fied what would otherwise be a complicated call- 
ing circuit. · 

Test for Distant Termination.-As printer 
gram installations must be regarded as urgent 
services, in the foregoing circuit a special test 
facility is provided at the C.T.O. for testing the 
termination at the lessee's main office when the 
"Who are you?" response is not received and to 
enable prompt action to be taken to dispose of 
the traffic otherwise should a faulty condition 
have developed. This· facility is made necessary 
because:- 

(a) The "Who are you?" response, from the 
distant end is normally regarded as an indica 
tion that the transmission may proceed, and 
failure to receive this "Who, are you?" re 
sponse is taken as an indication that a faulc 
condition exists. 

(b) If the teleprinter at the lessee's pre 
mises is connected to the local point to point 

service, the operator at the C.T.O. will not 
receive a response to the "Who are you?" 
signal, although no, fault condition exists. 
The testing equipment consists of a shunted 

relay (G) in series with the receiving leg. When 
c:r.o. LIME 

L 1' JACKS 

+ •. 
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Subscribers 
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JACKS ----, 
S R 

t 
TELEPRINTER LONG DISTANCE: 

SIMPLEX WITH HOUSE. RECORD. 

Fig. 5. 

its contacts are closed, the circuit of a lamp at 
the operating position is prepared and this cir 
cuit is completed by the operator operating a 
push button. By this means, the operator is 
able to determine the termination of the loop 
at the lessee's premises, a glow indicating that 
the teleprinter is connected ,to the- loop. This 
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-addition has proved: very effective and convenient 
in practice. The arrangement is shown iru Fig. 
6. 

Isolation of Loops for "Who Are You?" Tests. 
-Where more ,than two terminals are connected 
to one service, as obtains in the Weather Bureau 
circuit, the "Who are you?" test is not effective 
unless steps are taken to isolate the distant 
teleprinter under test by disconnecting the other 
receiving loops. Where required, this facility is 
provided by means of relays operated over addi 
tional loops by the switching of a non-locking 
key. When a receiving leg is disconnected at the 
contacts of the relay a marking current is ap- 
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shell with positioning pins at each end. The 
paper forms are prepared in a fan-fold anrl are 
perforated to coincide with the pins· in the 
platen, the relationship between the perforations 
and the printed matter being specified. The 
installation of this type of carriage has over 
come the difficulties associated with the feeding 
of the paper which were previously experienced. 

Increase in Mass of Starter Weight.-With the 
teleprinters as originally supplied, considerable 
trouble was experienced due to the starter 
weight failing to operate the starter switch unit 
when it was released, A failure of this nature 
rendered the teleprinter inoperative and inter- 
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plied to hold the disconnected teleprinter in the 
at rest condition. Figure 7 shows the arrange 
ments. 

With regard to teleprinter machine, develop 
ments, the following items are considered worthy 
of notice:- 

Sprocket Feed Carriages.-Gertain lessees of 
teleprinter services use printed forms on which 
the positioning of the printed matter is most 
important. Using carriages with ordinary rub 
ber platens, it was practically impossible to 
maintain a perfect relationship between the 
forms in the teleprinters at the, two ends of 
the service because of a slight variable slip 
between the paper and the platen which occurs 
when the vertical feed is taking place. To over 
come this difficulty, Creed & Co., have designed 
a teleprinter carriage fitted with a sprocket feed 
platen. This platen consists of an aluminium 

-F"o.11 C(J1Y1YECr1cw.s N"".EN r."!'QE£ se,qwe_.r:.$ AA,:1 
.,,!',;>V£.J B.,, r,yp r,tu.~."",i'/,Nr,!!~., ..3T .VAhY .J r,qr,p,.. 

t ..1~.F JVIR//YS .::VA~AN ~.' ~/.'I" ,,SW/TC,f,'N'l'd V;'Y/r, 

Fig. 6. 

rupted the service until rectified. Following on 
representations to Greed & Co. by the Depart 
ment, the mass of the starter weight was con 
siderably increased with the result that a switch 
operation failure is now almost impossible. It 
might be added that, due to the accelerated wear 
which this increase in weight occasions, the 
switch now sometimes fails to, cut off, but under 
these conditions the motor is running continuous 
ly and although a fault condition exists, the ser 
vice is not interrupted. 

Stroboscope for Checking of Teleprinter Motor 
Speeds, - As neither accurate nor continuous 
speed checks can be made with the vibrating 
reed type of stroboscope supplied with the 
machines, a neon lamp type, of stroboscope has 
been developed. By connecting the stroboscopic 
lamp to the 50 cycle, 230 volt A.C. supply, the 
motor speed can be readily adjusted to its 
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correct value, i.e., 3000 r.p.m. by altering the 
governor spring ,tension until a, white segment 
painted on the governor case appears to remain 
stationary. Where a 50 cycle A.C. supply is not 
available, the circuit shown in Fig. 8 may be 
used, in which case the neon lamp is controlled 
by the distant teleprinter transmission, and any 
difference between the motor speeds of the dis 
tant and home 'machines can be readily observed. 
The extension of this method of speed observa 

tion to, teletype and Murray systems is receiving 
attention. 

Regenerative Repeaters.-In order to improve 
Teleprinter working over very long channels, 

7R 

•• 
aev- 

was necessary and distortion present, the inser 
tion of a regenerative repeater in lieu of an 
ordinary repeater would increase the working 
margin. However, the speeds of the different 
machine cams at a transmission speed of 50 
Bands are :- 
7C Teleprinter Transmitter 428.6 r.p.m, 140 

millisecs. per rev. 
441 r.p.m. 136 

millisecs. per rev. 
461.5 r.p.m. 130 
millisecs. per rev. 

It will be seen that by the introduction of the 
Regenerative Repeater between the sender and 

Regenerative Repeater 

7C Teleprinter Receiver 
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Fig. 7. 

some tests have been made with a Regenerative receiver there is a theoretical reduction in speed 
Repeater. The Regenerative Repeater must act between the two. Under practical conditions 
in the nature of a receiver so far as the sending the operation of two Regenerative repeaters of 
Teleprinter is concerned, and as a sender in re- the type tested, inserted in tandem in a circuit 
lation to _the receiving Teleprinter. The spacing would render the speed adjustments extremely 
of the segments on the repeater is therefore critical. An improvement might be obtained by 
arranged on a basis intermediate between that using 7B Teleprinters where the transmission is 
of .the Teleprinter transmitting- cams and that equivalent to 7.5 signal elements with a cam 
of the Teleprinter receiving earns. On the 7C speed of 400 r.p.m. Another method would be 
machines, which is our present standard, trans- to use Creed automatic reperfonators and tape 
mission corresponds to 7 equally spaced signal · transmitters at the repeating points. 
elements and reception to 6.5 signal elements. 
The segments on the regenerative repeater drum 
correspond to 6.8 signal elements, The, tests 
showed that on any channel on which a repeater 

Telegraph Tape 
It might be of interest to mention that during 

the hot months of recent years, difficulty has 
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been experienced in some northern centres due 
to an absorption of moisture by the Murray 
transmitting tape during conditions of high re 
lative humidity. The question of procuring a 
tape, which will be suitable for ruse under these 
adverse conditions is receiving attention but, in 
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the meantime, a considerable improvement has 
been effected by the provision of a heating 
element situated beneath the Murray Perforator 
tape chamber. The heating element consists, of 
a small electric light globe mounted in such a 
fashion that the heated air, in rising, passes 
through the tape chamber with a resultant 
increase in temperature and decrease in relative 
humidity at this point. 

Cricket Broadcasts 
Many were doubtless interested in the, Cricket 

Broadcasts during the last visit of the Aus 
tralian team to England and the telegraph ar 
rangements which formed an essential part of 
the arrangement might be mentioned. Figures 
9, 10 and 11 show the arrangements in the 
different C.T.O.'s for connecting carrier channels 
for morse working across the continent so that 
any one capital can be the transmitting centre 
and all other capitals receive the drop copy 
material. Each of the C.T.O.'s can send back 
to the transmitting centre R.Q. messages and 
all stations on .the system can hear what is 
being sent. The transmitting point for the 
whole network was located in the Gable Com 
pany's office. The degree of success achieved 
by the entire organization responsible for the 
transfer of the cricket telegrams can be realized 
when i,t is stated that the average time of 
despatch of a cricket telegram from the scene 
of the match in England to the time of receipt 
simultaneously in broadcasting stations in the 
various capital cities was 1.9 minutes. The 
circuits used for terminal, intermediate station 
or transmitting station at each C.T.O. can readily 
be followed. From the C.T.O. the connections to 
broadcasting stations are by means of either 
morse circuits or telephone loops. 

C.T/7 
fW/TCHBtJ.4,QP 

l:XTENPEO 
tt7C.4L~ 

A& PC 

rtg. 9. 
Drop Copy and :a. Q, Telegraph Circuits over Carrier Channels 

(Termi,na.l Stations), 
NOTES: Circuit of arrangements at the terminal stations 
for the following conditions:- · 
1. When the station is the "receiving" terminal on the R.Q. 

line, and the "sending" terminal on the drop copy line, 
plug "A" to the R.Q. channel and "B" to the D.C. line, 
switch in position "1," except when it is desired to 

prevent the R.Q.'s going back over the D.C. line. 
2. When the station is the "sending" terminal on the R.Q. 

line, and the "receiving" terminal on the D.C. line, plug 
"B" to the R.Q. line and "A" to the D.C. line, srwitch in 
positton 412." 
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Voice Frequency 'I'elegraphs=-Terminatiens 
The V.F. telegraph system has proved to be 

entirely satisfactory and additional systems. are 
now being provided on several routes. The V.F. 
System was described by C. Anquetil in Paper 
No. 26, and we need here only consider the 
telegraph loops and terminations. Figure 12 

c ro 
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x, 

October, i 938 -------=- 
line, V.F./physical repeaters are necessary and 
some of these have, already been mentioned. 
Arrangements have been made to provide on 

future V.F. systems both double current and 
single current loop facilities which may be 
selected as .desired, the change being simply 
effected at will by means of a switching key. 
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Fig. 10. 
Drop Copy and R.Q. Telegraph Circuits over Carrier 

Cha.nnels-Intermecliate Stations. 
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shows morse simplex and manual duplex ter 
minations for V.F. working, and Figure 13 shows 
the connections for Teleprinter operation. If a 
V.F. channel is extended beyond the, V.F. system 
termination by means of a physical telegraph 
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Figure 14 shows the facilities and the loop 
circuit alterations effected. In order that the 
V.F. channels may be used to the fullest advan 
tage as circumstances demand, it is necessary 
that it should be possible to switch any system 
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Hanel Operatecl Drop Copy ancl R.Q. Teleg1·aph Circuits over 
Carrier Channels. (Stations senclim.g business and receiving 

R.Q.'s in two direct1on11.) 
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within the speed capabilities of the channel into 
service as the incidence of the traffic and de 
mands of the office may dictate. This means 
that any single current morse set, as well as 
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double current set, including teleprinter or other 
machine sets in the C.T.O., should b.e capable of 
working into a V.F. channel. The advantages 
of double current working for machine tele- 
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graphs on loops to carrier systems have been 
well proven and the V.F. systems follow the 
earlier telegraph carrier practice in this respect. 
Double current loop working enables high speed 
bias free signals to be passed between the tele 
graph machine and the carrier channel and 
equally balanced positive and negative impulses 
are vitally important on high speed systems. 
The earlier method of working carrier channels 
by means of single current loops and the relay 
electrically biassed by means of a local winding, 
was not entirely satisfactory as 1a, bias was ex 
perienced owing firstly to varying conditions 
necessitating re-adjustments to the bias winding 
and secondly, under the best conditions the bias 
winding giving a bias to the tongue· equal to the 
travel time of the· single current sending tongue 
across its contact gaps. 

Indicator Lamp=-Murray Perforator 
Trials of an alteration in the mounting of 

Murray Perforator Indicator Lamps are at pre- 
. sent in progress. The life 

of these lamps is relatively 
short and it is thought 
that their early failure is 
largely due to the vibra- 
tion to which they are 
subjected during the opera 
tion and handling of the 
perforator. To eliminate 
this cause of failure, lamps 
have been mounted in the 
fixed perforator cover in 
stead of in the perforator 
itself, as was the case pre 
viously. Although the 
tests are not yet complete, 
the results so far obtained 
indicate that a consider 
able lengthening of the life 
:of the lamps may be ex 
pected. 

o references have been 
made in this article to the 
new type of Conveyor 
Belts which are being die 
veloped, design of racks, 
and the jack and test cir 
cuits involved for <tele 
printer services, and other 
associated plant. These 
items are too large to 
cover in an article of this 
nature and it is better for 
them to be dealt with 
separately. I should like 
to acknowledge the assis 
tance rendered! by Messrs. 
F. E. Moo-re and S. T. 
Webster in compiling this 
article. 
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Fig. 13.-Teleprinter Long Distance Over v.r. System. 
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BROADCASTING STATION MAINTENANCE 
From the mechanic's point of view, broad 

casting provides an avenue of occupation which 
differs from that of telephony, Broadcasters 
require the full range of voltages. including the 
low, medium, high and extra high, both rectified 
and alternating at low power frequencies, medi 
um voice frequencies and the very high radio 
frequencies. Most of the equipment is at a 
dangerous potential. Safety devices are provided 
for the protection of personnel, in the form of 
interlocked · enclosures and earthing switches to 
discharge high potential circuits. 

With his various indicating meters and the 
programme monitor, the operator, like the doctor 
equipped with stethoscope, watches and listens 
for symptoms. He hopes for the best and ex 
pects the worst, and when the worst does 
happen it is usually ;a, case in which he must act 
quickly in order to save plant or time. Most 
of the time which is available for maintenance 
duties is occupied on engines, rotating machin 
ery, electron tubes, the water cooling system, 
contactors and the effects of dust. The dust imp 
creates a major problem, particularly at a sta 
tion like 3 WV, which is situated! in the Wim 
mera, where most of the country is ploughed, 
harrowed and fallowed every year. This dust is 
deposited in thick layers on the floors, in con 
tactors and on the surface of high voltage 
equipment, including meters. Those meters 
which are in high potential circuits are effected 
by electrostatic precipitation to a much greater 
extent than others in low potential circuits. 
Cobwebs must also be removed from horn gaps 
and radio frequency circuits to prevent break 
down. A newly-spun cobweb is moist and con 
ductive. 
The effects of lightning are sometimes awe 

inspiring. A,t one station a lightning discharge 
may cause an explosive report like a field gun, 
whereas at another station the noise may not 
be so prominent but the lightning may start an 
arc which develops into flames in a very short 
time. _ These arcs may quickly be quenched by 
opening the extra high tension circuit for a 
fraction of a second to cut off the power which 
sustains them. 
Broadcasters of the national network of which 

there are 23, may conveniently be divided, into 
two groups-c-metropolitan and regional. The 
metropolitan stations are situated near the capi 
tal cities of the Commonwealth to serve densely 
populated areas. The programme line between 
studio and broadcaster is. comparatively short 
and free from interference hazards. During 
transmission practically the whole of the pro 
gramme level control is in the hands of the 
studio control operator. Maximum reference 

*Lecture delivered before the Postal E'lectrical 
Society of Victoria on 8th August, 1938. 

S. V. Hosken 

level is determined by preliminary test between 
the studio and transmitter before each pro 
gramme session begins. This test provides for 
appropriate levels to be sent simultaneously to 
the regional stations. The metropolitan trans 
mitter is a master reference for the whole State. 
A telephone, circuit provides direct communica 
tion between the studio and transmitter. The 
necessary power for transmitting equipment in 
this group is derived' from electric supply mains. 
Regional broadcasters are situated in the more 

densely populated country regions. The pro 
gramme line is comparatively long and subject 
to variations in programme level and interfer 
ence hazards such as electrical storms. Facilities 
are, therefore, provided at regional broadcasters 
for supplementary control of programme levels, 
and to provide local emergency programmes 
during interruptions or serious interference. A 
telegraph circuit is provided for direct com 
munication between the metropolitan studio and 
regional operators. Where electric supply mains 
are not available such as at 2 CR, 3 WV, 4 QN 
and 6 WA, power for the regional equipment is 
derived f.rom diesel engine-generator sets in 
stalled at the broadcaster. 
The staff required, at a broadcaster is deter 

mined by local conditions. Each staff consists 
of a Foreman or Senior Mechanic, and may 
include transmitter operators, control operators 
and diesel engine mechanics. The transmitter 
operators control the power and radio, frequency 
equipment. The control operators are required 
to control the audio-frequency power levels at 
the end of a long programme line which may 
exceed 200 miles in length. The diesel engine 
mechanics maintain the engines, generators and 
power equipment. 
It is necessary for transmitter operators to 

gain some knowledge of amplifiers, rectifiers, 
electron tubes, meters, etc., with their functions 
and operating conditions in a transmitter, in 
order to know by observing its various meters 
how the transmitter is behaving. Brief details 
of these items are given below:- 

- Amplifiers 
A Class "A" Amplifier is one in which the 

output wave forms of the plate current are a 
true replica of the input grid volts. See Figure 
1. In its static condition the grid' is negatively 
biassed to the centre of its grid volts-plate 
current characteristic between zero grid bias 
and plate current cut-off. A steady plate cur 
rent is indicated by the "DC" plate meter. In 
its dynamic condition the plate current alter 
nates about its steady mean value and no 
changes are indicated by the "DC" plate meter: 
itt remains at the steady current value. 
Plate Efficiency, or efficiency of conversion 
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from "DC" input power to audio "AC" output 
power is low, approximately 18 per cent. to 20 
per cent. The greater part of the "DC" input 
power is lost in heating the plate of the tube; 
the plate circuit is non-resonant. Class "A" 

amplifiers are employed as high fidelity audio 
frequency voltage and power amplifiers and 
modulators. All audio amplifiers used by the 
Department operate under class "A" conditions. 
Their input grid' circuits possess a constant high 
impedance due to running no grid current. They, 
therefore, offer a constant high impedance load 
to their preceding amplifiers. 

A Class "B" R.F. Amplifier is one in which 
the output power of the plate circuit is propor 
tional to, the square of its input grid volts. In 
its static condition the grid is negatively biassed 
near the cut-off point on its grid volts-plate 
current characteristic and practically no plate 
current is indicated by the "DC" plate meter 
(See Figure 2). 
In its first dynamic conditions (carrier only), 

the positive excursions of input R.F. grid volts 
are of sufficient amplitude to drive the grid into 
the positive region and grid current flows. The 
"DC" plate meter indicates an average value of 
the plate current. 
In its second dynamic condition (carrier plus 

modulation) the carrier input amplitude in 
creases and decreases with the modulation en 
velope, causing the plate current to .alternate 
about its average value at audio-frequency, and 
no changes are indicated by the "DC" plate 
meter. J.t remains steady during modulation. 
The efficiency varies with operating condi- 
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tions from rather low values up to 60 per cent. 
It should be noted: that as efficiency is a variable 
quantity the highest can be attained only with 
maximum input or at the greatest modulation 
depth of 100 per cent. and with sine wave 

modulation. The wave forms of speech acre 
complex and peaked, consequently the efficiencies 
attained in practice seldom exceed half that 
which is possible with sinusoidal modulation. A 
class "B" R.F. amplifier usually includes a tuned 
plate circuit which, by virtue of its pendulum 
action can supply both halves of a cycle after 

having received a comparatively short impulse 
from one tube. It is not essential, therefore, to 
employ more than one itube in order to complete 
the output cycle. 

Two common uses of class "B" R.F. ampli 
fiers shown in Figure 3 are:- 

(a) As a separator connected to the output of 
a temperature governed crystal controlled master 
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oscillator, in which position the amplitude of 
input R.F. grid volts is limited to a value which 
will not cause grid current. The grid circuit 
then off ers a constant high impedance load to 
its preceding master oscillator. This limited 
operating condition is frequently referred to as 
class "AB." 

(b) As an R.F. amplifier following the separa 
tor in order to, sufficiently raise the carrier 
power level to, fully excite a modulated ampli 
fier. The separator and successive R.F. ampli 
fiers are sometimes caned coupling stages. Those 
class "B" R.F. amplifiers employed in cascade 
after a, modulated amplifier to further raise the 
modulated carrier power to the rated aerial 
power are usually referred to as linear class "B" 
R.F. amplifiers, or briefly R.F. power amplifiers. 

A Class "C" R.F. Modulated Amplifier is one 
in which !the output power of the plate circuit is 
proportional to the square of the plate volts. 
In its static condition the grid is negatively 
biassed to approximately twice the value neces 
sary for plate current cut-off (See bias points 
shown in Figure 1.) and! no plate current is 
indicated by the "DC" plate meter. In its first 
dynamic condition (carrier only) the grid is 
driven hard into the positive region to cause 
plate current saturation. The "DC" plate meter 
indicates an average value of this plate current. 
The "DC" plate volts must not exceed the peaks 
of the "AC" audio output volts from the modula 
tor in order to attain 100 per cent. modulation. 
Grid current flows by virtue of the grid be 
coming positive during part of each positive half 

cycle, In its second dynamic condition (carrier 
plus modulation), the audio "AC" plate power 
from the modulator is, dissipated in the resistive 
load of the modulated amplifier which is calcu 
lated from the "DC" plate volt amperes. Modu 
lation is effected by the modulator's "AC" out 
put power which is superimposed on the average 
"DC" plate power consumed by the modulated 
amplifier causing amplitude modulation of the 
output carrier power. 
The modulation is an alternalting component, 

and no changes are indicated by the "DC" plate 
meter, thus it remains steady during modulation. 

The grid current varies with the audio modula 
tion envelope causing a variable load on pre- 
ceding R.F. amplifier circuits. Lt is for this 
reason that the constant impedance separator 
is employed in order to separate this variable 
loading from affecting the master oscillator and 
thus prevent frequency scintillation during 
modulation. Grid swamping resistors also aid 
in swamping this variable load. Efficiency may 
attain 70 per cent. due ,to its resonant plate 
circuit and maximum excitation. The class "C" 
R.F. amplifier is rich in harmonic distortion due 
to the plate current being controlled during a 
part only of each positive half cycle of voltage 
on the grid, but the· pendulum action of the 
tuned plate circuit maintains a nearly pure 
sinusoidal R.F. output. This method of modula 
tion is called "Heising," or plate modulation. 
There are several modifications of the original 
Heising System. The class "C" R.F. modulated 
amplifier may be employed in a high level system 
as the final R.F. amplifier, where i:t requires 
comparatively large modulating powers or in a 
low level system as an intermediate amplifier 
where comparatively small modulators suffice, 
In a fully modulated high level system the 

depth of modulation may be carried to the point 
of 100 per cent., but in a low level system the 
maximum depth at the modulated amplifier is 
limited by the equivalent non-linearity or cur 
vature in subsequent power amplifier character 
istics (See Figure 2). This non-linearity causes 
an artificial increase in modulation depth which 
may amount to 15 per cent. in which case the 
maximum permissible depth at the modulated 
amplifier would be 100 per cenrt. minus 15 per 
cent., or 85 per cent., any excess of which would 
cause over-modulation at the final amplifier. 
The percentage increase in R.F. circulating 

current due to modulation is, therefore, less at 
the modulated amplifier than at the final ampli 
fier. It is the peak value of the audio "AC" 
volt s from the modulator which determines the 
rctual depth of modulation (See Figure 4) .. 
During 100 per cent. modulation the modulator's 
"AC" peak volts will equal the "DC" plate volts 
on the modulated amplifier, the algebraic sums 
of the two will alternately amount to. twice and 
zero during each audio cvcle, When for an 
instant the sum of the voltages on the modu 
lated amplifier is doubled, the current is also 
doubled, resulting in a quadrupled instantaneous 
peak carrier power output, Thus a 10 kW 
broadcaster may radiate, instantaneous peak 
powers, of 40 kW. 
It will be remembered that the R.M.S. value 

of a sine- wave is 0.707 of the maximum or peak, 
and as the peak voltage and peak current must 
each be multiplied by 0.707 to find their R.M.S. 
values, it follows that peak power would be mul 
tiplied by the square of 0.707 (which is 0.5). 
The R.M.S. power required from a modulator is, 
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therefore, half the equivalent "DC" power con 
sumed by the modulated amplifier to attain 100 
per cent. modulation. This half power from the 
modulator is added to the unit carrier power, 
making a total of 1.5 times carrier power. 
With this added power in the carrier, the 

aerial and circulating current R.F. ammeters 
would be expected to register an increase above 
unmodulated carrier values. 
Power is proportional to I', but the meters 

ar.e calibrated in I amperes, therefore, instead 
of indicating an increase by 1.5 times, they 
register the square root of 1.5 (which is 1.226) 
times carrier current during sustained sinusoidal 
100 per cent. modulation. 
With speech modulation, therefore, the instan 

taneous peak power may attain four times 
carrier power, but the average, power may not 
attain 1.2 times. Which means that speech and 
sinusoidal modulations may equally attain a 
depth of 100 per cent., but the average increase 
in carrier power will not be so great with speech 
modulation. The aerial and circulating current 
R.F. ammeters are sluggish in operation, and 
will not register the equivalent current increases 
of speech modulation. Increases of only 1.05 
times carrier current being usual in practice. 
It will be observed that one criterion of good 

transmission is the active R.F. ammeter and the 
passive "DC" meter. 

Inverse Feed Back 
Some broadcasters employ the principle of 

inverse feed back, which by simply diverting 
into a rectifier a small amount of the output 
carrier power by means of an electrostatic poten 
tial divider improves the fidelity and reduces the 
carrier noise. This small power is then rectified 
to obtain the modulation component just as the 
detector does in a radio receiver, and this modu 
lation component is then fed back in inverse 
phase or phase opposition into the input circuits 
of the premodulator at the audio input end of 
the transmitter. 
All non-linear amplification and foreign modu 

lation of the carrier such as "AC" ripple occur 
ring between the input feed back point at the 
pre-modulator, and the output of the final ampli 
fier are almost although not completely counter 
phased, resulting in a very high standard of 
transmission at medium cost. The counter 
phasing effect of the feed back is equal to a 
loss of 10 db in the depth of modulation which 
must be compensated for by a 10 db increment 
to the audio input level from the line amplifier 
to the pre-modulator. 

Meters 
The "DC" voltmeters and ammeters are usu 

ally of the D' Arsonval moving coil type and 
their scales are linear. The insulation employed 
in meters is not designed to withstand very high 

voltages to frame and the personnel, therefore, 
must be protected from any danger which may 
arise from contact with those meters. 
Ammeters and; milliammeters in high poten 

tial circuits are placed behind glass windows 
around which are earthed metal frames. Volt 
meters across high potential circuits are con 
nected to the earth end of their multipliers, and, 
in addition, a neon lamp is connected across 
the meter element. Then if the moving coil 
should become open-circuited and dangerous 
potentials develop at the meter, the neon is 
excited into operation to form an auxiliary path 
to· earth, and remove those dangerous potentials 
from the meter. 
The basic principle of R.F. ammeters usually 

depends in one form or another on the heating 
effect of a, current in a conductor. The heat 
developed is proportional to, I', but as the meters 
are calibrated in I amperes and not I', the scale 
is non-linear. Its calibrated' divisions are close 
together at the zero end of the scale, and their 
distances, apart increase toward the maximum 
deflection end. The maximum scale deflection of 
a therrno-couple type R.F. ammeter is limited 
to slightly more than three ,times its minimum 
readable deflection. 
Electron Tubes and the Water Cooling System 
Several types of electron tube are employed in 

a broadcaster. Their range extends from the 
small tubes of a, few milliwatts output to the 
large water-cooled types rated at several kilo 
watts. High power tubes are costly items, ex 
ceeding £125 each and every care must be exer 
cised to gain the maximum effective tube life, 
not only to prevent unnecessary costly wastage, 
but also to, minimize those annoying interrup 
tions to the transmitted programme caused by 
tube failures. Of the various characteristics 
possessed by an electron tube, two of them, 
maximum plate dissipation and maximum fila 
ment emission, are the immediate concerns of 
the operator. 
In the first case, excessive dissipation will 

abnormally heat the plate, and' soften the 
vacuum by releasing occluded gases from the 
metal electrodes. It has been possible to re 
harden the softened vacuum by operating the 
filament only at an effective emission tempera 
ture while the remaining electrodes are either 
open circuited or negatively biassed. 
In the second case, the skill and attention of 

the operator can do much to minimize mainten 
ance costs and annoyance. Each electron tube 
is designed to give a guaranteed life (which 
may be 1000 hours) for a given maximum emis 
sion at the maximum filament volts (as stated 
on each tube), but the plate volts, plate dissipa 
tion, and circuit functions determine the actual 
operating emission in terms of plate current. 
This operating emission is, in most cases, con 
siderably below the maximum rating. It is, 
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therefore, an unnecessary waste of tube life to 
operate such filaments at their maximum fila 
ment voltage. 
The filament volts (and subsequent tempera 

ture and emission) should first be reduced to a 
point where the amplifier or rectifier output 
begins to fall. Then the filament volts, tempera 
ture and emission are again raised by that 
necessary increment which will ensure full out 
put plus a small marginal factor to provide for 
variations which may occur. There must be no 
limitation of output power, nor slide, back on 
peaks due to a deficiency in emission, otherwise 
distortion and poor regulation will occur. 

When a tube has lost its effective emission it 
must be removed from service. On reducing ,the 
filament volts, however, the emission is reduced, 
and a point is reached where the space charge 
in the tube· is also reduced. A higher velocity 
and kinetic energy is then imparted to the elec 
tron stream, causing an increase in plate dissipa 
tion and temperature. The plate volts, however, 
may remain constant. 

One: particular value of filament voltage is 
found, to coincide with the highest dissipation, 
which may be sufficient to ruin the tube. 
In the case of rectifiers, the input "AC" plate 

voltage will also rise above its normal value to 
the maximum or peak value. This increase in 
input plate volts imparts an added velocity to 
the electron stream. 
In the case of grid current biassed oscillators 

a reduction in filament volts below a critical 
point also results in instability with the added 
danger that the oscillator may cease to function. 
Its "AC" output power would cease, and plate 
dissipation may become s.o excessive as to ruin 
the ,tube in a few seconds. It is essential that 
all amplifiers, rectifiers and oscillators are peri 
odically examined to ensure optimum conditions 
and full output. 
The evaporation of a filament is not equally 

divided over its entire length, and local accelera 
tion may occur due to physical non-uniformity. 
Where· it is possible, the filaments are observed 
during .their initial heating (when first switched 
on each day), in order to detect hot spots. A 
hot spot is caused by a relatively higher resis 
tanee developing in a short section of the fila 
ment, and the filament does not heat uniformly. 
When a hot spot definitely appears, the effective 
tube life is at an end, for it may be only a 
matter of a, few hours, 01· even minutes, before 
the filament will burn out. The affected tube 
should immediately be· removed from service to 
prevent a possible interruption to the trans 
mitted programme. 
The water-cooled tubes, and .their applied extra 

high tension are in direct contact with the cool 
ing water which circulates by means of a motor 
driven pump. It necessarily follows that the 

specific resistance of the water must be main 
tained at a high value (not less. than 10,000 
ohms per cubic centimetre) in order to minimize 
current leakage, and its resultant electro 
chemical effect. 
Free oxygen is liberated in the high po,tential 

end' of the cooling system, and this oxygen 
causes a high rate of hose coupling corrosion 
near the water-cooled tubes. Zinc is eaten out 
of its brass alloy, leaving a spongy copper struc 
ture which collapses. The zinc, copper and dust 
particles contaminate the water; i.ts specific re 
sistance falls, and electrolysis is accelerated. The 
combined effects are cumulative. The zinc is 
precipitated as zinc oxide on to the earth poten 
tial hose couplings, resulting in a building-up 
process inside. those couplings causing a, con 
striction which, if permitted to continue, would 
eventually stop the flow of water. This precipi 
tate must periodically be removed to clear the 
obstruction. 
To reduce this corrosion of the high potential 

couplings, an iron cathode is submerged in the 
water reservoir, The liberated oxygen atoms 
freely combine with the iron and form iron-oxide 
on its surface. Large quantities of iron-oxide 
are thus rapidly formed in a thick layer which 
must be washed off daily, otherwise the chemical 
process would stop, the iron become ineffective, 
and, the specific resistance of the water would 
rapidly fall. Some of the zinc-oxide and other 
foreign substances in the system are precipitated 
on the high potential plate of the tube, by 
electro-static precipitation. Cooling becomes less 
effective and the maximum plate dissipation of 
the tube is reduced. 
The electron tubes are periodically taken out 

of their water jackets (weekly in most cases) 
and the precipitate removed by immersing the 
plates of the, tubes in a solution of one part 
hydrochloric acid to six parts by volume of 
water. The precipitate disappears in a minute 
or so. When hard scale is formed, however, it 
may be necessary to, remove this mechanically. 
Thermometers are installed with contacts which 
close and ring an alarm when the water tern 
perature rises above a pre-determined safe value, 
usually 60 deg. C., due to some abnormal con 
dition. Excessive water temperature may, in 
an emergency, be reduced, by decreasing the 
extra high tension which subsequently reduces 
plate dissipation and output power. 
The cooling fans are also reversible for hot 

weather conditions in order that they may drive 
the air through the radiators in the same direc 
tion as the prevailing wind. Stationary air is 
thereby reduced to a minimum. 
Water flow contacts which become open cir 

cuited, to cut off the power when the rate of 
flow falls below a pre-determined safe value are 
also installed. 
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Rectifiers 
The output rectified voltage from copper-oxide 

rectifiers varies with seasonal temperature 
changes, being highest in summer and lowest 
in winter. Seasonal compensating adjustments 
are made to the applied "AC" voltage in order 
to maintain correct rectified output voltage. 
Owing to the many soft lead washers employed 
in rectifier units, the surface pressure acting on 
each rectifier element is reduced with time and 
the output vo1tage falls. This is corrected by 
tightening each unit. 

Power Plant 
The engines employed to drive electric genera 

tors are of the residual oil class diesel such as 
the Ruston-Hornsby type 6 VCR airless injector 
6 cylinders. vertical 180 h.p. 600 r.p.m. direct 
coupled to, a 415 volt 50 cycle generator and' a 
field exciter, These engines are started by air 
compressed to 300 lbs. per square inch. 
Unlike the petrol engine, which takes into 

each cylinder a charge o.f combustible gas from 
a common carburettor, and thereby automatical 
ly power balances itself relative to the power 
in each cylinder, the multi cylinder diesel engine 
cannot balance itself. Each cylinder of the 
diesel engine possesses an independent fuel in 
jector and spill valve to control the quantity of 
fuel injected. The fuel oil is first passed 
through a separator (like a cream separator) to 
remove its wax content. This fuel is then con 
ducted from a nest of spill valves through a 
separate .pipe to each cylinder. 
In order to power balance the loading on all 

cylinders, a Pyrometer thermo-couple is fitted 
into each of the six cylinder exhaust pipes. Load 
is then switched on to the engine, and each spill 
valve is adjusted until all cylinder exhaust tem 
peratures are equalized, thus ensuring that all 
cylinders are doing equal work. A well balanced 
engine is comparatively free from hunting, and 
consequent generator voltage fluctuation. The 
engines are completely overhauled after each 
successive 3000 hours running. The lubricating 
oil is continuously filtered, first by means of an 
electrically heated streamline filter at a tempera 
ture of 160 deg. F. The streamline is blown 
down with compressed air twice daily to remove 
accumulated carbon formations, and secondly by 
means of a. simpler type of filter called an Auto- 

Klean. The Auto-Klean is adjusted to oppose 
an oil pressure of approximately 2,1 lbs. per 
square inch, and this adj ustment determines the 
pressure of the forced feed lubrication through 
a by-pass to the engine bearings. The Auto 
Klean and engine bearings form a parallel cir 
cuit. 
It is claimed by one oil re-refining company 

that the process of engine lubrication does not 
affect the lubricating qualities of the oil itself, 
but that the real deterioration is due to other 
foreign substances such as carbon and engine 
metal becoming mixed with the oil. The oil it 
self does not break down. Also, that used oil 
re-refined is a far better lubricant than new oil 
owing to the re-refined oil being comparatively 
free from carbon forming contents. Moreover, 
that an engine is the best refiner of oil. 
The exhaust valve stems are periodically hand 

fed with a mixture of equal parts of oil and 
kerosene to prevent gumming and seizing. The 
added kerosene, does not affect the lubricating 
qualities of the oil. It will be remembered that 
the .two-stroke engine is supplied with a petrol 
oil mixture for both power and lubrication. The 
best time to begin valve stem lubrication is im 
mediately after starting the engine, after which 
they are thoroughly flushed. 

Starting the Transmitter 
The transmitter is switched on by pushing a 

sequence of buttons which control electrically 
interlocked contactor circuits, and by rotating a 
hand wheel which regulates the extra high ,ten 
sion. Nothing now remains but to remove the 
cob-webs from the horn gaps, start the engine, 
pumps, fans, and air compressor, flush the valve 
stems, and push those transmitter start buttons, 
and then regulate the extra high tension while 
simultaneously watching to see that all circuits 
are functioning normally. 
Having proved ,the transmitter is normal, the 

control room equipment is next switched on. A 
short test transmission is made, and at zero 
hour circuits are closed and transmission of the 
national programme has begun. 
From the moment the transmitter is switched 

on the operator observes the equipment and lis 
tens to the programme monitor, and every hour 
approximately 60 meter readings are recorded 
in the log, until Close Down. 
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'_fHE ·J.12 OPEN-WIRE CARRIER SYSTEM 
C. ]. G.,,{fffrhs, M.E.E., A.M.I.EE, A.M.I.E .. Aust. 

Introduction.-The purpose of this article is 
to give readers some preliminary details of the 
new 12-channeI open-wire carrier system which 
is shortly to be installed between Sydney and 
Melbourne. 
Route Conditions.-The existing open-wire route 

carries from 6 to 10 3-channel carrier telephone 
systems (frequency range 5-30.2 kc./sec.), 5 of 
which operate between Sydney and Melbourne, a 
Sydney-Melbourne Type B Telegraph carrier sys 
tem (frequency range 3-10 kc./sec.), a Sydney 
Melbourne Programme carrier (34-42.5 kc./sec.), 
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Type "J" Carrier Telephone System. 

and a Melbourne-Corowa physical programme 
circuit. Each of these systems requires a 
carrier-transposed pair involving the following 
main alterations to the existing voice-frequency 
pairs:- 

(a) Re-spacing of wires to 9 in., 18 in., 9 in., 
instead of 14 in., 14 in., 14 in. 

(b) Twenty-eight in. vertical spacing between 
arms. 

(c) A considerable increase in the number of 
transpositions .. 

(d) A reduction in transposition pole irregu 
larities. 
To provide for these requirements on an 

existing route transposed many years ago for 

voice frequency crosstalk conditions only, neces 
sarily involves considerable expenditure and the 
possibility of interruption to working circuits. 
Depending on the route conditions, cost of (a) 
and (c) approximate £15 per pair mile of wires 
re-transposed. 
It is evident, therefore, that the re-transposing 

costs enter largely into the economics of carrier 
system provision, and that the newly developed 
12-channel open-wire systems to which reference 
(1) (2) has been made in the technical press 
during the last two years, offered very definite 

carrier 
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advantages from the point of view of open wire 
requirements per channel for the initial system 
applied to a route. For such an initial system 
the two important line characteristics are atten 
uation and impedance, for which little alteration 
to the existing route conditions is required. Con 
sideration of the application of more than one 
system to a route will necessarily involve appre 
ciably more stringent line conditions to provide 
the required cross talk · characteristics up to 140 
kc./sec. The costs per pair re-transposed to 12- 
channel requirements will certainly be higher 
than the £15 per pair mile quoted for 3-channel 
systems, but with the experience obtained with . 
one system and the associated line measure- 
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ments it will not be difficult to determine the 
line and overall economics of 12-channel systems. 
Some idea of the stringency of line requirements 
for operation to 140 kc/sec. is provided by the 
recently completed Transcontinental line between 
Oklahama City and Whitewater, California, in 
U.S.A., a distance of 1200 miles. 'I'ransposition 
poles are erected to within + 5 feet of their 
correct position and' are spaced every 260 feet 
(every second pole). Wires of a pair are spaced 
at 6 ins. and the centres of adjacent pairs are 
spaced 30 ins. apart, Sags of wires forming a 
pair are adjusted to within + 0.7 ins .. of each 
other and arms are spaced 36 ins. vertically. 
The development of such a system has been 

carried out primarily by the Bell Laboratories 
in U.S.A., and after keeping closely in touch 
with this development, the Department arranged 
for the purchase of one system· in July last for 
installation between Sydney and Melbourne. The 
conditions of purchase provide for the system 
to be installed on the existing open-wire route 
with minimum alterations to, the poling and 
transposition arrangements. 

Descriptioru of the J-12. System.-The main 
features of the J-12 system, a block schematic 
of which is shown in the accompanying sketch, 
are as follows :- 
From the voice-frequency termination speech 

passes on the transmitting side to the channel 
modulators and associated modulator band filters 
where the 12 channels are modulated with car 
rier frequencies spaced at 4 kc./sec. from 64 to 
108 kc./sec. The resulting band of frequencies 
60-108 kc.zsec, then passes. through two group 
modulators, associated amplifiers and filters to 
line. On the receiving side the demodulation 
follows the same general principles as. the modu 
lation process, The reason for the double modu 
lation arises from · the standardization by the 
A.T. & T.Co. of the channel frequencies 64, 68, 
72-108 kc./sec. for the carrier on cable, open 
wire carrier and coaxial cable systems. The 
channel equipment and associated carrier supply 
bays are similar in each case, and the necessary 
transfer of the 12 channels from the frequency 
band 60-108 kc./sec. to 12-60 kc./sec. in the case 
of the cable on carrier system (Go and Return 
occupy the same band on separate pairs in sep 
arate cables) to 36-84 kc.jsec. and 92-140 kc./ 
sec. for the two directions required by the open 
wire system, and to any of a number of bands 
up to 1000 kc./sec. or more for the coaxial 
system, is obtained by suitable group modulators. 
Apart from the standardization obtained, such 
an arrangement has two important advantages. 
Firstly, crystal type channel filters giving a 
very sharp cut-off for the 4000 cycle/sec. channel 
bands can be economically built for operation at 
frequencies above 50 kc.Zsec. Secondly, this 
range of frequencies (60-108 kc./sec.) is high 
enough that all harmonics fall beyond its upper 

limits. Thus the second harmonic of 60 kc./sec. 
is 120. kc./sec. which is well above 108 kc./sec. 
The carrier frequencies for the twelve chan 

nels are obtained from a common source of 
supply consisting of a vacuum tube oscillator 
controlled by a tuning fork adjusted to 4 kc./sec. 
The oscillator output is amplified and led through 
a coil-type harmonic producer giving all the 
desired harmonics of 4 kc./sec. -at about equal 
intensity. Duplicate and automatically switched 
in carrier supply is provided' in all cases to 
guard against break-down; automatic gain con 
trol throughout the system is provided by means 
of a pilot channel at 84.1 kc./sec. This is an 
essential requirement as the open wire attenua 
tion at high frequencies may vary up to 50 per 
cent. between wet and dry weather conditions. 
The· automatic gain control maintains the level 
within + 1 db. of the initial setting. 

Layout of System. on Sydney-Melbourne Route. 
-The normal repeater spacing for the J-12 sys 
tem is. 65-75 miles, but this is dependent in par 
ticular cases upon firstly, the conditions normally 
influencing line attenuation, namely weight of 
conductor, type o.f insulator and weather con 
ditions, particularly frost and sleet, and secondly, 
upon the positioning of existing carrier repeater 
stations and the suitability of intermediate 
offices for repeater purposes. In the case of the 
Sydney-Melbourne route, the repeater stations 
together with intermediate spacings will be as 
follows:- 

Melbourne 
62.14 miles 

Seymour 
43.96 miles 

Violet Town 
41.82 miles 

Wangaratta 
46.32 miles 

Albury 

Wagga 
79.96 miles 

57.75 miles 
Cootamundra 

72.28 miles 
Yass 

60.62 miles 
Goulburn 

58.17 miles 
Mittagnng 

69.94 miles 
Sydney 

Prior to the adoption of these repeater 
spacings, a careful examination was made with 
the co-operation of the Meteorological Bureau 
of frost and snow conditions over the whole 
route for a period of 27 years. Briefly, this 
examination showed that neither sleet nor frost 
formation on the wires would be a serious factor. 
Having determined the repeater stations, the 

next step was the layout of the loop from the 
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main line into the repeater and terminal station. 
For short loops up to 100 yards in length, special 
loaded disc insulated cable will be run from a 
terminal pole on the main route to the carrier 
bay. For loops over 100 yards, open-wire con 
struction to a terminal pole adjacent to the 
repeater station with a short disc insulated en 
trance cable will be used. Because of the high 
frequencies involved and the difference in level 
on the incoming and outgoing sides of the re 
peater station, special transposing of the open 
wire loop circuits will be necessary. 
The disc insulated cable is of novel construc 

tion, and consists of four wires .0508 in. in 
diameter in a star quad formation which is 
maintained by hard rubber discs 0.640 in. in 
diameter and spaced at 1 in. intervals along the 
cable. Screening of 1 in. x 0.005 in. copper tapes 
and two wraps of 9/16 in. x 0.003 in. steel 
tapes is provided. Over this is placed' the lead 
sheath 0.083 in. thick, making an overall dia 
meter of 0.89 in. The weight of the cable is 
1.2 lbs. per foot. 

Line Characteristics.-In order to check the 
line characteristics of the carrier transposed 
lines which are available on the route, tests. for 
impedance, attenuation and cross talk over the 
range to 150 kc.jsec. are at present proceeding. 
These are the first tests up to. such a frequency 
on open-wire lines which have been made in 
Australia, and as available literature gives little 
information in this direction, many interesting 
problems have been met and overcome. How 
ever, the work carried out in this direction will 

be the subject of a separate paper at a later 
date. It is sufficient to, mention at this stage 
that there is little doubt that the, circuits with 
satisfactory impedance and! attenuation charac 
teristics for the first J-12 system will be available 
with little alteration to the existing conditions. 
For a typical repeater section Melbourne 
Seymour. (62 miles) the attenuation at 140 kc./ 
sec. on a 200 lb. H.D.C. line is 0.32 <lb. per mile 
for a D.C. leakance of 0.366 meg-ohms per mile 
and 0.29 db per mile for a D.C. leakance of 9.0 
megohms per mile. The impedance varies by 
+ 60 ohms from a mean curve of 600 ohms 
over the frequency range 36-140 kc./sec. In 
the initial design the maximum estimated wet 
weather loss for the longest repeater section on 
the route, 79.96 miles between W:agga and 
Albury, was 30.5 db. for a 200 lb. H.D.C. line 
including cable. Apart from impedance and at 
tenuation conditions, an important problem is 
that of noise, arising not only from telegraph 
circuits, carrier systems and other circuits on 
the route, but also from atmospheric conditions 
and radio sources. Particular care has been 
paid in the design to the suppression of such 
sources of interference by the provision of suit 
able noise-filters, retard coils, "ceiling" and 
"cellar" filters. 

(1) "Recent Trends in Toll Transmission in 
the United' States," by E. H. Colpitts. The Bell 
System Technical Journal, April, 1937, pp. 119- 
143. 

(') "High Frequency Carrier Systems," Tele 
graph and Telephone Age, 1/11/37. 
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A, S. McGregor THE MELBOURNE-GEELONG TRUNI{ CABLE 

An underground cable is now being laid to 
carry all the telephone and telegraph .traffic 
between Melbourne and Geelong, including chan 
nels to serve the Western District of Victoria 
and also Tasmania. This trunk cable will be, 
when put into service, the longest underground 
cable of any sort in Australia. 

The reason for the installation of underground 
cable in this instance is one of practical €COn 
omics. The existing aerial route, which was 
erected in 1912, has outlived its useful life. 
Necessary standardization and reconstruction 
would be very costly and the development is 
such that whatever expenditure might be in 
curred on the route at the present time, an 
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(SECTION AT A·A) 
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ment for 15 years being £12,960; whilst the 
corresponding and comparable annual charge on 
the underground cable would be £7,200 for the 
first eight years, and £8,000 subsequently as 
additional loading and terminal equipment is 
added. Apart from the economic advantages 
indicated, the cable will afford improvement in 
transmission and will reduce, fault liability. 

It will be seen from the road cross section 
shown in the locality plan (Figure 1) that a 
satisfactory position existed for the location of 
the cable on the travelling stock route along the 
side of the highway where, it is not likely to be 
interfered with through future road widenings, 
etc. 
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additional route would be necessary to meet 
traffic demands in approximately eight years' 
time. 

A comparison of the present value of annual 
charges showed that underground cable has sub 
stantial economic advantages; the estimated, an 
nual charges involved by the retention and ex 
tension of the aerial route to meet the develop- 
-------- 

=On 12/9/38 at a. meeting of the Postal Electrical 
Society of Victoria, Mr. A. S. McG,regor presented a 
motion picture showing features of the manufacture 
and laying of the Melbourne-Geelong trunk cable. 

With exception of the unarmoured sections 
leading into Melbourne and Geelong and a short 
section through the township of Werribee where 
in each case subscribers' development necessi 
tated multi-duct runs, tape armoured cable has 
been adopted. 

Apart from the novelty of the cable itself, the 
methods of installation are of considerable in 
terest, having been developed specially to meet 
local conditions. 
Underground trunk cables are gradually dis 

placing heavy aerial lines in thickly populated 
areas of Europe and America, but the cost of 
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such installations has been such that, though 
economical and offering many advantages -in 
countries where urban areas are virtually linked 
together-the suburbs of one city often actually 
merging into the suburbs of the next-it has 
been hitherto difficult to justify similar construc 
tion under Australian conditions where the larsr 
cities and commercial centres are so widely 
separated. Because of the greater reliability 
afforded with underground cable plant, as com 
pared with aerial plant, Australian engineers 
have, for many years, been keenly watching de 
velopment abroad with a view to reducing under 
ground cable installation costs to a point more 
comparable with aerial plant, 
The "cable" in this instance consists actually 

of two heavy steel-taped armoured cables, one, 
comprising 3/40 lb. twinned screened pairs + 
63/20 lb. quads (129 pairs) designated the "GO" 
cable, and the other, comprising 2/ 40 lb. twinned 
unscreened pairs + 48/20 lb. quads (98 pairs), 
designated the "RETURN" cable. 
In order to simplify and lessen the cost of 

the cable and equipment and at the same time 
to secure the highest possible degree of electrical 
stability, the four wire system of transmission 
has been used. In simple language this system 
provides for all speech from Melbourne to, Gee 
long to be transmitted over conductors in the 
cable designated as the "GO" cable and for all 
return speech from Geelong to Melbourne to be 
transmitted over conductors in the other cable 
designated the "RETURN" cable. 
This arrangement ensures that high level 

transmission and low level receptions do not 
occur on adjacent pairs of conductors in the 
same cable, thus eliminating "neae end" cross 
talk and accordingly widening the scope for pos 
sible amplification. 
Working amplification is therefore limited only 

by the speech-noise ratio at the receiving end. 
A special group of pairs in the "GO" cable 

has been reserved for two-wire working to serve 
intermediate stations. With exception of the 40 
lb. conductors having special characteristics de 
signed for programme and high frequency car 
rier services, both cables consist of 20 lb. con 
ductors in star quad formation. The cable being 
manufactured to "Local" or minor trunk speci 
fication. 
It was found to be more economical to provide 

the full complement of physical circuits at the 
outset rather than to resort to phantom work 
ing, which would have entailed more expensive 
cable and considerably increased testing and 
jointing work. 
The cable installation involved, therefore, the 

laying of these two steel-tape-armoured, bitu 
men-coated, lead-sheathed, paper-insulated, and 
air-spaced cables having conductors weighing 
generally 20 lbs. per mile, the combined weight 

of the two cables equalling approximately 26 
tons per mile. 
The cable route length and the total amount 

of each cable used comprised:- 
Armoured Unarmoured 
Miles Miles 

G0-3 pr./40 lb. 
+ 126 pr.120 1b. I 
RETURN-2 pr./ . 35.5 5.5 
40 1b. + 96 pr./ I 
20 lb. ------ ------ . 

It is interesting to note that 60 per cent. of 
this cable, involving both "GO" and "RETURN" 
sections and armoured as 'well as unarmoured 
lengths, was manufactured in Australia at the 
Port Kembla factory of Metal Manufactures Ltd, 

Although tenders were invited for the instal 
lation of the cables, none was received and 
therefore it became necessary for the Depart 
ment to undertake the work. 

A preliminary detailed survey involving trial 
pot-holes put down at half mile intervals and 
exhaustive enquiries from such authorities as 
had carried out works in the vicinity indicated 
that a firm estimate of the amount of rock to· be 
removed could not be obtained from a surface 
inspection, rock occurring in more or less mass 
formation at irregular intervals and depths. 
Hitherto one of the principal factors in under 

ground cable installation costs has been the ex 
cavation and restoration of the trench which, if 
done by manual labour, obviously would render 
such a project as the Melbourne-Geelong cable 
economically unattractive. 

Several possible alternative methods of instal 
lation were therefore considered, the most ob 
vious of which was to excavate the trench by a 
trenching machine equipped for side delivery, lay 
the cables side by side in the trench and back-fill 
by hand. 
This method was advanced by the manufac 

turers as the· orthodox process, but on the route 
in question, with rock occurring in unknown 
quantities at varying depths and intervals, it 
became obvious that the cable laying would be 
entirely dependent upon the excavation process; 
long lengths of trench would have been neces 
sarily kept open along the stock route over 
lengthy periods dependent upon the rate of pro 
gress of the rock removal. 
To avoid this difficulty it was decided that 

the cables would be laid by means of a mole 
plough, but to ensure that the ground would be 
free from obstructions in order to permit the 
laying to proceed without interruption a trench 
30 ins. deep and 20 ins. wide· was cut and the 
soil back-filled 1a,n,d1 lightly rolled in one oper 
ation by means of the machine illustrated in 
Fig. 2, which was developed for this job. 
The excavation of a trench 2 ft. 6 ins. deep, 

20 ins. wide, and 35 miles long, is in itself no 
mean task, and on this job the amount of rock 
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excavated (4,800 cub. yds.) represents ia, fair 
quarrying effort. 
The rock was treated in the orthodox manner 

by use of pneumatic drills and blasting, the sur 
face having been first removed and the rocks 

Fig. 2.-Excavating Ma.chine. 

exposed by the excavating machines. It might 
interest readers to know that the blasting en 
tailed the use of 16,330 charges of gelignite. 
Two Barber-Greene excavating machines were 

used to cut the trench. Each machine was 
staffed with one driver and an assistant. These 
two men between them did the necessary. peg 
ging out, lining, boning, etc., and each machine 
cut in the manner indicated from 200 to 1,000 
lineal yards of trench per day according to the 
nature of the country encountered. 
The width and depth of trench was decided 

upon, bearing in mind the possibility that at . 

~: C • ~- ,· ~ •.• 

Into the trench thus provided the two cables, 
which had been manufactured in approximately 
500 yard lengths, were laid simultaneously by 
means of a modification of a deep sub-soil plough. 
The plough outfit illustrated in Figure 3 con 

sisted of four parts=-the hauling tractor; the 
plough; and two cable, drums carrying trailers 
arranged in tandem from which the cable was 
paid out. 

Fig. 4.--0rawler Tractor for Kauling Plough. 

The plough and trailers were towed by means 
of a 15-ton crawler tractor, equipped with a 
robust winch and winding drum, as illustrated in 
Figure 4. 
The tractor was generally used as a stationary 

unit, the plough and trailers being hauled up to 
the anchored tractor by a steel rope using double 
or treble purchase according to circumstances. ~, 

' i 

Fig. 3.-M-Ole Plough with Cable :Reel Trailers. 

some future date it might be necessary to lay 
additional cables in the same trench, in which 
case further blasting operations alongside of the 
existing cables would obviously be impracticable. 

This arrangement conserved the engine power of 
the tractor unit. 
The plough consisted essentially of a vertical 

ploughshare to the back of which was fitted two 
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tubes arranged in a quadrant bend through 
which the cable passed out of the bottom ends 
horizontally into the ground. · 
The plough was mounted on steel skids de 

signed to, slide over the ground and was placed 
partly under, and attached loosely to, the first 
cable drum trailer. 
The trailers, of the two-wheel type, had the 

drums mounted in such a way that the cables 
passed in an easy bend over and into the tubes 
on the plough. The trailers were in tandem and 
articulated with a pivot coupling between them. 
A metal framework, with rollers, fitted between 
the trailers carried the cable from the rear 
trailer over the top of the leading drum and 
down into the forward tube of the plough. Man 
ual assistance to rotate the drums was found to 
be unnecessary. 
In operation the tractor took up a position 

about 100 yards ahead of the combined plough 
trailer unit and hauled the latter up to itself. 
The tractor then moved forward and the oper 
ation was repeated, etc. Each drum carried ap 
proximately 500 yards of cable and new trailers 
and drums came on at intervals of 500 yards, 
the empty drums being hauled to the nearest 
drum depot for re-loading. 
Instead of laying the cable drums out along 

the roadside, the hitherto usual procedure, it 
was. practicable by means of the arrangement 
sdopted, using reel trailers, to store the cable 
in suitable temporary depots at convenient inter 
vals of three to four miles along the route. 
The · combined cable laying equipment was 

staffed with three men, comprising the driver 
and two, assistants, one of whom attended to the 
winding rope, whilst one man steered the plough. 
In order to facilitate the, work, a crew of five 
men, with a heavy 4-ton lorry, was continuously 
employed removing lagging from drums at the 
depot, loading drums on to trailers and bringing 
the loaded trailers up to the cable laying party 
It was necessary to, ensure that the drums 

were mounted on the trailers with the running 
end of the "GO" cable continuously in the same 
direction, and similarly the running end of the 
"RETURN" cable in the opposite direction. This 
was arranged with the manufacturers who pro 
vided identification marks on the drums therefor. 
It is important to note that the cable was not 

drawn into the trench at all. The arrangement 
described ensured that both cables were paid 
off the rotating drums through specially shaped 
tubes in the plough blade and in such a manner 
that the minimum amount of :flexing and stress 
resulted. 

The cables have been laid one over the other 
in a single slit in the ground, this method saving 
considerable tractive effort. The minimum of 
cover provided above the top cable throughout 
is 21 inches. This cover was determined by the 

depth at which the ploughing operations were 
carried out. 

Because of the urgent need to complete the 
cable in time to afford relief over the heavy 
summer season's traffic, the excavation and lay 
ing work in this instance was carried out during 
the most unfavourable season of the year when 
the natural roadside was saturated with heavy 
winter rains. 
The track where the cable was laid, was, 

during the course of the work, generally im 
passable to ordinary motor vehicles and, in fact, 
it would have been impracticable to have con 
trolled such heavy drums of cable over an open 
trench. The handling of the heavy equipment 
involved, under such adverse conditions, necessi 
tated many novel departures from orthodox 
methods, details of which are beyond' the scope 
of this paper. 
The lineal length of cable laid per day, with a 

gang of nine men, was from 200 yards ( 400 
yards of cable) to 3,000 yards (6,000 yards of 
cable), which was the maximum single day's 
output. 

Fiis. 5.-Cable Reel Trailer. 

The cable reel trailers, illustrated in Figure 5, 
although specially developed for this work, have, 
nevertheless, general application. These trailers 
are jack controlled! in such a manner as to 
permit two men to load 5-ton drums without 
risk. When mounted, the drum is centred. on a 
spindle, in such a way that it permits safe rosd 
transport and when the reel trailer is placed 
over a manhole the cable can be drawn directly 
into the duct without further manual attention. 
With unarmoured' cable a suitable bent guide 

tube equipped with a funnel mouth at the top 
can be inserted directly into the duct and the 
cable drawn through this tube can then be 
effectively greased by keeping the funnel at 
the top end filled with grease of suitable, vis 
cosity. 

By means of this arrangement two men can 
conveniently and safely handle and raise, ready 
for laying, heavy cable drums which have, in 
the past necessitated the attendance of eight or 
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nine men, the operation even then proving at 
all times comparatively hazardous. 

As a matter of fact, in or.der to conserve duct 
space both the "GO" and "RE.TURN" cables, 
unarmoured sections, were on this. job drawn 
simultaneously into a single duct, the cables 
being prevented from twisting by the introduc 
tion of ballrace swivels. 
Apart from the simplicity of the cable instal 

lation methods illustrated in the foregoing, these 
cable reel trailers afford revolutionary and econ 
omical measures which will, no doubt, appeal to 
many interested cable laying authorities. 
The cable has been designed to provide the 

following traffic channels for the periods indi 
cated:- 

Melboume to Geelong, and beyond:- 
Existing' 77 
At date of cutover 88 
1945 ······ 107 
1957 ······ ······ . 182 

Apart from the special circuits ( 40 lbs. con 
ductors), for the present all channels will be 
derived by physical circuits without resort to 
carrier systems. 
In the "GO" cable the pairs have been allotted 

as follows:- 
Centre Core: Three screened broadcast 

pairs. 
First Layer: Thirty pairs loaded, in 30 coil 

pots to W erribee but unloaded and spare be 
yond. This provides for the two-wire circuits 
Melbourne and Footscray to Laverton and 
Werribee. . 

Second and. Third Layers: These will be 
regarded as one group. Seventy pairs will be 
loaded with 70 coil pots for four-wire through 
circuits, with selected pairs allotted for some 
two-wire intermediate services. Twenty-six 
pairs will be left unloaded. 
In the "RETURN" cable the pairs have been 

allotted as follows :- 
First and Second Layers: Seventy pairs 

will be loaded; -with 70 coil pots for four-wire 
through circuits, with selected pairs allotted 
for some two-wire intermediate services. 

Outer Layer: Twenty-six pairs will be left 
unloaded, 

Outer Layer: Two unscreened broadcast 
pairs. 
NOTE.-In the City West-Footscray section 

the· above loading on the "GO" cable will be 
included in 290 coil pots combining trunk and 
junction loading. 
The voice frequency circuits are loaded with 

88m.H. coils throughout, the spacing being 8,924 
feet on the armoured cable and somewhat more 
on the two end sections because of the slightly 
lower mutual capacity o.f the existing cables 
which have been utilized at the Melbourne and 
Geelong ends. 

The three screened pair.s in the "GO" cable 
are loaded with 16 m.H. coils at 2,975 feet 
spacing and one 40 lb. pair in the "RETURN" 
cable is similarly loaded. 
Along the armoured cable sections where the 

principal 88 m.H. loading points occur, namely, 
at approximately 9,000 feet spacing, standard 
manholes, numbering in all 20, are provided to 
accommodate the large, loading pots. At the 
intervening points, numbering in all 39, the 16 
m.H. loading coils for the programme circuits 
are included under the lead sheath in the joint, 
thus making a sleeve. about 4-! inches in dia 
meter. 
At these latter points and wherever unloaded 

joints occur, numbering in all 62, asbestos. 
cement joint boxes (No. 5 type) are provided; 
the cables being there looped in the· orthodox 
manner permitting the jointing operation to be 
performed above the ground, level. 
In general, the cable has only been tested for 

side to side capacity unbalances within each 
quad. For check purposes and for future 
guidance, "side to side" and "phantom to side" 
unbalance tests have been made at certain points. 
No trouble is expected from "side to earth" un 
balances. From test results to date, it is an 
ticipated that when the jointing has been corn 
pleted, the "side to side" unbalances per loading 
section will be less than 50 micro-microfarads, 
giving a crosstalk value of approximately 93 d.b. 
The terminal amplifying equipment which will 

be installed at Melbourne and Geelong will con 
sist of single stage pentode type high gain re 
peaters of the f eed back type. The repeaters 
will be mounted, 40 per bay, two bays being re 
quired at both Melbourne and Geeiong initially. 
. From tests made to date, it is satisfactory to 
know that the transmission requirements will 
come fully up to expectations. It is also satis 
factory to note thet the work, which is being 
completed to scheduled time, will, from cost 
figures to date, be performed within the esti 
mate. 
The work is now sufficiently near completion 

to anticipate safely the completed cost figures. 
Exclusive of the cost of material, namely, cable, 
loading coils and terminal equipment, the antici 
pa ted' final costs per yard of single cable laid is 
2/9. I lj t 
These figures cover all work performed in 

connection with the installation, testing, jointing 
and balancing, and include such items as the 
construction of manholes, and the operation of 
the special mechanical appliances, etc. 
Now that the actual amount of rock excava 

tion is known, it is possible to compute the cost 
of the work on a State average basis. On this 
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basis, the computed saving through mechaniza 
tion is £13,000. The saving in transport alone, 
because of the reduced manipulative staff re 
quired, has exceeded £700. 

Whilst improvements in the technique adopted 
will no doubt follow as a result of the experience 

gained, the methods used on this job appear, 
neveetheless, to have provided a very satisfac 
tory solution to a major problem. 
"The Electrical Engineer" and "Merchandiser" 

have kindly supplied the halftone blocks used in 
this article. 

CABLE J O I N T I N G. PART 4 G. 0. Newton 

OPERATIONS ON WORKING CABLES 
Introduction 

General.-The operations which have been de 
scribed previously are all of a comparatively 
simple type and an ability to perform them 
correctly snd expeditiously can usually be ac 
quired within a relatively short period. Pro 
ficiency in performing- operations on working 
cables under all conditions is not acquired so 
readily. 
In the smaller country magneto exchange 

areas the cable pairs are mostly occupied by 
exchange lines of a simple type and with low 
calling rates and there is little multipling of 
pairs of lateral or branch cables. Under these 
conditions operations are normally straight 
forward and: are simplified by the fact that it 
is generally possible to take liberties with the 
circuits which, under other conditions, would 
seriously interfere with the service and give rise 
to complaints, but as the complexity of the 
exchange system, the size of the network, the 
calling rate on the exchange lines, the proper 
tion and variety of circuits other than exchange 
lines and the extent of the multipling i,n the 
cables increase, the· work becomes more involved. 
Even under the latter conditions no great diffi 
culty will arise once a little experience is 
acquired if the cables have been jointed· in 
accordance with the principles already set out, 
but where there is little or no ordered arrange 
ment of pairs in the cables the accurate and 
reasonably expeditious performance of the cper 
ations will in most instances require initiative, 
close attention to detail and ability such as can 
only be acquired with experience. 

Interruption and Interference to Services. 
The most important rule in regard to operations 
on working cables is that every care must he 
taken to avoid, as far as possible, any annoyance 
to subscribers or interruptions to services, and 
where this is unavoidable, to so arrange the 
work that the minimum of inconvenience is 
caused. Where urgent calls are likely to, be 
made ( e.g., services to Fire Brigades, Police, 
Hospitals, Doctors, etc.) or where circuits have 
high calling rates with no alternative means of 
communication or are of a special importance or 
nature ( e.g., broadcasting lines, power leads, 
alarms, etc.) it is advisable to seek the co- 

operation of the parties concerned, and if neces 
sary to carry out the work at •a, special time to 
meet their convenience. It is particularly impor 
tant to avoid interruptions when operating on 
junction cables owing to the generally busy 
nature of such circuits. Ineffective calls are 
very annoying to subscribers and with a view 
to avoiding any such cause for complaint it is 
advisable to arrange with the exchanges con 
cerned to "busy out" any junction circuits likely 
to be interfered with before commencing work 
and/or if possible to confine operations to 
periods of low traffic density. Usually the Junc 
tion circuits cam· be "busied out" in groups of 
convenient size and restored as soon as work 
on the group is complete and before another 
group is "busied out." 
Whilst it is neceseary to, avoid to the greatest 

possible extent faults of any kind on any class 
of service to be found in cables, the need for 
particular care with exchange services iri C.B. 
Manual and Automatic Exchange areas and with 
many types of miscellaneous services needs 
stressing. In ·a1 C.B. Manual Exchange area the 
earthing of the ring or "B" leg or the short 
circuiting of the two legs ( either by a direct 
short or double earth) of an exchange line lights 
the line lamp on the switchboard and unneces 
sarily causes the operator to plug into the line 
jack to answer what is the normal signal of a 
calling subscriber, whilst in an automatic ex 
change such faults engage switches unneces 
sarily, and if the non-standard condition is sus 
tained a fault will be reported and unnecessary 
expense and effort in testing and tracing the 
trouble will be incurred. 

On many miscellaneous services there are par 
ticular types of faults which must be avoided 
specially (e.g., short circuiting of the cable pair 
must be avoided on some types of alarm circuits 
whilst on others an open circuit will bring in the 
alarm. See also reference to Reversals in Part 
2). It is desirable that everyone employed on 
cable work should become familiar with the 
different types of such services within the areas 
in which they operate and with their circuit 
arrangements so that the requisite care can be 
taken when operations involve such circuits. 

Cable Records.-Inaccurate and inadequate re 
cords are not only a prolific cause of interrup- 
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tions to services during operations on working 
cables, but they are responsible for serious de 
lays to the completion of the operations. In 
addition to accurate details of the services oc 
cupying the various pairs and of their terminal 
points, complete and accurate information in 
regard to the record numbers of the pairs ap 
pearing in each branch and lateral cable is 
essential. Where pairs are commoned (mul 
tipled) the records should clearly indicate which 
services occupying such pairs will be affected 
by any proposed operation. Any conditions 
which are not straight-forward, such as cables 
containing two or more different classes of 
cable pairs (i.e., main, secondary and link), some 
of the pairs not jointed through to the Exchange 
M.D.F. and/or a cable head, etc., should be 
adequately recorded. 
Instances sometimes occur where miscellaneous 

services (e.g., extensions, fire alarms and private 
lines), are by-passed clear of the exchange by 
a cross-connection of pairs either within a joint 
or from one cable to another at a point some 
distance from the exchange. Whilst considera 
tions such as compliance with transmission !l'e 
quirements and economy of cable conductors 
may necessrtate these arrangements, they add 
very considerably to the complexity of the cable 
records and if not correctly and adequately re 
corded, considerable confusion may be caused on 
future jointing operations.: Therefore, such in 
stances should be carefully recorded, and where 
disconnections of such services take place, and 
the cross connection is not likely to be required 
again in the near future, it is most desirable 
that the cable pairs be altered back to their 
normal condition as sooru as possible, Where a 
considerable number of such services are by 
passed clear of the exchange it is preferable to 
arrange for the cross-connection on some cable 
terminating arrangement such as a pillar ter 
minal than within a joint o,r by direct connec 
tion between joints. This does not, however, 
overcome the necessity for accurate and careful 
records, 

Another instance which is sometimes encoun 
tered and which may give rise to considerable 
confusion is the case where two sections of a 
cable of one size are joined by two cables with a 
greater total pair capacity, e.g., two sections of 
100 pair cable may be joined together by a 
section consisting of a 75 pair amd a 50 pair 
cable. In some cases it will be found· that 25 
pairs in one cable or the other, or a number of 
pairs in each cable are not jointed at either end, 
whilst in others, 25 pairs of each are commoned 
at the exchange end and at the subscribers' end 
they are either commoned again or the 25 pairs 

, in one cable (or a portion of them in each cable) 
are insulated. The records in such cases should 

not only indicate the numbers of the main cable 
pairs appearing in each cable but should also 
indicate the destinations, whether in cable ter 
minal boxes or joints. In cases where some of 
the pairs are not connected at any point to main 
cable pairs, the rotation numbers of the "dead" 
pairs and their terminating points should be 
recorded. Information in regard to the relation 
between rotation and record cable pair numbers 
and in regard to joints where cable pairs are 
tagged is extremely valuable and should be re 
corded wherever possible. 

Where the accuracy of the records cannot be 
relied upon or the available information is in 
adequate, it will usually be advisable to check 
the existing or obtain the additional records 
before commencing operations rather than incur 
delay to the completion of the operations or 
complaints brought about by undue interrup 
tions to, services. 

Whilst on the subject of accurate records, it 
must not be forgotten that to, ,a, large extent this 
is in the hands of the cable jointers, It is not 
only essential that all work be performed ac 
curately, but that the records furnished on 
completion of each wo,rk are complete and ac 
curate. Any errors or omissions found in the 
records of plant on which work is being per 
formed or in adjacent plant should be brought 
under notice. The little extra time incurred in 
ensuring accurate records will save the addi 
tional expense many times over when future 
operations are in hand, whether they involve 
cable alterations, connection of new lines, or 
attention to faults. 

Identification of Pairs in Working Cables 
General.-In addition to permitting the oper 

ation being carried out in a simple, speedy and 
correct manner, the requirements of an ideal 
method of identifying pairs in wprking cables 
are:- 

(i.) Subscribers and renters of cable pairs for 
special purposes should have uninterrupted use 
of their services. 

(ii.) They should not be annoyed by being 
called on their lines unnecessarily or by the 
operation of signalling arrangements due to the 
actions of the workmen (e.g., tinkling of bells, 
actuation of alarm signals, etc.) or by any other 
form of interference to their services. 

(iii.) No, noise should be introduced into the 
circuits either directly or by induction. 
The large variety of conditions and circuits 

which may be encountered, together with con 
siderations of time 2nd cost, have so far defeated 
the development of a method which complies 
with these ideal requirements, and since the 
methods in general use necessitate some interfer 
ence to the services in most instances, it is essen- 
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tial that every care be taken to ensure that the 
extent of this interference is the minimum pos 
sible in the circumstances. Even with this depar 
ture from the ideal, it is not possible to follow 
any single straightforward method which can 
be readily applied under all conditions, and 
therefore what are considered to, be suitable 
methods under particular conditions will be out 
lined. In some instances it may not be advisable 
even to follow the one method throughout an 
op,eration and in such cases the use of two or 
move methods will be necessary to complete the 
work in the shortest time. In each case the 
matter will be discussed more in the light of the 
conditions to be found in the larger cities than 
in the light o.f the simpler conditions which 
prevail in small networks. As freedom from in 
terruption and accuracy on the subsequent joint 
ing operation depends largely on the accuracy of 
the identification of cable pairs, it is essential 
that every care towards this end be taken. 

Conditions Under Which Identification May 
Have To Be Performed.-The conditions within 
a cable which are likely to be met when pro 
ceeding to identify pairs in working cables can 
be divided broadly into two classes:- 

(i.) Where the cables have been jointed in 
rotation so that rotation and record cable pair 
numbers correspond or where the diversions 
from an ordered arrangement are only of a 
minor nature, 

(ii.) Where the cables have been jointed with 
out proper regard to order ; the extreme case 
being one where none of the, pairs is in any 
recognizable order and there is a large propor 
tion of split pairs. 
In each of these classes it may be necessary 

to identify either a portion of the pairs in the 
cable or the whole of them. Included with the 
latter would be the case where it is necessary 
to identify a large proportion of the pairs in a 
cable having little or no ordered arrangement of 
pairs. 

Methods.-As the majority of identification 
work is done with the, exchange, this will be 
described first. In this case the pairs should be 
identified from the M.D.F., since cable records 
are referenced to, this point, and it ensures 
accuracy. 
Identification of working pairs in manual ex 

change areas is often assisted by raising the 
exchange operator with a portable telephone or 
"buttinski," and obtaining the number of each 
line. Such identification should, however, be sub 
sequently checked with the M.D.F., especially in 
C.B. exchange areas where, it is possible to raise 
the exchange on a particular number when one 
lead of the telephone is connected to the tip or 
"A" leg of another line or to an earthed con 
ductor. As extensive use of this method of 
identification adds very considerably to the load 
of operators at busy exchanges, it should not be 

used unnecessarily and, where necessary, its 'U!Se 
should: be confined as far as possible to slack 
periods. There may be instances also, where 
identification of the cable pair will be facilitated 
by raising the subscriber on: a portable telephone 
and ascertaining his number. In this case also 
the practice should only be adopted when essen 
tial on account of the possible inconvenience or 
annoyance to the subscriber and when: used, the 
identification should be checked with the ex 
change M.D.F. 
The first operation prior to commencing the 

identincation work is to arrange a speaking 
circuit between the two points concerned. Where 
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Showing Methods of Icle:ntifying Pairs in Working Cables 
froiµ the E?[Cha.nge .M.D.F. · · · 

Methods (a) and (b) are the most suitable ,where all the 
pairs of a cable, or the individual pairs of a group- of pairs 
which are readily identifiable as a group, · require iderrtiftca 
tion. 
Method (c) is applicable to instances where it is desired to 
identify isolated pairs or a group of pairs which cannot be 
.identified readily as a group. 

cable pairs are in rotation, usually this can be 
pre-arranged by assigning a particular pair (by 
its number) for the purpose, but where any 
trouble is experienced with this, or where pairs 
are not in rotation, it is necessary to identify a 
suitable spare by one of the methods to be 
described later. In the latter case, unless some 
other suitable means of communication is avail 
able, preliminary communication froni the joint 
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to the exchange is obtained by means of a 
portable telephone (or buttinski in automatic or 
C.B. manual €xchange areas) on an exchange 
line which is free for the moment. First of all, 
the subscriber of any line so used should be 
consulted and advised that he may be unable to 
use his line for a short period, after which it is 
advisable to, cut off the telephone side so that 
the party concerned will not be annoyed by any 
ringing, buzzing, or if an automatic exchange 
line, by any tinkling of his bell due to dialling. 
The circuit should be, restored at the earliest 
possible moment. As in the case of checking 
and testing on non-working cable, breast trans 
mitters and headphones are the most suitable 
for use on the speaking circuit. (Probably some 
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Showing Methods of Identifying Pairs in Working Cable 
from Cable Distribution Points. 

The methods indicated apply more particularly to instances 
where it is des.ired to identify isolated pairs in a cable or 
the individual pairs of a group which cannot be identified 
as a group. 
In those cases where the required group of pairs can be 
identified readily as a group the point of application of the 
signalling current and the searching point are the reverse 
to that shown. 

form of loud speaking telephone would be more 
satisfactory for use at the cable joint, but as 
far as is known at present, a suitable inexpensive 
type is not available.) 
In some instances, as indicated in a later 

section, and when dealing with spare pairs, use 
can be, made of a direct current signalling ar 
rangement similar to those suggested for check 
ing and testing pairs in completed non-working 
cable (see Part 3), but under all the conditions 
likely to be met, the use of some type of alter 
nating current, such as exchange ringing current 
or tones, or of buzzer sets ( continuous signal 
type) is the only one which Will permit of any 

uniformity. This is applied at either the joint 
or the cable termination and at the opposite end 
to which it is applied the pairs are identified by 
use of ,a, head receiver ( or a magneto bell when 
ringing current is used) and pricker (see Figures 
18 and 19). 
The head receiver (or bell) with the pricker, 

which is used for locating the required pairs, 
should always have a condenser in series as 
shown in Figs. 18 and 19, when used in C.B. 
Manual or Automatic areas so as to avoid the 
introduction: of earths on to legs of working 
circuits whilst pricking for the required pair. 
Condensers: should also be used in the signal 
supply circuit when operating in such €xchange 
areas with the object of minimizing interference 
due to earths and shorts on working lines, but 
their use is not essential in the case of spare 
pairs or in other cases where the exchange side 
of the circuit is, cut off during the process of 
identification. In the case, of spare pairs the 
connection can be made by a single direct lead 
to the conductors of one or more pairs in parallel. 
As there is no disadvantage in the arrangement, 
however, it seems preferable to, use condensers in 
all cases. 
The signal current is applied simultaneously 

to both legs as shown in the Figs. 18 and 19, 
since it facilitates the search and identification 
of pairs. Where it is desired to distinguish 
between the A and B wires, it may be done as 
a separate operation after the, pair is identified, 
if the, signal current is disconnected from one 
wire only, for a short period before it is finally 
disconnected from the pair. In the, case of 
working pairs, this identification of the separate· 
1egs will also involve opening one leg to prevent 
the signal current returning over the second Leg 
through the, connection with the first leg, at the 
telephone. 
When using the method shown in Fig. 18C., 

in C.B. Manual or Automatic exchange areas, it 
will usually be advisable to temporarily open 
working lines by removing the fuses during the 
process, owing to the shunting of the signal 
tones by earths in the exchange line circuit. 
In these cases care should be taken to restore 
the fuses as soon as possible. 
When using the methods indicated in the other 

diagrams of Fig. 18 on working pairs in C.B. 
Manual or Automatic exchange areas, difficulty 
may be experienced· with the identification of 
one leg, owing to the signal current being shunt 
ed by the earth which is normally applied to the 
A leg at the exchange when the line is not in 
use. Usually i,t will be possible in such cases 
to identify the B leg readily after which the A 
leg can be opened and checked. Where there is 
any doubt in regard to identification of the B 
1eg, this should be opened and checked also. 
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Normally when operating on working pairs, 
the use of ringing current or a low frequency 
buzz is not desirable· unless arrangements can be 
made to cut off the instrument side temporarily, 
since it will cause ringing or tinkling of the 
subscriber's bell if there is any unbalance or 
earth on the line, or an accidental earth is 
caused. This will also happen whenever the 
searching pricker touches one leg .or other of 
the pair. 
Whatever type of alternating current is used, 

care should be taker» to ensure that the inductive 
eff ect is not too pronounced. In no case should 
the volume of the tone induced in adjoining pairs 
be such that it is likely to interfere with con 
versation. Where there are indications that the 
inductive effect is, too great, action should be 
taken to minimize it by reducing the volume or 
by changing over to some other type of alter 
nating current. By using a sensitive type of 
head receiver, the current can be applied to the 
line at lower levels, and thus minimize the induc 
tive effect without reducing its efficiency for 
identification purposes. 
Under some conditions to be discussed later, 

some inductive effect is desirable, but where too 
great, it not only renders circuits, on other pairs 
in the, cable unworkable, but it may Lead to 
errors in identification, especially on long cables, 
owing to the difficulty of distinguishing between 
the direct buzz or tone and that induced in, a:d 
j oining pairs. 

Where it can be· made available, suitable signal 
current is a iooo cycle tone, If this is applied 
at a suitable level and identified by using a 
sensitive receiver, inductive interference is not 
pronounced. By using a high wound head re 
ceiver, cable pairs, carrying tones of this and 
similar frequencies can be located very readily 
in the cable by holding some bare portion of the 
receiver lead or of the pricker in one hand and 
feeling for the pair among the conductors with 
the ether. The tone will be heard in the receiver 
due to the capacity effect between the cable 
conductor and the hand through the paper in 
sulation, so long as the distance over which it 
is applied, and therefore the loss in volume, are 
not too great, This effect is valuable where 
there is litt1e or no ordered arrangement of 
pairs, since a group of conductors containing the 
pair or pairs sought can be identified readily 
and the actual pair subsequently located by a 
process of continuous halving of the group which 
is found to contain the required pair. 

Where it is desired to ascertain whether •a, pair 
accommodates an exchange line, or whether an 
exchange line, is engaged, use is usually made of 
a telephone or handset, but in C.B. or Automatic 
exchange areas this can be ascertained by con 
necting the positive terminal of a detector (50 
V. scale) to earth and tapping the negative 

terminal on each leg of the pair in turn. If it 
is a disengaged subscriber's line, a reading of 
the same order as the exchange voltage will be 
obtained on the B leg, and· no reading at all 
on the A leg. If the line is engaged, a reduced 
voltage reading, varying according to the posi 
·tio,n of the test point on the circuit, will be 
obtained on the B leg, and a reading of a lower 
order will be obtained on the A leg. In the 
case of a power lead, a voltage reading similar to 
the exchange voltage will be obtained normally 
on both legs. As an alternative to, the detector, 
use can be made of a test lamp fitted with a 
switchboard lamp of appropriate voltage rating. 
In this case, a power lead gives a bright glow, 
the B leg of a disengaged line a bright glow to 
a slightly less degree, and the A leg of a disen 
gaged line no glow at all, while the B leg of an 
engaged line· will give a glow varying in 
intensity according to the position of the test 
point on the circuit, and the A leg will give a 
very dull glow which often may be hardly per 
ceptible. 
Where it is not possible to obtain any slack 

in a cable, it may often be necessary to piece 
out a proportion of the pairs prior to commenc 
ing identification, so as to make them all readily 
accessible to the testing leads. 
If during the process of identification, any 

difficulty · is encountered with particular pairs 
due to faults or other abnormal conditions, usu 
ally it will be preferable to set these aside and 
deal with rthem at the end of the operation. In 
those cases where there are any circuits which 
become faulty if the legs of the pair are re 
versed, care must be taken to identify each leg 
correctly. 

Identification, Where It Is Known That Pairs 
Are in Correct or Nearly Correct Rotation.-The 
case where i,t is definitely known that the cable 
pairs are in rotation is simple and straight 
forward. In the case of a, partial identification, 
the pairs are, first located by counting around· the 
correct layer or layers (see Figure 4 and Tables 
1 and 3, Part 1), and having located the pairs· in 
this manner, checking them with the M.D.F. 
pair for pair or leg for leg, where it is necessary, 
to, avoid reversals. Where total identification is 
necessary, the checking of the pairs with the 
M.D.F. in rotation order (either forward or re 
verse directions may be followed) is proceeded 
with immediately. This would also apply in 
those cases where pairs, are already tagged, 
unless operations subsequent to the tagging have 
made them incorrect. In the latter case the 
tags may still be helpful if the identification of 
two, or three pairs shows that the tag numbers 
give some indication of the relative positions of 
the pairs, required. 
The method of checking with the M.D.F. in 

such cases need only be some simple arrange- · 
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ment using direct current, similar to that sug 
gested for checking and testing completed non 
working cable provided that before operating 
on an occupied pair, any earths normally applied 
to the circuit ( e.g., at the exchange in C.B. 
Manual and Automatic exchange areas) are tern 
porarily removed by opening the lines at the 
M.D;F. and, if necessary, at the joint. The 
interruption under these conditions is only 
very minor, and where it may cause inconveni 
ence and annoyance or affect the operation of 
special and important services, it is usually pos 
sible to arrange the co-operation of the parties 
concerned. If there are any minor departures 
from a correctly ordered arrangement of pairs 
(e.g., transposed pairs or quads), it will result 
in a little extra time being taken, but in no case 
should it be serious, Use can also be made of 
a buzzer or tone in accordance with the arrange 
ments shown in Figures 18 (a) and (b). This 
is more in line with suitable methods in other 
instances and for this reason it will usually be 
the preferable method. 
In this case, the signal current is sent to the 

exchange M.D.F. and the searching carried out 
there, whether a few or the whole of the pairs 
are to be identified. This enables the Jointer 
to deal with the pairs in the order which suits 
him best, and if there are any minor displace 
ments of pairs, the searching can be done more 
readily at the M.D.F. than at the, cable joint. 
If, however, any difficulty arises in cases where 
only a portion of the pairs are being identified, 
due to. isolated displaced pairs not being readily 
located at the joint, it will be, found expedient 
to complete the identification by changing over 
to the method shown in Figure 18 ( c). 

Partial Identification of a Cable Where the 
Arrangement of the Pairs in the Cable Is Not 
Known.-On most occasions the Jointer will not 
be certain that the pairs will be found in rota 
tion order, or he will know from past experience 
that this will not be so, In the former case, the 
best method is to arrange for ringing or buzzing 
current or a tone to be sent out from the 
exchange (see Figure 18 (c)) on all spare pairs 
( or on a portion of them at a time) in parallel, 
and to identify them as a group (or in groups) 
after which the single pairs can be identified 
very readily. The search for these pairs should, 
as a general rule, commence at the correct 
rotation positions of the pairs, as normally, the 
chances, of finding them at or near this point 
should be greatest. If the positions in the 
layers in which the, spares (or first group of 
spares) are found, indicate that the pairs are 
in ordered arrangement, the remaining pairs can: 
be identified readily on lines similar to those set 
out in the preceding section. 
Where the number of pairs which it is, re 

quired to identify is not great it will usually 
be most expedient to continue to, use the method 

shown in Figure 18 (c), but in: other cases it 
may be advisable to change over to, either of the 
other methods of Figure 18. There is no need 
to change the method, however, where the 
former proves to be satisfactory, Whilst the 
method indicated for obtaining evidence of the 
ordered arrangement of the pairs is usually the 
most satisfactory, it can often be obtained by 
checking the relative positions of working and 
spare pairs by means of a telephone, detector 
or test lamp as indicated under "Methods." 
If the location of the identified spares indicates 

that there is little or no ordered arrangement of 
the pairs or this is already known, it will be 
necessary ito continue to use the method shown 
in Figure 18 ( c). The spare pairs can be iden 
tified first in groups and then singly as described, 
and in cases where subscribers do not offer 
objections to their lines being interrupted to the 
greater extent required, working lines can be 
dealt with in a similar manner if it facilitates 
the work. Normally, however, working lines 
should be dealt with singly, so as to minimize 
the interruption period of any one line. The 
prior identification of the spares will be of assis 
tance in locating the positions of working pairs 
in the cable, since the number of pairs over 
which the search has to be conducted will be 
reduced. Where the period of interruption 
during the operation of identification is likely 
to be extensive, it is advisable to consult the 
subscribers, especially in the case of very busy 
and "urgent" lines, so as to minimize possible 
inconvenience. 
Usually the partial identification of a cable, 

when there is little or no ordered arrangement 
of the pairs, is a slow and tedious process. It 
is in such cases that the presence of some in 
ductive effect and the ability to feel for the V.F. 
tone with the fingers is advantageous, since it 
gives a clue to the location of the required pair. 
In manual exchange areas the process may be 
expedited· by obtaining the numbers of the ser 
vices on working pairs from the operators, but 
as previously stated, this should not be done 
unnecessarily. 
Whilst these methods will be the most suitable 

irn most instances of partial identification, cases 
will arise where it will be more economical to 

. identify the whole of the cable in the, manner to 
be described in the next section. The decision of 
this point will depend on:- 

(i.) The proportion of required pairs to total 
pairs in the cable; 

(ii.) The degree of disorder (if any) of the 
pairs; 

(iii.) The extent to which pairs are split; 
(iv.) The proportion of working pairs in the 

cable; 
(v.) The size of the cable. 
In making a decision as to whether i,t will be 

cheaper to identify the whole of the cable, oper- 
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ators must be guided by these factors and by 
past experience as it is difficult to indicate any 
definite rules which may be followed. 

Total Identification of a Cable.-Whether there 
is any ordered arrangement of the pairs in a 
cable· or not, either of the methods shown in 
Figures 18 (a) and 18 (b) is suitable when total 
identification is necessary, and in this case, it is 
preferable that pairs be dealt with in their 
rotation order at the point of identification. 
Where the order of the pairs is correct, the 
work may also, be carried. out by the method 
indicated in Figure 18 (c), but where the ordered 
arrangement is not complete, the performance 
of the searching at the M.D.F. permits of faster 
work than is possible if the searching is done in 
the, cable. Where the work is being performed 
om cables containing only subscribers' lines with 
low calling rates and none of the services is of 
special importance and the period of interruption 
is not too extensive, or where pairs can be iden 
tified readily as spares, they may be dealt with 
in groups initially and afterwards singly, as was 
suggested for spare pairs in the preceding sec 
tion. This often, facilitates the work in cases 
where there is little or no ordered arrangement 
of pairs. 

Identification from Cable Distribution Points 
(Boxes, Pillars, etc.).-Very often identification 
of the cable pairs from the cable terminal points 
at the subscriber's end of the cable is required, 
and in such cases the methods outlined in Figs. 
19(a) ,and (b) cam be used. If ringing current 
is used, working pairs should be opened tem 
porarily at the cable head. In any case the 
possible inconvenience to subscribers during the 
operation should be considered and they should 
be consulted where necessary. Similar arrange- 

ments are suitable where identification of sec 
ondary cables beyond the cable head is necessary. 
In those cases, where pairs are in rotation order 
or are tagged, or the required group of pairs 
can be identified as a group in some other way 
(e.g., when identifying at the point of eonnec 
tion of the lateral cable to the main or branch 
cable), the tone or buzzer set can be applied at 
the point of identification and the searching done 
at the cable distribution point. 

Identification Between Two Joints in the Cable. 
=-Where it is necessary to transfer a cable at 
two points simultaneously as in the case where 
cables are being diverted· to a new conduit route 
as ,a, result of road alterations, etc., normally irt 
is not necessary to identify with the exchange 
M.D.F. or cable distribution points so long as 
the corresponding pairs at each point can be 
readily identified. This would be drone in a 
manner similar to that shown in Figure 19 (a) or 
(b) except that the tone or buzzer set would be 
applied at a joint instead of at the cable dis 
tribution point. Where, however, there is no 
correspondence whatever in the, position of the 
pairs in the layers at each point, the work may 
be accelerated in some instances by first identi 
fying a substantial proportion of the cable pairs 
at each point with the exchange, It is not 
necessary to deal with the whole of the pairs in 
this manner since a point will be reached in each 
case where the work can be done faster by 
reverting to the previous method. Where pairs 
have been identified from the exchange, it is 
very desirable to check them between the two 
points of cut-over before the change-over takes 
place to avoid incorrect jointing due to possible 
errors in the identification of one or both points. 

Addendum to Part 3 
With regard to Fig. 13, it should be understood that, if signal 

buzzers (or trembler bells) are used at both control and searching 
points, satisfactory operation can be obtained only by placing them in 
local circuits which are controlled by relays operated by the testing 
current passing through the cable conductor under test. As a general 
rule it will be found that, if the buzzers are connected directly to the 
conductor, the interaction or their interrupter contacts makes their 
operation unreliable. 

If, however, a low wound ( 6 0 ohm or less) earthed head receiver 
is used for searching at one end, it is practicable and satisfactory to 
use a buzzer (or bell) connected directly to the line at the other end 
to provide the signal tone. 
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ANSWERS TO EXA~JINATION PAPERS 
Cohe answePs to examination paper's ape not claimed to be thoPoushly exhaustive and correct. 
They aPe, howeveP, accuPate so [ar as they ,go and as such misht be siven by any student 

capable of SeCU1'in8 hisJi marks 

EXAMINATION NO. 2123.-SENIOR MECHANIC: 
TELEPHONE INSTALLATION AND MAINTENANCE 

0. C. RYAN 
Section A 

Q. 1.-Define: (a) Retentivity, 
(b) Decibel. 

Describe: (a) Graded access as applied to trunking 
i!n automatic exchanges, 

(b) Solenoid, 
and in each case expladn an example of its application 
or use. 

A.-(a) Retentivity is the term used to indicate the 
power of a body for retaining magnetism. Soft iron 
does not reta.in magne.Ism to any extent, hence it 
has a low retentivity. Hard steel retains magnetism 
almost indefinitely and has a high retentlvlty. The 
retentivity of a magnet depends mainly upon the 
material, but the shape of the magnet and its tem 
perature have a minor influence. 

(b) The "decibel" is equal to one-tenth of a "bel" 
which is the· unit of comparison between the power 
levels in two or more electric circuits or in different 
sections ,of the same circuit. The number of bels 
corresponding to any power ratio is equal to the com 
mon logarithm of that ratio, and the number of deci 
bels is equal to ten times the number of bels, 
If the power level in one circuit is P1 and the power 

level in another circuit is P2, the number of decibels 
· corresponding to the ratio of these power levels equals 

P1 
10 Log10 -. 

P2 
(a) Graded Access: 
Grading is a method of connecting level multiples 

together so that a group of switches is given access to 
individual outgoing links or trunks on the early choices 
but on the later choices shares access to trunks with 
other groups. A switch having access to the trunks 
in such a group would be said to have graded access. 
As an example, consider a group of 2 0 selector switches 
which require 11 trunks on one of the levels. There 
are 10 contacts on each level of each switch, and to 
arrange access for 11 trunks the multiple wiring for 
the first contact on the particular level concerned 
would be disconnected between the tenth and eleventh 
switches and trunks Nos. 1 and 2 connected to each 
section respectively, whilst trunks 3 to 11 inclusive 
would be multlpl.ed over contacts 2 to 1 O respectively 
of all 2 0 switches. Switches 1 to 1 O would, therefore, 
have access to trunk No. 1, switches Nos. 11 to 20, 
,access to trunk No. 2 and all switches would have 
access to trunks Nos, 3 to 11 inclusive. Trunks 1 and 
2 are termed "individual" trunks and 3 to 11 "com 
mon" trunks or a common group. 

( b) Solenoid: 
A solenoid consists of a coil of insulated wire wound 

on a hollow cylindrical bobbin so that the turns of 
w.re are closely adjacent arid of one or more layers 
deep. · The length of the coil should not be small 
compared with Ls diameter. When current is passing 
through the coil it has a magnetic frel d resembling 
generally that of .bar magnet, the intensity of the 

field on the inside of the solen,oid being greatest mid 
way between the ends of the coil. With the introduc 
tion of a soft iron core or plunger the solenoid 
becomes far more powerful. The effect of the iron is, 
due to its greater permeability, t,o multiply the number 
of magnetic lines as well as to concentrate them at 
definite points. The soft iron core or plunger tends to 
move into the position in which it best completes the 
magnetic circuit generally. The pull increases as 
the end of the plunger penetrates into the coil, being 
a maximum when the end of the plunger has reached 
the end of the tube. In practice the solenoid usually 
consists of a heavy coil of insulated wire wound on a 
brass tube. A short fixed core of iron is inserted at 
one end and an iron jacket or external frame provides 
a good return path for the magnetic flux. 

On a plunger type uniselector unit a solenoid as 
sociated with the master switch circuit is employed 
to pull the line switch shaft and associated equipment 
from trunk 1 to trunk 10 in connection with the 
allotment of disengaged outgoing trunks. 

Q. 2.-Describe, with the aid of diagrams, the con 
struction of any type of Copper Oxide Rectifier. Ex 
plain one application of the rectifier you describe. 

A.-ConstrucUon: Referring to Fig. 1, the rectify 
ing element consists of a disc of pure copper, which 
has been oxidized on one side by special heat treat 
ment. The resistance in the direction of the oxide to 
copper, i.e., from the oxide face inwards, is low but in 
the opposite directLon it is very high. To ensure a low 

Fig. 1. 
resistance and continuous contact of the free surface 
of the copper oxide, finely powdered carbon is rubbed 
into the surface of the oxide before being assembled. 
The rectifier discs are assembled on a screwed shaft 
from which they are insulated by a sleeve of in 
sulating material. Lea.d washers, to the contact sur 
faces ,of which a thin coating of tin has been applied 
to render them non-reactive, are inserted on either 
side of the discs. Lead is used because it can be 
made to fit the surfaces more closely than any other 
metal. Radiating fins of sheet iron are used to dis 
sipate heat and at the same time, to serve as con 
ductors or connections. Spacing washers, copper 
plated, to increase their electrical conductivity, are 
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Inserted between successive radiating fins. This im 
proves the ventilation of the unit, as it tends to 
prevent air pockets forming between more closely 
assembled fins. The discs and auxiliary components 
are then tightly clamped together by means of a nut 
and spring washer pressin g on to a moulded Insulatlng 
washer. 
Each disc is able to withstand about 5 volts im 

pressed and the assembly of these rectifiers is carried 
out in such · a manner that the· number of discs is 
sufficient to withstand the A.C. voltage necessary to 
produce the required D.C. voltage, and the number of 
parallel groups is such as to carry the required D.C. 
current; each completed unit can be designed for half 
wave or full wave rectification. 

Difficulty is frequently experienced in maintaining 
sattsfactory adjustments on relays to respond effec 
tively to alterna.ting current, generally ringing current. 
If an ordinary relay has a rectifier connected across Lts 
winding, then it will operate efficiently witli ringing 
current. During the half cycle of the ringing current 
when the A line is positive, the rectifier offers a very 
high resistance and most of the · current flows through 
the relay winding. When the B line is p,ositive the recti 
fier acts as a shunt to the relay which receives compara 
tively little current. During the negative half cycles 
the relay winding and the rectifier form a local circuit 
for the currents set up by the collapsing field of the 
relay, this causes the relay to be slow to release. 
The values of relay windings may be arranged to 
eliminate chatter. 

Q. 3.-Describe with the aid of diagrams, the con 
struction and operation of a three phase induction 
motor and a suitable starting device for use with it. 

A.-If a metallic cylinder, free to rotate about its 
axis, is placed in a magnetic field which rotates about 

Fig. 1. 

the same axis, current will be induced in the cylinder 
and produce a magnetic field which will react with 
the rotating field and provide a torque on the cylinder 
which will tend to make it follow the rotating field. 
This is the principle of the ordinary squirrel cage 
induction motor, which is the one commonly used. 

_The ro ating portion is called the rotor, and the field 
windings which produce the rotating magnetic field are 

wound ,on the stator, which is part of the frame of 
. the machine for, although the magnetic field rotates, 
the windings which carry the currents producing this 
field are stationary, the effect being obtained by the 
varying phase relations between the currents in the 
windings. 
In the 3-phase motor each phase winding is placed 

on the stator in such a position in relation to the 
others that the resultant magnetic flux, produced by 

OELiA 

i UJsTAR ! 
I 

L I ---------- ---- ---------- _1 
Fig. 2. 

the alternating currents flowing through them, remains 
constant in magnitude but changes its direction at 
every instant, rotating through an angle of 360 electri 
cal degrees during each cycle of the alternations. 

Thus, although the stator and the stator windings 
do not move, an effect is produced as if a magnet is 
rotating about the rotor and, for the reason described, 
a torque which tends to cause the rotor to revolve is 
set up. The rotor tends to travel at the same speed 
as the rotating field, but it cannot do so because, if it 
did, there would be no relative motion and, therefore, 
no interaction and no torque. In practice, therefore, 
the rotor travels at a slightly s1ower speed. The 
difference between the rotor speed and the speed of 
the rotating field expressed as a percentage of the 
latter is called the slip. 
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In an actual motor the rotor consists of a set of 
laminated steel or iron stampings mounted on a shaft 
in a similar manner to a d.c. armature. The winding 
consists of copper bars which are laid parallel to the 
shaft in slots on the circumference of the rotor. The 
ends of the bars are connected together by copper 
rings. There is no commutator or other winding on 
the rotor. The stator, which is usually integral with 
the frame of the machine, surrounds the rotor and 
has a series of slots on the inside into which the 
stator windings are placed. The phases are wound 
separately, and they are connected to the line in star 
or delta when the motor is running. 

The relative positions of the three phase windings 
in a 4-pole machine to produce the desired rotating 
field are shown in F'Ig. 1. 
If a squirrel cage motor is connected directly to 

the line for starting, it will draw a very large current, 
which, with all except the smallest motors, is likely 
to disturb the system or to be dangerous. It is there 
fore necessary to start these motors on reduced voltage. 
This effect can be achieved in several ways, but a very 
simple method is the star-delta switch starter. Essen 
tially it consists of a triple pole double throw switch, 
which is connected as shown in Fig. 2; in the starting 
position it connects the three stator wln dfngs in star 
to· the line, and thus each winding has 0.58 of phase 
voltage across it; when the motor attains full speed, 
the switch is put into the running position in which 
the stator windings are connected in delta, and thus 
have the full phase voltage impressed across them. 
The motor will then develop full torque. The circuit 
shown is schematic; in practice it is usual for a no 
voltage release to. be associated with the starter so 
that, if the pressure goes off the line, the starter will 
release to the open circuit (intermediate) position. 

Q. 4.-A battery of 100 volts and internal resistance 
1 ohm is connected to an external resistance of 10 
ohms. What would be the change in the voltage 
across this resistance if a second resistance of 10 
ohms is connected in pamllel? 

What power would be drawn from the battery in 
the second case? 

A.-The current in the first case will be: 
I = 100/(10 + 1) = 100/11 amps. 

The P.D. across the resistance = R.I = 10 X 100/11 
= 1000/11 Volts. 

On connecting the second 10 ohm resistance in 
parallel, the combined external resistance is reduced 
to 10 / 2 = 5 ohms, and the current is increased to: 

100/(5 + 1) = 100/6 amps. 
The new P.D. will be 5(100/6) = 500/6 volts. 

The change of voltage is therefore: 
1000/11 - 500/6 = 1000 (1/11 - 1/12) = 1000/132 = 7.58 volts. 

The power expended in the external resistance is PR 
watts and is = (100/6)2 X 5 

= 50,000/36 = 1.39 kilowatts. 
The power absorbed by the internal resistance of the 

battery= (100/6)2 X 1 = 0.28 kilowatts. 
Q. 5.-Why is a patching board provided at a large 

trunk exchange? 
Draw a, block schematlc diagram showing the patch 

ing connections on a pair of rrunk wires to which a 
composite set is connected and which terminates on the 
trunk switchboard. 

A.-The patching board is used to provide:_ 

(a) A convenient and quick means of testing either 
"in" or "out" on a trunk or other line connected 
thereto. Among the principal tests effected from the 
board are: 

Capacity tests for location of open circuits on 
lines. 

Loop resistance tests for lines. in contact. 
Varley loop and Murray loop locatton tests for 

earthed and/or crossed circuits. 
Insulation resistance of lines and apparatus. 

(b) A means of substituting faulty lines or sections 
of lines with other working lines to ensure a minimum 
of delay in case of faulty .conditions arising ,on the 
more important trunk lines. 

(c) Facilities ror observing lines on which inter 
mittent faults· have been reported. 

(d) An arrangement whereby plugging into break 
jacks, located on the board, through which all lines 
and apparatus are wired, defective apparatus can be 
immediately cut out of service and temporarily re 
placed by stand-by equipment. The line is therefore 
maintained in service and the defective equipment can 
be adjusted or repaired at a more convenient time. 

(e) A means for clearing apparatus from the circuit 
to enable the trunk line to be used for broadcasting 
purposes. When two or more panels are provided, 
transfer circuits are used between them to avoid the 
use of long cords. 

,, 
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Section B 
Q. 1.-A subscrtber connected to an automatic ex 

change is to be provided wtih a P.B.X. group of two 
lines, and there are prospects of the size of the group 
mcreasing, 

Explain: (a) How you would provide for night 
switching on the two lines. 

(b) What connections must be made to the private 
and auxiliary contacts of the final selector banks if the 
P.B.X. group is extended to five lines. 
A.-(a) In normal practice no provision is made for 

night switching the first of a group of subscribers' 
lines connected to P.B.X. final selectors having night 
switching facilities, due to the hunting conditLons set 
up when this number is selected. 

The circuit provides for connecting battery through 
a 100 ohm resistance to auxiliarv private bank con 
tact, Pl, for the first line, contact P2 being open, 
bridging Pl and .p2 for intermediate lines, while the 
Pl and P2 of the last line of the group remain open. 

One method ·of providing night switching facilities on 
the first line of a group is to allot a spare number 
which should be advertised for use as a night line only. 
The negative, positive and private (P2) of this number 
should be connec: ed with similar terminals of the 
first line of the group at the uniselector terminal as 
sembly. Thus the line is available from either number 
and if one number is in use the ,other wtll test busy. 
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As the number immediately following, the two in use 
would normally be held for expansion of the service, 
this number would be sat.sfnctory for night swi:ching 
purposes. If the directory number of the grou.p is 
1234 search would take place over 1234-5 and night 
switching facilities would be given on 1235-6. 

(b) If the P ,B.X. group be extended to 5 lines the 
third number, now being used tor night switching 
purposes, would be disconnected from the first line of 
the group and Pl a.nd P2 contacts of the second, 
third and fourth lines respectively would be con 
nected together, thus making them intermediate lines. 
The Pl and P2 contacts of the fifth line would remain 
open. This alteration w,ould be effected at the uni 
selector terminal assembly. 

Q. 2.-Modern anromatdc equipment provides for the 
supply of speaking current to the subscriber's trans 
mitters through a. low resistance, high impedance 
relay and a ballast resistance lamp. Describe the 
Improvements in the service resulting from the use 
of this arrangement, 

A.-One method of improving the sending efficiency 
of subscriber's transmitters which are included in high 
resistance line loops t,o automatic exchanges, is to 
make provision for increased current through the 
transmitter. This is achieved by reducing the resis 
tance of the battery feed relay from 200/200 to 
50/50 ohms. While this method will result in in 
creased current through the subscriber's transmitter, 
two additional fa.ctors must be taken into account. 
They are:- 

(a) Voice frequency losses via the low impedance 
50/50 ,ohm relay. 

(b) Excessive current through the transmitters of 
subscribers connected to the exchange by low resis 
tance line loops and having 50/50 feed relays. 

Voice frequency losses through the 50/50 ohm relay 
are avoided by providing nickel iron sleeves over the 
core of the relay. This results in high impedance 
to currents of voice frequency but does not affect the 
D.C. characteristics of the relay. 

To prevent excessive current through the transmitter 
connected to a subscriber's line having low resistance 
loops the ballast resistance lamp is introduced. This 
device has the charactertstic of offering a low resis 
tance to small currents but with an increase of current 
the resistance rises. The effect of this is that the 
lamp does not introduce much extra resistance for 
lines of high loop resistance, but on short lines the 
ballast rcslstance rises to a sufficient degree to prevent 
excessive currents through the transmitter. A com 
pensating resistance is therefore provided which tends 
to regulate the direct current flow in the circuit. 

The ballast resistance lamp consists of two tungsten 
or iron filaments ,of approximately equal resistance 
in hydrogen gas and enclosed in a glass envelope. 
The filaments are terminated in suitable pins in the 
base for external contact with the circuit. The resis 
tance of the lamps associated with 50/50 ohm relays 
for use as transmission bridges varies from 13 0 ohms 
for currents of approximately 85 milliamps to 350 
ohms of currents of about 100 milliamps. 

The use of 50/50 ohm relays and ballast resistance 
lamps instead of the 200-200 ohm relays as trans 
mission bridges on automatic exchanges result in 
improved sending efficiency of subscriber's transmitters 
connected with lines of high loop resistance. With 

this arrangement, therefore, the permissible loop re 
sistance of subscribers' lines may be increased. 

Q. 3.-Draw simple schematic diagrams showing how 
a test desk voltmeter is connected when testing a dial 
for: (a) impulse weight (impulse ratio); and (b) 
speed. 

Do not show key connections. 
Explain the circuit operation in each case. 
A.-(a) The schematic diagram, Fig. 1, shows a 

test desk voltmeter connected in circuit for an impulse 
ratio test with a subscriber's line connected to the 
test circuit. The circuit operation is as follows: 

The resistance R and variable resistance X is such 
that a full scale reading of 7 5 scale divisions ( 7. 5 
volts on low scale) is registered on the voltmeter. The 

resistance X should be used to compensate for any 
variation in subscribers' loop resistance or battery 
voltage. In the figure the su.bscriber's loop is shown 
as ,of zero resistance. In testing a loop of 100 ohms 
resistance X should be adjusted accordingly. The 
operation of the re-set key, by removing the short 
circuit .on R.W. 4 and relay A inserts a resistance 

200" R1.2oon 

''~AS2 ---- 

Fig, 2. 

( 2 8 6 3 ohms) such that the voltmeter deflection is 
reduced to 25 scale divisions which represents a 331. 
per cent. make ratio. The series relay A forms part 
of this additional resistance and now operates, Al 
maintaining the reset condttion after the release of 
the reset key. 

Upon the receipt of a train of impulses the first 
break releases A which has been held operated over 
the subscriber's loop, Al restoring the short circuit 
to A and R.W.4. The voltmeter pointer thereupon 
tends to take up a posit'on showing 7 5 scale d ivlsi ons 
during make periods and zero during break periods, 
the resultant scale readings representing the per 
centage of the total dialling time for which the im 
pulse springs are closed, i.e., the make ratio. 

(b) Impulse speed: The connections for the test 
desk voltmeter for testing dial speeds are indicated in 
Fig. 2. The circuit operation is as follows:- 

The test depends on the average value of the 
current flowing in the voltmeter circuit during the 
impulsing period. T'w,o similar and equal capacities, 
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in this instance 2 m.f. condensers, are alternatively 
charged from a common source of potential, 46 vol s, 
and then discharged through the voltmeter and its 
shunt via conta.cts A.S.1 and A.S.2. Relay A.S. is 
controlled by the dial under test. Both capacities 
are discharged every impulse, one during the make 
and one during the break portions of the impulse, 1 he 
v,oltmeter receiving two discharges for every impulse 
d.al led, At the standard dial speed of 10 J..P.S. 
there will be 20 condenser discharges per second, which 
gives a deflection of 40 scale div.sons equal to 4 volts 
on the voltmeter scale. Higher dal speeds will cause 
the twenty condenser discharges to occur in a shorter 
period of time than one second, and as the quantity 
remains the same, the rate of flow will be increased, 
thus g.vin g a higher scale deflection. Conversely lower 
dial speeds will give lower scale deflections. 

Variations· in the ratio and speed do not affect the 
accuracy of the test within required limits as the time 
occupied by the condenser discharge is brief compared 
with the contact time of the dial springs. 

The voltmeter-is pre-set by means of an adjust key 
which completes circuit for Relay C.S., not shown in 
figure, to show a normal reading, 46 volts from the 
test supply via the high scale of the voltmeter in 
series with a suitable resistance. The pre-set condi1 ion 
is maintained unt.l the receipt of the first break ,of the 
impulse train wh.ch removes the conditions allowing 
the voltmeter to be influenced by the condenser dis 
charge only. 

Q. 4.-Describe, with the aid of diagrams, the con 
struction of an inset for a handset telephone transmit 
ter. What are the advantages of this type of trans 
mitter as compared with the solid back transmt.ter? 

A.-A typical immersed electrode type of transmitter 
inset consists of a brass container which carries the 
current for the moving electrode. Electrical contact is 
made by means of springs fixed to the moulded inset 
container and contacting with the metal case. 'I'o the 

DLAPKRAGM {D,JRALUMIN) 

FIXED ELECTRODE 

centre of the diaphragm which Is attached to the 
front face of th a case, a small alum.nium cylinder 
which carries the front electrode, is fitted. This 
electrode is free t o move in and out of a series of 
accura.tely fitting silk washers, the outer perimeters 
of which are clamped in postlon in the case to prevent 
leakage of the granules. T'he back or fixed electrode is 
fastened to, but insulated from, the case. The circuit 
to th.s elec · rode is completed via a pin . and socket 
connection, the pins being fitted in the ha.ndset moulding 
and. the socket is drilled in the back electrode mount 
ing. Both electrodes protrude well into the chamber 
and are immersed in carbon granules, sufficient gran 
ules being used to enable the electrodes 1,o remain 
immersed in the granules in whatever position the 

inset may be placed. A perforated metal guard covers 
the d.aphragrn and is arranged so that the holes are 
not in line with those cast in the mouth piece. This 
is to protect the diaphragm and oiled silk from .mech 
anical damage. A piece of o.Ied silk is placed 
between the guard and the diaphragm to prevent 
moisture attacking the latter. The metal guard is spun 
on to the brass case in order to prevent interference 
and to ensure a damp-proof joint. A small hole is 
provided in the ba.ck of the capsule. This hole offers 
a high impedance to acoustic pressure changes but 
allows slowly varying differences. of pressure, caused; 
by temperature changes, to slowly equalize. . Thus 
atmospheric changes and heating and cooling effects, 
due to the speaker's breath, do not cause diaphragm 
displacement. 

The advantages of an inset transmitter, as com 
pared. with a solid back transmitter a1·e:- 

That it responds .to a greater range of fre 
quencies, has a more uniform output over the fre 
quency range and can be used in any position. The 
solid back transmitter, due to its design, with a bell 
shaped mouthpiece and a nat circular diaphragm sup 
ported at the edge and loaded at the centre, has a 
very uneven frequency response curve with marked 
peaks at 1000 and 1500 cycles per second. The shape 
of the chamber is such that the granules are liable 
to pack unless the tr.ansmitter is kept at the correct 
angle. 
In the inset transmitter the mouthpiece and dia 

phragm have been re-designed. The granule chamber 
is, in effect, a piston moving in a cylinder filled with 
granules. These changes have flattened and increased 
the range of the frequence response curve and the 
almost complete immers.on of the electrodes in the 
granules allows the transmitter to function satisfac 
torily in any position. 

Q. 5.-(a) What supervisory alarms are provided in 
an Automatic Exchange? 

(b) Which alarms are classified as urgent? 
( c) Describe one method you know which is used 

to provide the necessary delayed action on some 
alarms; and 

(d) To which alaems does (c) refer? 
A.-(a) The supervisory alarms provided in a typical 

autorna.Ic exchange in which uniselectors are installed 
are:- 

( 1) Fuse operation. 
( 2) Ringing current failure. 
( 3) Circuit breaker overload and no voltage. 
( 4) Condenser breakdown-uniselectors. 
( 5) High-Low exchange voltage. 
( 6) Uniselector supervised ground. 
( 7) Selector ( 1st only) Permanent loop 6 minute 

alarm. 
( 8) Selector release. 
( 9) Selector supervisory. 
(10) Final selector release. 
( 11) Final selector supervisory. 

(b) Alarms 1 to 5 above are classified as urgent. 
(c) Slow a.cting Set-Dashpot: On operating a super 
visory relay feeding battery to a shelf of selector 
release magnets, the 1300 ohm relay associated with 
the slow acting set is operated via earth at super 
visory relay con tac+s. The 1300 ohm relay closes 
c.rcuit for the dashpot s·oleno'd, which if the release 
circuit is not opened at the switch springs before the 
completion of the plunger stroke, operates springs 
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which feed b.attery via its associated 15 ohm relay, 15 
ohm .trun k board pilot relay, shelf release lamp to 
earth at the shelf relay contacts. The shelf release 
lamp lights and other relays 'operate which completes 
the ala.rm system. 

( d) Uniselector supervised ground. 
Selector release. 
Final selector release. 

EXAL"IIN A'.rION 2106.-ENGINEER-TELEPHONE 
EQUIPMENT 

(Continued from June issue, p. 56.) 
D. F. BURNARD, B.E. 

Q.7.-'.rhe figure is the circuit diagram prepared for 
issue with a subscriber's telephone and associated 
amplifier. 

Could you certit'y the diagram as correct, or what 
alterations would you require, and in each case why? 
A.-The alterations required to complete this 

diagram before it can be certified as being correct 
are:- 

( 1) Line 1 should be designated L.1. 
necessary f.or identification purposes. 

This is 

pair of springs on the switch hook close the filament 
current circuit when the switch hook contacts are 
closed. 

The output of the valve is fed through the primary 
of the voltage step down output transformer to the 
receiver. 

( 4) The amplifier valve should be designated "Valve 
No. 74." 

The characteristics of this particular triode valve are 
suited to the requirements of this circuit. 

( 5) The Switch Hook should be designated "Switch 
Hook." 

The symbol used is unstandard and an addittonal 
pair of con.acts are added. 

( 6) The induction coil might be further designated 
as "Coil Induction, B.P.O. A.S.T.I.C. No. 20." 'l'his 
is a refinement in terminology. 

(7) The drawing should be given the title "Auto 
matic Handset Telephone, with Amplifier." 

This assists in the interpretation of the circuit and 
makes reference possible. 
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( 2) The transformer designated "Trans. Input 6 GA" 
should be design a.ted "Output Trans. 66A." 

The reason for this alteration is that this trans 
former is on the output side of the amplifier, and 
should be called the output transformer. As the 
number 66A refers to the transformer and not to the 
fact that it is used on the output side, the phrasing 
of the designation should be re-arranged as suggested. 

( 3.) The input transformer should be designated 
"Input Trans. 66A." 

The reason f.or this addition, together with the 
change in ( 2) above is seen from a brief description 
of the act.on of this amplifier. 

The circuit is that for an automatic handset tele 
phone, No. 232, except that an amplifier is put 
between the receiver and the terminals 2 and 4 of 
the induction coil, _and a pair of springs are added to 
the Switch Hook contacts. The current, which in the 
straightout handset passed through the receiver, now 
passes through a potentionmeter in parallel with the 
primary of a voltage s · ep up input transformer. The 
adjustment of the potentiometer varies the current 
through the input transformer. The secondary of the 
input transformer is connected across the grid and 
filament of a. triode amplifier valve. The additional 

~v. 45'1', 

Q. 8.- (a) "What is the purpose and nature of 
"dialling tone" and how is it generated? 

{b) Show, by schematic circuit diagram, how dial 
tone is derived and supplied to its objective in a 
branch antomatic exchange having line finders and 
ordinary repeaters or relay sets. 

( c) Explain how· dial tone is derived in a main 
exchange equipped with rotary type preselectors. 

A.- (a) The main purpose of dialling tone is to 
indcate to the calling subscriber that the first impulse 
accepting switch is available and dialling may be 
commenced. Secondary results obtained with dialling 
tone are:- 

( 1) In last party release systems, if the calling 
party hangs up during conversation, the called sub 
scriber will hear dialling tone from the 1st Selector 
indicating that the calling subscriber has cleared. 

( 2) Distinguishes a subscriber's line from a junc 
tion line for a lineman. 

( 3) Informs a P.B.X. extension that he has been 
connected to an Exchange line without the operator 
informing him. 
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The generation of dial tone is associated with 
the ringing machines. 

The latest type of tone generator is based on the 
principle of the inductor type of alternator. The 
special features of this machine are:- 

(a) There are no bru.shes or commutators; 
(b) Both the exciting (field) winding and the 

output (armature) winding are on the stator; 
( c) The only rotating part is an iron shaft on 

which are four toothed iron discs (one for each 
tone .output) each rotating within its own particular 
field system; and 

(d) The dial tone is fed direct to the ringer 
panel from the output winding. A dial tone trans 
former is not required. 
50 volts D.G. is fed through the field winding to 

earth, The iron shaft is rotated at 1000 r.p.m. by 
the ringing machine induction motor. The iron disc 
rotates within the field winding which is designed so 
that the lines of force pass through the iron disc 
diametrically and through, the output winding. Two 
teeth are cut in the circumference 1of the disc in 
position diametrically opposite. The field strength of 
the field winding varies with the length of the iron 
or air path. As the two teeth come in line with the 
lines of force, the field strength is changed and, at 
each change, an e.m.f. is induced in the output winding. 
This change occurs twice in each revolution of the 
disc and a 3 3 "!i cycle a.c, is produced in the output 
winding. This is the dial tone. 

Dialling tone on the subscriber's line is an 
induced alternating current with a fundamental fre 
quency of 33-1/3 cycles per second. In earlier types 
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(b) Schema.tic of Path of Dial Tone ln e. Branch Exchange 
using Line Finders and Repeaters. 

of switches, the tone was connected through one 
wind.ng of the impulsing A relay direct to line but, 
in the 2000 type equipment, it is induced in the A 
relay line windings from a third wlndug. Harmonics 
are associated with the fundamental in the subscriber's 
line. 

(c) On the first selector trunk boards are mounted 
transformers, one for each shelf of 20 switches. The 
primaries of these transformers are in parallel and 
permanently connected to the dial tone output from 
the control panel of the ringing machines. One side 
of the secondary of the transformer is earthed, and 
the other side is taken through the normally open 
contact of the supervisory relay (one relay per shelf 
of 20 switches) to the shelf common. 

The connection to each switch from this common is 
taken via the normally closed S con' acts, and the 
normally ,open B relay contact to the A relay 3rd 
wmdtng or line windings. 

Q. 9.-In a large automatic exchange a battery of 
4,000 ampere-hours capaclty is to be installed. The 
size of plates to be used is 14 in. x 14 in. and the 
capacity of a single positive plate is 150 ampere-hours, 

(a) Give a free-hand sketch plan of a single cell 
sufflcienIy clear to show approximately the significant 
d.mensions, assuming measurements not already given. 

(b ) How many positive and how ma:ny negative 
plates are required altogether for the two exchange 
batteries, using end cells? Show your working. 

(c) Give a free-hand sketch plan of the battery 
room required, and the layout of the two batteries 
therein. 

(d) Give a sketch showing the elevation of two 
adjacent cells. 
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(b) Positive plates required per cell = 4000/150 = 2 7 ( nearest plate). 
Negative plates required per cell = 2 8. 
For an automatic exchange, two ba.tertes each of 

2 3 'main ·cells plus three end cells are required. 
'I1otal plates = positive 27 x 26 = 702. 

negative 28 x 26 = 728. 
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Fig. 2. , 
Plan of Battery :Room Layout. 
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Fig. 3. 

Elevation of Acljaceint Cells in a Battery. 
Q. 10.-(a) What are the standard tones and what 

is the standard ring for our automatic exchanges? 
(b) In a network havlng a mixture of harmonic 

ringers and power ringing machines, what action is 
necessary to standardize the tones and the ring? 

(c) Give a block schematic diagram showing how 
the tones and ring are supplied to the switches in a 
metropolitan exchange. 

(d) If 1000 cycle ringers are installed, could you 
arrange for a manual trunk switchboard, installed in 
the same building as the automatic exchange, to use 
the automatic exchange ringing power? Discuss this 
point. 

A.-(a) The standard tones for our automatic ex 
changes are:- 

(1) Dial Tone, 3 H cycles/sec. continuous. 
(2) Busy Tone, 400 cycles/sec., .75 sec. on, .75 

sec. off. 
(3) N.U. Tone, 400 cycles/sec. continuous. 
( 4) Ringing Tone, 133~ cycles/sec., superimposed on 

3H cycles/sec. Interrupted at .4 sec. on, .2 sec. off, 
.4 sec. on, 2.0 sec. off. 

The standard ring is 33~ cycles/sec.; interrupted at 
.4 sec on, .2 sec. off, .4 sec. on, 2.0 sec. off. 

( b) It can be assumed that the power ringers give 
the standard tones and ring, so that any alteration or 
addition must be done in the exchanges using harmonic 
ringers. For the most satisfactory arrangement, the 
harmonic ringers should be completely replaced by 
power ringers. 
Exchanges using harmonic ringers are generally 

older, hence the selectors in use may or may not have 
fac'Htes for the connection of all the tones to sub 
scriber's lines. In the worst case, there will be 
prov.sion for busy tone, for ringing tone and ringing 
current itself, but none for dial tone. It will be 
necessary, therefore, to add dial tone on 1st 
Selectors, which will involve the addition of 
an extra "B" rel-ay contact and internal wiring 
to an addi 'ional jack. However, the harmonic 
ringer cannot be economically modified to give all the 
tones nor t he standard interruptions of the existing 
tones. Further, the frequency of the tones supplied 
by the harmonic ringers for the various services is not 
uniform. 

In practice, considerable latitude can be allowed in 
the frequency of the tones, so that if the interruptions 
can be s · an dardlzed, satisfactory supervision can be 
given to the subscribers at a low cost, The harmonic 
ringer supplies r.nging current, ringing tone and busy 
tone. The frequency of the ringing current may be 
16§ or 33! c.p.s. The frequency of the Busy Tone 
is approximately 400 c.p.s, It is found that the 
subscriber can discrtm.nate if a low frequency tone is 
supplied for ringing and d ial tone and a h:gh fre 
qu.ency tone is given. for busy and N.U. tones. Hence, 
if t he ringing tone is used for dial tone and if the 
busy tone uninterrupted is used for N.U. tone, and a 
special means for giving the correct interruption is 
furnished, standard conditions are approximated at a 
Iow cost. 
For a satisafctory interrupter, a small induction 

motor with correct reduction gear and interrupting 
cams is suggested. An alternative is a preselector 
stepped au tom-atically by the harmonic ringer. 

Summarized, the items to order in the worst case 
are:- 

( 1) One pair m.b.b. contacts on the B relay to 
change from earth to dial tone per first selector. 

( 2) One male jack and 1 female [acl; per 1st 
selector. 

( 3) Ringer complete; or 
( 4) Motor, reduction gear and interrupters. 

(c) See sketch, page 113. 
( d) The standard ringing machine installed in auto 

matic exchanges gives an A.C. of 3H cycles/sec. and 
the maximum frequency in the tone generator is 400 
cycles/sec. 

The standard ringing equipment for manual trunk 
exchanges __ supplies a ringing current of 16.§ cycles/sec. 
In the carrier systems, a 1000 cycles /sec. current is 
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Block Schematic of Standa1·d Methods of Distributing Tones and Ring in Auto.-Exchanges. 

used. The 16~ cycles feed into a tuned circuit which 
will not respond to 3 H cycles unless especially altered. 
This alt.era.tion is possible, though generally not de 
sirable. 

EXAMINATION 2106.-ENGINEER-TELEGRAPH 
EQUIPMENT 

V. St. G. MAGNUSSEN 
Q. 1.-Describe the mechanical and electrical func 

tioning of:- 
( a) A Murray Multiplex Perfnra=or ; and 
(b) A Murray Multiplex Transmitter. 

Illustrate your answer with simple diagrams. 
A.-(a) A Murray Multiplex Perforator is employed 

to perforate the tape and is fitted with a keyboard 
consisting of three rows of keys. Figure 1 shows 
sufficient of the mechanical set up to enable a' descrip 
tion to be given. The varhous parts are side re 
ferenced and referred to hereunder :-Each key (K) 
rests on its corresponding key lever (KL) and im 
mediately under these are placed the five code bars 
(CB). The code bars -corr espond to the five elements 
of the code and run horizontally from right to left 
of the keyboard. The· code bars have teeth cut ,on 
their top edge in such positions that when a key is 
depressed those code bars which represent spacing ele 
ments in the selected letter combination move to the 
right. At the end of each code bar is a bell crank 
'(BC) pivoted in such a way that when it is operated 
it allows the interposing rod (IR) to drop into the 
operated position. There are five interposing rods, 
one for each bell crank. The interposing rods are 

As regards the use of the 400 cycle tone, this could 
not be utilized in the carrier equipment. 

Hence, without wiring alterations, a standard auto 
matic exchange ringing machine could not be utilized 
for ringing out from a manual trunk board. 

normally interposed between the punch hammer (PH) 
and the message hole punches (MP). In the selection 
of a. punch combination tor any key depressed, the 
spacing signals are selected by the withdrawal of the 
interposing rods from the front of the punches, so 

Reetcre Sprinq 

Fig. 1. 

that holes are not punched in the tape corresponding 
to the positions of the withdrawn rods. A feed hole 
is punched every time the armature (A) is operated. 
In -order to 'punch the lioles at each depression of the 
keys, a 6th bar ( 6 C.B.) runs parallel with the 
code bars and whenever a key is depressed, the 6th 
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bar is moved and closes the circuit through the power 
magnet (M). The circuit arrangements are indicated 
in Fig. 1. On the restore of the armature . of the 
power magnet the paper is Ied rea.dy for the next letter 
perforation. 

( b) Fig. 2 indica.tes the mechanical and electrical 
sequence of operations ,of a Murray Multiplex Trans 
mitter. The function of the transmitter is to transmit 
the code impulses to the line. The transmitter con- 

To other 
C.L'• 

Fig, 2, 

sists primarily of five contact levers (CL) mounted on 
a shaft and free to oscillate between contact blocks 
(CB) marking and spacing. Ela.eh contact block is 
fitted with five contact screws. The contact levers and 
screws are insulated electrically from the remainder 
of the mechanism. Attached to the lower arms of the 
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and as a consequence the conta.ct lever will contact 
with M block. 'Phis will transmit a marking impulse 
to the oorresponding segment 10n the plateau. The tape 
is fed by one centre line hole for each impulse that 
is given by the · cadence magnet (CM). The tape is 
thus moved so that consecutive letter codes are pre 
sented to the selecting needles ready for the next 
revolution of the plateau brushes. The cadence magnet 
receives an impulse once every-revolution of the plateau 
brushes. The functions of this magnet are:- 

(a) To withdraw the needles from the message 
holes. 

(b) To move the contact levers over to the spacing 
side. 

(c) To feed the tape on by one centre line hole 
and then on the release of the magnet to allow the 
needle levers to press against the tape so that those 
which encounter a hole in the tape may pass 
through, 

If the perforation of the tape ceases or slows up, 
SSL, an automatic start stop lever, is slowly pulled 
downwards until the arma.ture is held in the operated 
posi .Ion. The feed of the transmitter is thus cut 
off until the perforation again leads by a certain 
margin. The contact levers during the idle period 
must be resting on the spacing side. 
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Q. 2.-Fig. l. 

contact levers are two springs 81 and 82• 82 is stronger 
than 81 a.nd when both are free to act together 82 will 
force C.L. against M with a pressure of about 1.5 ozs. 
T'he oscillations of the contact levers are controlled by 
five needle levers (NL). If there is a message hole 
in the tape corresponding to the posltion of any of 
the five needles, the needle will pass through the tape 

Q. 2.-Draw a schematic diagram showing how you 
would provide for fourteen (14) Teleprinter subscribers 
(receivlng only) to be operated from the one sub· 
scriber equipped with a 'I'ransmdttdng Teleprinter. All 
con·rol apparatus is to be installed at the C.T.O. 
Discuss the general arrangements you would make for 
ensuring a satisfactory service, 
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A.-The installation would be identical with a. stock 
ticker system and a. schematic of this circuit is shown 
in Fig. 1. 

Tio ensure satisfactory service and operation of the 
system, the following procedure should be adopted:- 

(a) Test panels should be installed at the C.T.O·. 
for observation and test purposes, and the officer in 
control of this facility should be well trained f•or 
his duties. 

( b) A telephone should be installed at the test 
panel to enable the officer that is stationed there to 
speak to a mechanic at any distant teleprinter. 

( c) A test teleprinter should be installed for use 
with the test and observation panel. 

(d) Routine tests should be carried out between 
the test and observation panel and the C.T.O. and 
between all teleprinters connected thereto. 

( e) It may be desirable to arrange for drop copies 
to be taken at the C.T.O. in order that the mechanic 
would be able to provide any subscribers with 
business transacted during the time the machine is 
out of order. 
Generally the organization and control of the system 

should be such that all faults are cleared with a 
minimum of delay and spare teleprinters and other 
apparatus should be readily available for replacement 
purposes. Apart from the organization and control 
aspects, as set out in (a) to (e) above, it is desirable· 
that traffic requirements as indicated hereunder be 
provided for to ensure satisfactory service:- 

(f) The printing of "home record" copies at the 
transmitting station. 

(g) Means whereby the typing speed cannot exceed 
the transmission speed of the keyboard. 

(h) A circuit arrangement which will switch the 
driving motors on during transmtsston periods only. 

(j) Efficient signalling arrangements to ensure 
that there are no lost calls, and so that attendants 
may be called to the machines at any time. 
Q. 3.-Draw a schematic sketch of the connections 

between the plateau and the Morkrum Printer on any 
one channel of a mnltfple« installation. 
Explain the olectrtoaf and mechanical functions em• 

ployed to produce the required printed character. 
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The above circuit represents 
connections between the plateau 

schematically the 
and the Morkrum. 

Printer ,of a Murray Mux installation. The outer or 
first ring on the plateau is designated I, and is divided 
into segments, and the inner or IV ring is continuous 
and connected to the tongue of the receive relay. 
Electrical FuncUons:- 
(a) When marking current is received by the relay, 

a potential is applied by the receiving relay tongue 
to one of the segments on the outer ring, via the 
solid ring and the revolving brushes. (It is assumed 
that both stati,ons are in synchronism). The return 
circuit to the relay tongue is completed through the 
printer magnet individual to the segment. 

( b) If "Y" is being transmitted on "W" channel 
- then potentia.ls would be applied to the printer magnets 
corresponding to segments 1, 3 and 5, and the magnets 
would, of course, operate. The cadence magnet would 
then in sequence operate and the printing process 
commence. 

Mechanical Functions:- 
(a) When a printer magnet operates, it causes a 

plunger to strike a latch. This latch releases a lever 
which bears against the corresponding code bar and 
operates them when they have been freed by the 
Iocking bail after the printing of the previous letter. 
The code bars are slo: ted on the underside in accord 
ance with the requirements ·of the 5 unit code, so 
that when any combination up to 5 a.re operated, the 
desired push bar .(36 in all) rises into position. Each 
code bar is slotted at intervals and the code bars ar~ 
arranged at right angles. The bars are locked when 
in the operated or unoperated position. The locking 
is done by a locking lever operated by a cam on the 
main shaft. 

( b ) So soon as any one printing magnet is operated, 
a. cutout lever bail operates a cutout lever which 
withdraws from the path of the cadence magnet 
armature. 

(c) The above describes the setting up process. 
Pr inf i ng , Sequence of operations:- 
(a) When the cadence magnet energizes, it with 

draws a projection from the driven clutch and allows 
the main shaft to revolve. 

(b) The main shaft during its revolution performs 
the folLowing functions:- 

(i.) Locks the code bars in their operated or 
unoperated positions. 

(ii.) Operates the selector levers through the 
action of a cam and reset bail and restores them 
all to their unoperated positions. (The machine is 
then ready to receive another signal combination.) 

(iii.) By cam action the depressing bail is raised 
and this a.Ilows the push bars to rise under the 
action of their springs and the one which rises into 
the path of the striker bail is operated. The type 
and type bars are connected through links to the 
push bar. The corresponding type bar operates in 
a similar manner to that of a typewriter. 

(Iv.) UnLock code bars and depressing bail clears 
push bars from code bars. 
Q. 4.-Explain the functioning with the aid of a 

sketch of a through simplex morse repeater. Discuss 
briefly the advantage and disadvantage from a trans 
mission viewpoint of providing the repeater in Iieu 
of Increasing the line voltage at the terminal stations. 

A.-F\or circuit see page 76, Fig. I: This 
circuit indicates the usual circuit arrangement 
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for a thorough simplex morse repeater. It is 
commonly referred to as a Toye repeater. Tracing the 
circuit of the up line, it will be seen that if the 
terminal station key is closed, the line at the repeater 
is connected to earthed battery through morse relay 
B1 via the make before break contacts of morse trans 
mitter A. If the key at the up terminal s.ation is 
opened, however, B1 de-energizes a.nd opens the local 
circuit of the transmitter A1• A1 restores to the un 
operated position and open circuits the down line. 
Relay B on the up side is kept in the operated position · 
by earth feed through R1 and the make before break 
springs of A,. The sequence of operation is similar 
when the key at down station is operated. The current 
through R and R1 should be the same as the line 
current. Although it must never be less, it ma.y be 
greater by about 30 per cent. 
The effect of placing a repeater in the centre of an 

ideal line would be to increase the speed capabilities 
of the circuit to four times the original speed. Ex 
periments have shown that the working speed of a 
telegraph circuit is inversely proportional to the 
product of its total resista.nce and capacity, provided 
the inductance an d leakance of the circuit is negligible. 
Under such circumstances, the speed of working S 
on a telegraph line can be expressed by the formula: 
S = A/CR. Where C is the total capact.y in micro 
farads, and R the total resistance in ohms, and A a 
conetant for the particular type of line and receiving 
apparatus. 

Making use of the above formula, therefore, it may 
be shown that' if the line is halved, the capacity and 
resistance for each section would be halved, and the 
formula for the half section would be: S = A/(C/2 X 
R/2) = 4A/CR. As A is a constant it will be 
seen that the theoretical speed of the circuit is quad 
rupled by placing a repeater at the mid point. 

As the speed of a simplex line is usually governed 
by the speed of manual operators, however, the inclu 
sion of a repeater would mean that (a), greater 
margin would be obtained; and (b) it would be possible 
to work over a greater length of line. On the other 
hand, the inclusion of a repeater would introduce a 
slight mechanical lag, but this should be negligible, if 
proper adjustment is maintained. A further disadvan 
tage is that apparatus and batteries have to be installed 
at an intermediate point. 
Increasing the line voltage would result in faster 

operation of the receiving relay, but in less proportion 
to that obtained by the use of repeaters. The dis 
advantages, however, may be serious if the voltages 
applied are excessive; the possibilities of inductive inter 
ference with telephone circuits and wireless receivers 
are increased, and leakance is greater. In addition, 
entry cable breakdowns may occur with high voltages 
and larger batteries need be maintained. Increased 
battery power may result in the breaking down of 
the I.R. of the line when bad weather conditions are 
experienced. With increased leakance the working 
margin becomes less. The use of a repeater on a line 
ensures the best circuit under any weather conditions 
that may be encountered. Furthermore, if a poor line 
is joined to one having good characteristics, the use of 
a repeater at the junction enables the best to be got 
out' of the combiuatlon. 

Q. 5.-It is destrod to provide two manually. operated 
channels -from a · centre to. meet emergencies. ·. The 
traffic is practically all Inward to the C.T.O. and there 

is only one connecting morse circuit. Explain with the 
aid of a sketch how you would meet requirements. 
A.-The facility could be provided by the use of a 

d ipl ex circuit. Diplex working is an adaption of the 
Quadruplex Sys' em; depends for its operation on the 
differing characteristic of the polarized and neutral 
relays, and provides two simulta.neous channels in the 
same direction. Facilities are provided for breaking 
in the opposite direction but not without interrupting 
the transmission. 
Referring to the circuit, it will be noticed that when 

Key A is operated it substitutes low resistance Z for 
high resistance Y or gr,ounds the line depending on the 
position of B. Key B grounds or opens the line, 
depending on the posltion of A. Key A should be 
normally closed so that the head station can speak 
to the out sta.tion. 

The circuit is arranged so that the prep,onderance 
of current in the line windings gives marking and the 
preponderance of current in the artificial line windings 
gives spacing so far as the polarized relay is concerned. 
The neutralized relay will respond to a preponderance 
of current in either winding when this preponderance 
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becomes greater than a certain valu.e. AR is used to 
increase the line resistance so that 120V battery may 
be used and the line resistance may be adjusted to 
1000 oh ms, 2000 ohms or 3000 ohms with normal 
current values. 

The following are the four operating conditions 
showing current values in relation to A and B key 
posi ions, with 20 mA through the AL wind:ng:- 

Key Positions Line Operating Ree. Relays 

I 
Current Current 

A B PR NR - - Closed Closed 40 ma 20 ma M M M 
Closed Open 25 ma 5 ma. M M s 

. Open Open 15. ma. 5 ma. S s s 
Open ·closed 0 ma 20 ma S s .M 
.. 
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Q. 6.- (a) Explain how you would provide for the 
connection of a morse intermediate station on a 
manually operated duplex station. 

(b) Show by means of a sketch how you would 
extend a manually operated duplex channel to a distant 
manual simplex staIon, 

A.-(a) The required facility could be provided by 
a circuit arrangement in accordance with Fig. 1. Tio 
permit of simplex working when necessary, the main 
battery connections on the polechanger at A must be 

_ 4 I" 
i~ 

T 
Dvpl<x 'A' lnterrnizdiatc 5x ·c.~ Duplex "B" 

lnlczrm~diate Morn Station on a Ovplex Une. 

:Fig. 1. 

reversed and the relay contacts at B must likewise be 
reversed. If the fac lity is only required infrequen'ly, 
reversing switches could be installed at each terminal 
station so that by throwing the switches the circuit 
may be read.Iy converted to normal duplex working. 
If necessary, a, short circuiting switch could also be 
ins alled at C, the intermed.ate station. It will be 
noted by reference to Fig. 1 that the normal line 
circuit is through the back contacts of the key at C. 
When the key is operated the line is open circuit. 
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:Fig. 2. 

( b) Fig. 2 shows a circuit arrangement that is used 
extensively to extend a manually operated duplex 
channel to a morse s.mplex station. With the circuit 
shown, no alteration is made to the regular duplex 
circuit. The sounder and polechanger connections of 
the du plex set are connected to half toye repeater. 
When this circuit arrangement is employed, the simplex 

AL 

line can be disconnected from the duplex line at any 
time and worked separately. 

At C.T.O.'s and large country offices, the halt-tove 
repeater is treated as a separate unit and then ter 
minated on jacks at the test board so that it can be 
joined to any duplex and simplex lines. The jack 
connections are shown in Fig. 2. It is necessary to 
include a variable resistance R on the simplex side 
'of the repeater so that the line current may be 
adjusted. 

Q. 7.-Show in block schematic form the distri 
bution of channels, main and local bat·ery supply, and 
commercial power supply in a Ch.ef Telegraph Office. 
The size and type of wire or cable, also the capacity 
of the fuses you would use should be indicated. De 
scribe briefly the method of wiring you would adopt, 

A.-The sketch shows in block schematic the scheme 
underlying the wiring of a large telegraph office. The 
incoming lines ( or super.mposed channels) and the 
line terminals of the telegraph instrumen · s are ter 
minated on jacks on the test board for testing and 
patching purposes. In order that any instrument or 
incoming line may be connected to any jack on the 
test bo ard, Line and Ins rument I.D.F.'s are interposed 
on each side of the test board. The same method 

· should be employed· on connections to the miscel 
la.neous jacks of the switchboard. 

The dstrtbution ,of line and local voltages to the 
instruments should pass through a Battery Supply 
I.D.F. which is interposed between the fuse rack and 
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the tables. Battery can then be supplied from any 
fuse to any table in the room. At this point resis 
tances have to be in'.roduced into those leads which 
are to supply the line voltages to transmitters, etc. 
This is effected by jumpering from the battery supply 
I.D.F. to the Resistance rack. The provision ,of I.D.F.'s 
for Line, Instrument and Battery ensures maximum 
flexibility of cabling, and also provides a convenient 
testing point. 
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Under normal circumstances, the most economical 
arrangement is to wire the tables in groups of three, 
a main cable being run to the centre table in each 
case. A short cable from the centre table is then run 
to the table ,on each side. A small distributing frame 
is fitted to the centre table for jumperlng purposes. 
All wir.ng, excepting that carrying the outside power 
supply, should be 10 lb. silk and cotton, and enamelled 
insulated. Where ca.ble is run in ducts it should be 
lead covered. For outside power supply, V.I.R. leads 
of a size and quality, that is in accordance with the 
S.A.A. rules, should be used. The representative sizes 
of cables and fuses are indicated on the bLock 
schemat:c. 

Q. 8.-(a) _Explain how the inductive effects of the 
windings of a 1·elay can be reduced. Imagine a case 
and indicate the values you would use. 

(b) Show the approv lmate cmrent arrival curve at 
the earthed encl of a long telegraph line if the other 
encl of a line is suddenly connected to eaa-th through 
a battery of "x " volts. Give reasons for your answer. 

A.- ( a) The inductive effects of the w.ndlrigs of a 
relay can be reduced by the use of a resistance and 
condenser of suitable values. The condenser is placed 
in parallel wi h the resistance and the arrangement 
(usually referred to as a shunted condenser) is con 
nected in 'serles with the relay winding. The effect of 
inductance is to delay the rise of current in a tele- 

Current 

Time 
Fig. 1. 

graph line, but to obtain maximum speed it is neces 
sary to have a. sharp rise in the initial stage of the 
signal, followed by a gradual reduc ion in amplitude 
as the s.gual proceeds. This sharp rise starts the 
receiving apparatus in motion quickly. 
Fig. 1 represents graphically the current time re 

lationship for an inductive rece.ver to the terminals 
of which a steady e.m.f. has been applied. T'he 
inverse of the current tirn e curve is represented on 
the graph by a dotted line. If the currents represented 
by the l wo curves were to be applied simultaneously to 
a receiver then the current would always be expressed 
by the application of Ohms Law and the circuit would 
behave as a simple resistance only (i.e., non-reactive). 
The dotted curve represents t.he time rate of change 
of the current i and if v is the voltage producrig the 
final current i and to this is added a voltage v 
represented at any moment by <f, di/clt where <f, is a 
constant, then the apparent non-reactive condition is 
a.pproached. The resistance and condenser of the 
shunted condenser arrangement affords the means of 
Iurn'ish in g v. 
For the shunted condenser, to make an inductive 

circuit non-reactive, the inductance L must = K R2, 

but as a telegraph circuit does not have an invariable 
inductance, the most suitable adjustment is usually 
obtained by observing the passing signals. Fig. 2 

represents graphically the current time relationship for 
an in ductvc receiver fitted with a shunted condenser. 
The full line curve represents the total current through 
the apparatus, and the dotted curve is the current time 
curve with the shunted condenser omitted and the 
voltage adjusted to give equal final current values. 

,ol 
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f 
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Assuming a case :-It is required to place a shunted 
condenser in series with a telegraph instrument of. 
8 h enrys. If the condenser value is taken at 2 mF 
the resistance value would be:- 
K R2 = L Where K = capacity in farads. 
2R2/l,OOO,OOO = 8 R = resistance. 
R' = 8,000,000/2 L = inductance in Henrys. 
R = 2,000. 
(b) The curve shown in the Fig. 3 indica.tes the 

approximate characteristics ,of the growth of current 
at the receiving end of the circuit from the moment 
that the voltage X is applied at the sending end, until 
the time when the current reaches a maximum steady 
value. This curve is commonly known as the "Arrival 
Curve." From the instant of time "0" when the 
earthed battery voltage "X" is applied, an interval 

~- 
R 

I 4t IOt 
Silent Timo 

Fig. 3. 

elapses during which no measurable current is received, 
this interval "t" is known as the "silent interval," 
and extends for an interval of time "t " seconds, which 
is ap proxi mately proportional to the product C X R 
where C and R are respectively the total capacity to 
earth in farads and resistance in ohms of the line. 
After this interval of no current, the received current 
C\i) will commence to increase, at first rapidly and 
then more slowly, gra.dually approaching a maximum 
steady current value. The interval of time from O 
until the current is 50 per cent. of its maximum value 
will be 4 t seconds and that after an interval of 
10 t seconds the current flowing will be nearly equal 
to the maximum steady state value. 
The shape of the "arrival curve" is logarithmic in 

form and can be expressed as a mathematical law in 
terms of IR' X, R C and time t. 

In considering the growth of current in a normal 
line, the effects of line indu.ctance and leakance can be 
neglected a.s these have a relatively small effect as 
compared with line resistance and capacity to earth. 
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At the instant before applying the voltage "X" at 
the sending end, the line is at earth potential; hence 
immediately voltage "X" is applied, a surge of current 
is propagated from the sending end and is continuously 
absorbed throughout the length of the line in building 
up electrostatic and electromagnetic fields. This will 
delay the reception of current at the receiving end and 
the received current will grow to a maximum as the 
line becomes fully charged. The delay and growth of 
received current will thus depend upon the line capacity 
and resistance. 

Q. 9.-State the main points of difference between 
a compression ignition engine and one of the internal 
combustion type. 

What are the main requirements for an engine used 
as a prime mover for a telegraph emergency supply? 

A.-A compression ignition engine is an internal 
combustion engine in which the fuel is ignited by the 
high temperature which is developed when the charge 
in the cylinder is compressed. In order to accomplish 
this, a tempera.ture of about 600 deg. C. is necessary 
and, consequently, the compression pressure must be 
high. The compresston pressure required for this 
temperature is roughly 500 lbs. per square inch, which 
corresponds to a compression ratio of about 13 to 1- 

lf ,001 

. ~ zoo 

TO.C. 
Deqree s of crank. angle 

Fig. i. 

frequently higher compression ratlos are used. In 
order that ignition may IJJOt occur prematurely, air 
alone is compressed during the compression stroke and 
the fuel is added when compression is complete, or 
almost so. The fuel is injected through a spray nozzle 
or valve under pressure--about 800 lbs. per square 
inch-and immediately ignites and burns during ad 
mission. The fuel is a.dmitted in this manner during 
the first part of the outward ior power stroke of the 
piston. The pressure does not rise much, if at all, 
during combustion because the piston is moving. out 
wards and the rise in temperature is compensated by 
the increase in volume; also the fuel is burnt com 
paratively slowly as it enters the cylinder. The curve, 
Fig. 1, is a typical indicator diagram of a 4-stroke 
compression Ignition engine and illustrates t:10 manner 
in which the pressure varies during one cycle of oper 
a.tions. 

Oompression ignition engines are in general known 
as Diesel engines and various types of fuel such as 
coal gas or oil may be used with this system. Gener 
a.lly, however, the most satisfactory fuel is oil con 
sisting 1of the heavier fractions of petroleum. - With 
this fuel an injector nozzle .Is used to spray the fuel 

into the combustion chamber in a finely divided state. 
The spark-Igri.tton engine is qu.te different to the 

compression-ignttion engine. In this the mixture of 
fuel and air is compressed together and ignited by 
means of an electric spark just before the completion 
of the compresslon stroke. A spark gap called a 
spark plug is provided in the combustion chamber for 
th.s purpose. When the spark occurs, the mixture 
burns rap.dly and, unlike the C.I. engine, the pressure 
rises ra.pidly to a high peak value and quickly falls 
away again. This is Illustra/ ed in Fig. 2, which is a 
typ.cal in d cator diagram for a spark ignition engine 
of the petrol burning type. 

There are two general types of spark ignition engine 
-one using coal gas or ,other combustible gas, and the 
other a spirit such as petrol. In the gas engine the 
gas is admitted in o the cylinder through a valve which 
opens- and closes w.th the air inlet valve. In the petrol 
engine, the fuel is drawn int·o the cylinder in a 
vapourized or atomized state with the air. This is 
done by means of a device called a carburettor, through 
wh.ch the air must pass on i s way to the cylinder. 
Petr,ol engines usually operate at higher speeds than 
C.I. engines. 

Spark ignition engines in general have lower com 
pression ratios than C.I. engines, because of the fact 
that the fuel and air is compressed as a mixture 
which would ignite prematurely if high compression 
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ratios were used. The compression ratio of spark 
ignition engines is generally be ween 4 to 1 and 8 to 1. 
These lower cornpresslou ra.tios are one reason for the 
higher efficiency of the C.I. engine, for the effic.ency 
is theoretically independent of pressure and tempera 
ture and is affected only by the· ratio of compression. 
This is expressed by the formula:- 

Thermal Efficiency= 1 - [(y - 1)/Ry] 
where R = Compression Ratio and where y = Ratio 
of the specific heats. 

The efficiency of a cornpress.on Ignltlon engine with 
a compression raIo of 16 to 1 would be greater than 
tha.t of a spark ignition engine at 7 to 1. 

An engine used as a prime mover for a telegraph 
emergency supply must be of sufficient horsepower 
rating to supply all normal requirements, and should 
be ,of a type that can be placed into operation with a 
minimum of delay. It must also be of a type "that is' 
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simple in operation and easily maintained. 
With the requirements of the previous paragraph 

met, the secondary considerations would be:- 
(a) Must be economical and efficient in operation; 

and 
(b) Availability of fuel supplies. 

Considering all factors, the petrol engine would best 
suit the requirements, as it satisfies all demands and 
the capital cost would be low when compared with 
other prime movers of the same rating. 

Q. 10.-Discuss the relative advantages and dis 
advantages of obtaining- the required main and local 
current supply for a -c.T.O., having 100 channels 
of varying length connected thereto, from: - 

(a) Rectifiers. 
( b) Generators. 
(c) Secondary Cells, 

Show by sketches the general arrangement you would 
suggest with each of the three sources of power supply. 

A.-Generally, the power supply provided at a 
C.T.0. must be such that dependence entirely on an 
outside source is avoided, and even the normal supply 
that is made available should be supplemen · ed by an 
emergency supply. Dealing in turn with the three 
schemes enumerated, the following are considered to 
be the advantages or disadvantages:- 

(a.) The use of rectifiers to supply the working 
voltages at a C.T.O. possesses the advantage of having 
no moving parts and, therefore, maintenance costs 
are low. Rectifiers are reliable and breakdowns from 
this source of supply would be rare. They have the 
disadvantage, however, of being dependent on the 

10,uf 

10,uF 

Fig, r, 
local power supply, and should this fail, some form 
of emergency supply would have to be provided. A 
rect:fier unit may be panel mounted and can, there 
fore, be included with the fuse and sw.tchlng power 
panels. This would mean economy in space as special 
accommodation is not necessary. One of the disad 
vantages of rec ifiers is that the regulation is poor. 
(The voltage varies with load.) 

(b) Generators may also be used, but as they have 
to be driven from the local supply, they possess no 
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advantage over rectifiers in regard to power failure. 
Furthermore, there is a possibility of mechanical and 
other troubles developing in the moving parts of the 
genera'.or. Although the output of a generator is 

smoother than that of a rectifier, it is necessary to 
use filters. A special room is necessary to house the 
generators. With generators, one of the difficulties is 
to get the positive and negative voltages even when 
working double current. 

(c) Secondary Cells possess the advantage of having 
a smooth output and ease of tapping without waste 
of power, but have the disadvantage of requiring re 
charging when such is necessary. The outstanding 
advan age is that they are not d'rectly dependent on 
the power supply. Provided a cyclcal charging ar 
rangement is installed and the idle bat' ery is always 
kept fully charged, the load may be carried for a 
considerable time if power failure occurs. A reserve 
supply, as can be obtained by secondary cells, is a big 
advantage. Maintenance costs are higher when bat 
teries are used and it is necessary to make special 
bu 'Idtng provision to accommodate the cells. 

Circuit Arrangements.-Figure 1 shows a typical 
circuit for use when rectifiers are used to obtain the 
power supply. F:Iters are necessary to smooth out 
the ripple. If a genera.tor is used in lieu of the 
rectifier, a filtering netw,ork would still be required, 
although with the generator the ou.tput would be 
smoother. 

The power circuit arrangement is much more compli 
cated when secondary cells are used. Rotary switches 
must be connected in the charge and discha.rge circuts 
so that any section of the batteries commencing i · s 
discharge in position 1 is successively switched to 
posl tio ns 2 and 3, aft.er which they are connected to 
the charg'ng busbars for recharge. Fig. 2 shows in 
schematic form a typical layout of a circuit used in 
conjunction wl .h seconda.ry batteries at a C.T.O. 

EXAMINATION NO. 2106.-ENGINEER-LINE 
CONSTRUCTION 
A. S. BUNDLE 

Q. 1.-It is proposed to erect a new pole route 
along a level country road where no clearing will be 
required. The line will be 9 miles long and will 
contain 8 light angles for which 7 /14 stay wire will 
suffice. No head stays, are required. There are 10 
road crossings on the route. The poles, which cannot 
be placed close to the fence line are to carry two 
arms tmmediately and four arms ulttmately. The arms 
will be spaced 14 Inches apart. Three 200 lb. copper 
and two 100 lb. copper metallic circuit trunk lines 
are to be erected now and two phantom circuits are to 
be provided. Addit'onal circuits will be required at 
the end of two years. 

There are no wires join~ng or leaving the route and 
there are no power parallels. At present the route will 
carry voice trequency circuits only. The soil is clay 
with no rock. Prepare:- 

( a) A pole diagram shewing positions of wires and 
indicating the circuits to be phantom transposed. 

(b) A straight line diagram shewtng transposition 
sections and indicating the number of t1•runsposition 
poles. 

( c) A detailed list of the material required for t!he 
whole job. 

(d) A descrtpt.on of the mehod of carrylug. out the 
work, giving all the operations in their correct 
sequence. 

A.-(a) Pole Diagram. Assumng that the ultimate 
circuits will be approximately equa.l numbers of 200 
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lbs. and 100 lbs. H.D.C. wires, the pole diagram will 
be:- 

C2. C2. C2. 

C I. 

-·-- '-' 

(If the additional circuits required within approxi 
mately five years will more than fill one arm, it will 
be as well to fit the 1st, 3rd and 4th arms initially 
and pla.ce the braces in their ultimate position. This 
would obviate the boring of one hole and transfer of 
braces later.) 

(b) The total weight per mile of the wires to be 
carried ultimately will exceed 2,400 lbs. and therefore 
the spans must be between 57 and 55 yds. T'he 9-mile 
length could be divided into:- 

(i.) One 6-mile E section of 192 spans and one 
L section of 9 6 spans; or 

(ii.) One 8-mile ID section of 256 spans and two 
X sections of 16 spans each. 
In each case the average span length will be 55 

yards. 
As there will not be more than 4 arms ultimately, 

the total transposition poles will be ( 31 + 15) = 4 6 
in case (i.) and (31 + 7) = 38 in case (ii.). The 
latter would be adopted because· it is not only cheaper, 
but it will also allow for 128 transposition poles in the 
E section and corresponding transposition spacing in 
the X section if (as may be inferred from the wording 
of the question) carrier systems are likely to be super 
imposed during the life of the poles. 

The line diagram would therefore be:- 

E: SECTION. 
C 14.0BOYOS) 

X SECTION X SECTION 
C 8BOY0SlC880YOSJ 

A B 

32 TRAl,l?PQSITION INTERVALS 
31 Poles ffftut with h-a'l15posit'Ol'\S 

4 TRANSPTN INTRVLS 
In each Sectior, Tot"c1I 
Poles fitted win. rr~ns· 
posihon5 • 7. 

(c) The height of the basic pole will be made up as 
follows:- 

Space occupied by arms (3 x 14 ins.) = 3ft. 6in. 
Max.m um sag of wires below bottom arm = 1ft. 
Clearance above ground = 12ft. 
Depth in ground = 4ft. 

Total .... =20ft.6in. 

Say 21 ft. 

At road crossings the minimum clearance is 18' above 
the crown of the road, requirrng 28 ft. poles on either 
side. Twenty-four foot grading poles should be 
erected between them and the basic poles. Assume 
no vehicle entrances to property. 

Also assume that steel beam or rail poles can be 
obta.ned and will prove economically justified. 

Material:- 
Steel Beams, 6in. x 5in. x 28ft . 
Steel Beams, 6in. x 5in. x 21ft. (terminal 

poles) . 
Steel Rails, 60 lbs. x 24ft.: . 
Steel Ra.ls, 6 0 lbs. x 2 lft.- . . 
Arms, w,ood, 108in./8 terminal . 
Arms, wood, 10 8in./ 8S.S. (Assume 2 trans- 

position poles at angles) . 
Arms, wood, 108in./8 W.S . 
Hardwood distance pieces, 4in. x 3in. x lin. 
Gain blocks (for braces) . 
Combiners, angle, No. 4 . 
Braces, 41in . 
Bolts, jiin. x 4in . 
Bolts, j!in. x 6in . 
Bolts, §in. x 6 ~'.n . 
Bolts, !!in. x 7in . 
Bolts, §in. x 1 Oin . 
Bolts, ~in. x 4lsin . 
Boiler plate, 9in. x 9in. x ;in. (base plates) 
Plates, foot, steel, 18:n. x 9in. x !in. . ... 

(Surface plates not required at angle 
poles or those with windstays fitted.) 

Uvbol ts for foot pla.tes . 
Stay rods, 8ft. x lin. (terminal poles) . 
Stay rods, 6ft. x iiin . 

(Assume 4 transverse and 4 longitudi 
nal stays per mile, the latter calculated 
to counteract one-third of the maximum 
total tension of the line wires.) 

Stay plates, 18in. x 18in . 
Stay plates, 12in. x 12:n . 
Wire, S.S., galvanized, 7 /10 lbs. 
W.re, S.S. galvanized, 7 /12 lbs. 
Wire, S.S., galvanized, 7 /14 lbs. 
Eyebolts, bent, :iin. x 3in . 
Stay guards (secondhand crossarms) 
Hook bolts, 4in. x !!in . 
Bands, transpos.tion, s raight iin. 

( 3 8 phantom transposittons.) 
Bands, transposition, bent iiin ..... 

( 44 physical transposltrons.) 
Spindles, T'l. J 20 
Spindles, T'K. !!in c. 700 
Spindles, TK. wood 2410 
Insulators, Terminal 20 
Insulators, TK. P .... 3110 
Wire, H.D.C., 100 lb lbs. 3700 
Wire, H.D.C., 200 lb lbs. 11,000 
Wire, soft copper birid lng, 50 lb lbs. 100 
Busbars, assorted .... .... .... .... 152 
Sleeves, metal jointing, 200 C. 270 
Sleeves, metal jointing, 100 C. 180 
Tapes, copper, 100/200 .... .... 3110 
Sundr ies (R.I.L.A.C. cable 1 pr. and 1 wire, 

cl1ps, compound, paint, etc.) 

20 

2 
20 

247 
8 

92 
482 
534 
289 
578 
578 

1148 
16 

534 
40 
8 

289 
289 
550 

550 
2 

82 

2 
82 
32 

183 
135 

4 
84 

168 
152 

88 

(d) OperaIons involved in carrying out the work: 
Make preliminary inspect:on. 
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Consider economics of steel poles versus wood. 
Prepare estimates and obtain necessary approvals. 
Survey route and mark location of each quarter- 

mile point. 
Mark out pole positions, checking with quarter 

mile points to ensure transp,osition poles are evenly 
spaced. 

Measure angles with prismatic compass. 
Prepare field book. 
Order material and, when to· hand, arrange staff. 
Issue instructions to Foreman. 
Gang fits poles, sets stay rods and then digs pole 

holes. 
Arrange for pole-lifting truck for few da,ys-gang 

fills in and rams soil after pole is set up by truck, 
and also attaches stays. 

Mark transpositlon poles. 
Gang runs out wires. It is advisable to allow 

wires to hang on arms fior a while. 
Fit transposition bands, spindles, Insulators and 

combiners. 
Gang regulates, terminates and ties in line wires. 
Gang inserts transpositions and connects wires to 

offices via cable heads. 
Circuits tested for I.R., C.R., balance and V.F. 

cross· alk, then handed to traffic and Su.perintending 
Engineer advised. 

Any surplus material returned to stock and Work 
Authority closed. 
Pole diagrams, circuit diagrams, etc., forwarded to 

Draftsm.an- for record. 
Usually the conditions are not as straightforward 

as this, and it is necessary to inspect, survey land 
mark out route and prepare field book before the 
firm estimate and proposal are set out. 

Note: Instead of two X sections, one R section to 
follow the Et section would now be the correct 
arrangement. As the R section is com parattvelv 
recent and does not appear in current Instructions, 
it was not used in the answer. 
Q. 2.-A main trunk route consisting of wooden 

poles witih four eightway crossarms fully occupied with 
200 lb. and 100 lb. copper wires is to be inspected 
every three months. Over one section of 20 miles long 
a railway with a road meeting the railway at a,bout 
two-mtle intervals the inspections are to be carried out 
from a line station stuated in the middle of the sec 
tion. The staff at the station consists of a Line Fore· 
men, Grade 1, and a Lineman, Grade 1, with tempo 
rary assistance engaged as required from time to time. 
The train service is not suitable for use in connection 
with the inspections. Describe the arrangements you 
would make for tlhe work under the following headings: 

(a) General layout of the inspection month by 
month, including distance to be covered, poles to be 
climbed, details of the examination to be made, cor 
rective work to be done and reports to be furnished. 
The object is to ensure that the whole of the section 
is adequately inspected every three months. 

(b) \Vhat men would you employ on the work 
and what conveyance would you provide? 

(c) State what you consider should be the move 
ments of the men and the conveyance on a normal 
day in order to obtain the best results. 

(d ) Wha<; action would you take to follow up the 
work to ensure that the inspections were regularly 
made, that they were thoroughly performed, and that 
all matters arising out of them received attention? 

A.-(a) On a route of this size and importance, the 
four inspections would be set out as f,olliows:- 

( 1) A quick general inspection ma.de by the Fore 
man to "check the condition of the route. Urgent 
matters to be attended to and the o'.hers noted in a 
field book to be carrled out at second or fourth 
inspection. 

( 2) A more detailed · inspection when all angle 
and transposition poles would be climbed and all 
work on them checked and brought up to standard. 
The ·majority of the matters noted fior attention at 
the former inspection should be attended to. When 
this inspection is completed, the only matters requir 
ing attention would be those not observed from the 
ground on poles which were not climbed and other 
matters requiring the attention of a larger party. 
In many instances it n:iay be possible during this 
inspection to renew poles which were condemned at 
the previous annual pole inspection. 

( 3) A similar inspection to ( 1). 
( 4) A detailed inspection to be carried out in 

conjunctton with the annual pole inspection. During 
this inspection every pole on the route .must be 
climbed and all details inspected and attended to, 
if necessary. 
These inspections would be timed so that, as far as 

practicable, no more than three months pass between 
the time that each pole and wire is observed by a 
competent inspecting officer. 

Inspections ( 1) and ( 3) could be made at fair 
speed; a reasonable average for this r,oute would be 
five to six miles per day. Every stay should be 
examined and tightened, if necessary. 

One of the four inspections (preferably No. 2) 
should be made in conjunction with the pole renewals. 

When poles are climbed during inspections ( 2) and 
( 4), every tie or termination must be examined, every 
nut on bolt or spindle tightened, each insulator tight 
ened 10n its spindle. Wooden spindles and transposi 
ttons must be carefully examined, as well as all other 
fittings or attachments, to ensure that the .construction 
is sound and fit to provide a satisfactory service for at 
least twelve months. As previously mentioned, the 
only matters requiring at. entton after such an inspec 
tion would be those which would need a larger party. 

Upon completion of each inspection, the inspecting 
officer would furnish a report setting out the following 
information:- 

Section inspected. 
Date of inspection. 
Number of poles climbed. 
Work performed. 
Work to be carried out at next inspection. 
Work requiring the attention of a larger party. 
During inspection ( 4) the information regarding 

work to be done should be entered in the field book 
for the route. If much work is noted during inspec 
tions ( I ) , ( 2) and ( 3) for later attention, the informa 
tion should be entered in a special notebook. 

(b) As far as possible the Foreman should carry 
out the actual inspection, and if necessary, he could 
have ass.stance in the form of men and/or a suitable 
vehicle, to carry out the maintenance work, or to 
enable him to make the inspect:on in less time. If a 
capable and experienced Lineman is avarlable and the 
Line Foreman cannot perform all the inspecIons 'him 
self, he may arrange with the Divisional Engineer for 
the Lineman to do portion of the inspection. In such 
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cases, the Foreman should check sections of the route 
inspected by his Lineman to ensure that he is carrying 
out the inspection saIsfactor ily. He should also 
arrange that during the next inspection lie himself 
inspects those port' ons done by his Lineman during 
the previous inspection. 
For inspections ( 2) a.nd _( 4) the Foreman could · be 

accompanied by a Lineman who could be used to full 
advantage ramming poles, tightening nuts on bol's and 
spindles and re-tying or re-terminating line wires as 
well as ass'sting in many matters which wotild be 
impossible or difficult for one man. This a.rrangement 
would consider-ably reduce the time taken by the 
Line Foreman for these inspections: and allow him 
more time to attend to other matters in his district. 

When poles are to be renewed, if they are numerous, 
it may be advisable to use a party of four or more 
men so that the poles can be lifted during the progress 
of the inspection. If the condemned poles are few, 
then ,only those men who could be used to full extent 
would accompany the Foreman on the inspection, and 
he would arrange to obtain other assistance occasion 
ally to lift poles safely. 

The conveyance would depend to some exfent upon 
the amount of work to be performed and would pro 
bably be some l'orm of motor vehicle in order to 
provide quick transport between the head station and 
the points where each day's inspection begins or ends. 
it would need to fie big enough to carry sufficient 
men, material, tools and equipment for each day's 
work. 

. (c) The movements of men a.nd conveyance to obtain 
the best results would depend upon the form of in 
spection to be made, material required, etc. 
For inspections (l) and ( 3) where a capable Line 

man is· available to assist the Foreman on a quick 
general inspection, the best arrangement would be as 
f,ollows:- 

(i.) Assuming that a mo+or truck is available and 
each man can drive, A would commence to walk 
from the hea.d station while B would drive the 
truck to the first point where the road is handy to 
the route. 

(ii.) B would leave the truck and commence to 
Walk ahead. 

(iii.) When A reached the truck he would drive 
t,o the next convenient point where the road is 
handy to the route. 

(iv.) A would leave the truck and commence to 
walk ahead. 

(v.) When B reached the truck he would drive 
it to the next convenient point, and so on. 
This is the ideal arrangement as it involves no lost 

time with the truck, but it is unsuitable where much 
material or the assistance of the second man is re 
quired. In such cases or when more extensive work 
is to be done, an effort could be made ether to drive 
the truck along the route, or failing this, to' take it 
(if possible) to more points along the route by 
circuitous tracks, and the two men would then carry 
the material to the poles where it would be required. 

( d) To ensure that the route is regularly and 
thoroughly inspected, the following steps would be 
advisable:- 

( 1) Each year advise the Foreman what inspec 
tions a.re to be made and the dates they should 
commence. The communication containing this ad 
vice would also instruct the Foreman to arrange 
transport and inform his Engineer what men and 

transport he desired to assist on the inspection. 
( 2) A copy of this advice would be forwarded to 

the Line Inspector, and another would be held by 
a, clerk in the office, whose duty it would. be to, 
check that the inspection was commenced on · time 
and that a report was duly received when the, 
inspection was completed. 

( 3) Each month the clerk would report to the· 
Divisional Eng'neer the progress of inspec ions on 
all routes in the district. The reports from the 
Inspecting Officer would be perused by the Divisional 
Engineer and then passed to the responsible Engineer 
for any necessary attention. 

( 4) The Line Inspector would be expected to make 
check inspections of the routes to ensure tha.t the 
work was being done properly, and the construction 
on the route was in accordance with the Depart 
mental standards. 

( 5) In addition, the Divisional Engineer and the 
Engineer responsible for the district, would arrange 
to make check inspections to ascertain the condltion 
of the route, a.nd consider whether the maintenance 
inspections as laid down were adequate ( consistent 
with economy) to maintain the route in good con 
dition. 

('6) This latter point would also be checked with 
the trunk line fault maps which indicate the number, 
nature and location of all faults located along the 
route. 

( 7) The check inspections would be arranged to 
follow, if possible, closely upon the. Foreman's ( or 
Ltnemau's ) Inspection to obtain a reliable check 
upon this man's work and ensure that he is fully 
awa.re of what is required of him and of the stan 
dard constructional methods. 
Q. 8.-(a): 

(i.) State the breaktng stress, electrical resistance 
per mile and the approximate attenuation per mile 
at 1000 cycles of:- 

400 lb. per m'Ie galvanized· iron wire. 
200 lb. per mile hard drawn copper wire; 
40 lb. per mile cadmium copper wire. 

(ii.) For what purpose would you use each of the 
types of wire referred to in (a) (L) of this question. 
(b): 

(i.). Name two materials used for Insulators on 
telephone lines and state the important characteris 
tics of each as an insulator. 

(ii.) How is the insulation resistance of an in 
sulator affected by its dimensions. 
( c) State briefly the qualities desirable in timber 

for use as poles, Nllllili0, in what you consider is their 
order of merit, rour classes of timber suitable for 
poles. 

(d) Mention one tiYpe of iron pole with which you 
are familiar. Give any Inrormar'on you can with 
respect to its dimensions, weight and strength. In the 
case of a steel beam of H secIon Sin. x 6in. used as 
a pole, is it desirable to erect it with the Sin. d'men 
s' on in any particular relation to the line of the wires; 
If so, what is the desirable relation and what is the 
reason for adopting it. 

A.-(a):- 
(i.) Line Wires: 

Breaking 
Stress 

1200 lbs. 
640 lbs. 
200 lbs. 

400 lbs. G.I. 
200 lbs. H.D.C. 
40 lbs. C.C. 

Resis+ance Attenuation 
per m'le @ 1000 cycles 

13.32 ohms, 0.25 db. 
4.4206 0.064 

26.0 0.232 ,, 
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(ii.) Provided that in each case the attenuation 
would be in accordance with the transmission stan 
dards, the uses for each class of w.re would be as 
follows:- 

400 lbs. G.I. :-On short country public lines, 
short trunk lines a.nd hand operated telegraph cir 
cuits where streng h and/or economy would be 
important and there is no l'.kelihood that a ca.rrter 
system would be supertm posed. 

200 lbs. H.D.C. :-On general trunk lines, particu 
larly where there is a possibility that carrier systems 
will be superimposed over the wires during the 
life of the route, this class of wire provides the 
best compromise between economy, mecharucal 
strength and good transmission. 

4 0 lbs. Cadmium Copper :-On subscribers' lines 
where its mechanical strength is sufficient. 
(b) :- 

(i.) The two commonest materials used for in 
sulators are glass and porcelain. Their more impor 
tant characteristics are as follows:- 

Glass.-High insulating properties. 
Soft and workable when heated, but when cool 

it sets hard with a glazed surface. 
Practically impervious to the action of the 

weather. 
Because it is transparent, the surfaces inside the 

skirt and pett:coat are well lighted and this 
discourages spiders from building webs there. 

Internal stresses frequen.ly occur as the glass 
cools, particularly in the thicker sections, and 
these sometimes result in fractures. 

Specific Gravity, 2.5 to 4.5. 
Dielectric Constant, 5.5 to 10. 
Resistivity, 1013 to J 01• ohm-cm. 

Porcelam.c=Has high insulation proper: ics. 
When baked it sets hard, and· a well-glazed 

surface can be provided at low cost. 
Pra.ctically impervious to the action of the 

weather. 
Specific Gravity, 2.3 to 2.5. 
Dielectric Constant, 4.4 to 6.8. 
Reastivi ty (unglazed), 101·1 to 10'5 ohm-cm. 

Boh of these materials are hard and brittle. 
(ii.) Most of the leakage at an insulator does 

not occur through the body of the insulator but 
over the surface. The insulation resistance therefore 
depends upon the length ,of the path along the 
surface between the conductor and the supporting 

· sp'.ndle, as well as the width of the path. The 
resistance increases with the length and decreases 
as the width increases. Hence the narrower the 
insulator and the longer its skirt and petticoat, the 
greater wi ll be the resistance provided. For practt 
cal purposes there are certain limitations to these 
dimensions. · For instance, the width depends upon 
the thickness of spindle and of insulating material 
necessary for strength, while the length ,of the 
skirt is governed by such matters as clearance 
from the arm, economic height of spindle, space 
between arms, etc. 
(c) The desirable qualities in timber for use as 

poles are:- 
- ( 1) Long life, which is dependent upon its resis 

tance to rot, termites and climatic conditions. 
( 2) Strength. 

(3) Lightness consistent with strength and good 
lasting properties. 

( 4) Straightness with reasona.ble taper. 
( 5) In modern timber practice abili · y to absorb 

su.table preservatives is also considered a des.rable 
quality. 
Assuming that each timber will be used in the 

locality in which it is grown, four timbers suitable 
for poles, in order of merit, are:- 

( 1) Iron bark. 
( 2) Cypress Pine. 
(.3) Tallow-wood. 
( 4) Box. 

On the western portion of 'the continent, Wandoo 
and Jarrah, in that order of merit, are the only 
suitable timbers available. 

( d ) Under the beading of "Iron pole" would be the 
6 O lb. single-headed rail. 

Weight.-60 lbs. per yd. 
Dimension.-Width of flange = 4-5/16in. 

He'ght of rail = 4-5/16in. 
Strength. - Maximum Bending Moment (Elastic 

Limit) .= 280,000 inch lbs. 
It is desirable to erect an 8in. x 6in. H section 

girder with the 8in. dimension across the line of the 
w.res. This would mean that the major · axis ( along 
the web) would be across the line of the wires, which 
is desirable as the beam is more resistant to bending 
in this direction. The weakest axis (i.e., along the 
flanges) is in the same direction as the wires which 
may be relied upon to give a measure of support. · 

Q. 4.-A country trunk 110Ie route wiII be required 
to caITy as its ultimate load eight 200 lb. copper wires 
on the top arm and eight 100 lb. copper wires on an 
arm 14 in. below the top arm. At a point along the 
route the wires make an angle of 135 deg. and the 
angle pole at this point is to be stayed with one stay 
only. Assume the tension at the lowest temperature in 
each 200 lb. copper wire to be 260 lb. and in each 
100 lb. copper wire to be 132 lb. when there. is no 
wind. The maximum force due to wind pressure on 
the wires may be taken as totalling 320 lb. on the 
top arm and 244 lb. on the second arm with the nlti 
mate number of wires in position. This additional 
force may be assumed to act aJon.g a line bisecting the 
angle made by the wires. \Vind pressure on the pole 
may be neglec · ed. 

(a) Find the total resultant pufl on the pole when 
carrying its ultimate load. 

(b) State precisely the direction of the resultant 
pull in relatton to the line of the wires and the 
distance below the top arm at which it w.Il act. 

( c) If the pole is stayed with a stay attached at 
the resultant point and making an angle of 45 deg, 
with the pole, what is the pull in the stay wire? 

(cl) \Vl1at would be the pull in the stay wire if it 
were attached 2 feet below the resultant point, 
assuming the resultant po.nt to be 24 feet above the 
line at which the pole is held in the ground? 
A.-(a) The total maximum tension of the wires 

that will ultimately be erected on the route is: 
8 X 260 + 8 X 132 lbs. = 3136 lbs. 

The tension on either side of the pole 'will be equal 
and the resu.ltant will, therefore, be along a line bisect 
ing the internal angle formed by the wires: 
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Resolving the forces ahon g this line we find: 
R = 2 T cos o/2 ( R = resultant force 

2 X 3136 X 0.3827 ) T = tension of wires 
2399.3 lbs.- t o = angle between wires 

say, 2,400 lbs. 
During maximum wind conditions this will be in 

creased by :t20_ + 244 lbs. to 2,964 lbs. 
(b) Direclion of Resultant. 
As mentioned in (a), the direction of the resultant 

will be along the line dividing the internal angle 
forrried by the wires. This may be proved by the 
application of the parallelogram ,of forces. 

In Fig. l, let A represent the angle pole and AB 

8 - C2 Wires 

8 - C I Wil'es 

Pole . Didgro.m. 
,... ,... 

,... _, •...•... •..• _, .,. •... 
g.. .,,,,. ,,,, ,,, 
I' 
I ' I '1;_ ,f) 

I ' 
I ', 
I ' 
I 
I 
I 
I 

.I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

Fig. 1, 

and AC the forces ( T) due to the tension of the line 
wires. 

Complete the parallelogram of forces A, B, C, D. 
The resultant (R) will be represented by AD. 

T'h e tension (T) of the line wires on each side of 
the angle pole "A" is equal and 

.'.An= AC. 
Dy construction BD = AC, and CD = AD. 

BD = AC = CD = AB. 
In the two triangles ABD and ACD, AD is common 

.'. they a.re equal in all respects. 
and the L BAD = L CAD. 

Assuming that the ground is level and the poles at, 
and adjacent to the angle are of equal h eig h t, then the 
resultant will act in a horizontal plane. 

Location of Resultant Point:-The resultant pull on 
the pole due to the pull of the wires on the top arm is 

2 T Cos 0/2 = 2 X 8 X 260 X .3827 lbs. 
= 1592 lbs. 

On the bottom arm 
2 T Cos 0/2 = 2 X 8 X 132 X 0.3827 lbs. 

= 808 lbs. 
When the wind pressure is acting in the direction 

that would assist the pull due to the tension of the 
wires, the total force at the arms would be 

Top arm (Pl) = 1592 + 320 lbs.= 1912 lbs. 
Bottom arm (P2) = 808 + 244 lbs. = 1052 lbs. 

These forces will act on the pole via the bolt which 
will be at the centre of the arm. 

I 4 ' • P.1. 
et 
'n 

I i I • R. 
< 
'O 

I f • P2 

F:lg. 2. 

The resultant (R) (see Fig. 2) will be equal in 
magnitude to the sum of these forces, t.e., 1912 + 1052 
= 2964 lbs. 

Consider the moments abou.t the top arm 
R X d = P2 X d R a 

d1t = P2 X da/R 
= 1052 X 14 /2964 inches 

· the top arm i.e., distance ,of resultant point from 
= 4.97 inches. 

( c) The pull ( S) on the stay wire must be such 
that when resolved along the line of the resultant force 
due to the wires, it will be equal (but opposite) to 
that force. 
i.e., S X cos 45° 

... s 
Resultant force due to line wires. 
2964 /0.7071 lbs . 
4192 lbs. 

(d) Find the force (X). at the ,point of attachment 
by the Principle of Moments. 

X X22 = R X 24. 
X = 2964 X 24 /22 lbs. 
= 3233.45 lbs . 

and from Fig. 3 the stress on the stay wire will 
be 3233/0.7071 = 4572 lbs. 

Pl. 

~-----R. 

x-- --- P'Z. 
, 
/ , 

/ 

/ 
/ , 

Fig. 3. 

Q. 5.-It is desired to lay a 4-in. · pipe to take a 
200-pair subscrtbers' cable along a footpath for a dis 
tance of 880 yards. The pipes are NOT of the self 
aligning type; you may assume them to be either 
earrhenware 2 feet long or concrete 6 feet long. At 
four points along the rou-e 1-in. iron pipes each 50 
yards in length are to lead along streets at right angles 
to the main run. 'I'en suitable jointing chambers, 
incl,uding those at the points where the laterals will 
lead off, are to be provided along the main rou-e and, 
in addition, two are required on each lateral run:- 

(a) Prepare a complete statement of the material 
required for the whole work, mentioning the type 
and size of jointing cb amber- you propose at each 
point. 
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(b) ·Prepare a sketch of the work'showing position 
of jointing chambers, depth of excavation at various 
points, including road crossings, distance of pipes 
from fence alignment and the points at which pipes 
enter the jointing chamber. 

( c) Describe the method of car'rying out the work, 
giving all operations in their correct sequence. State 
the number of rnen to be employed on each operation. 
A.-(a.) Material:- 

Pipes, E.W. 4 in '. 1310 
G.I. 1 in 600 ft. 

Pits, Asbestos Jointing No. 2 6 
No. 4 2 

Manhole covers and frames ( small double cover 
4 ft. X 2 ft. 6 in.) , .. 10 

Cement · 80 paper bags 
Sand -~-- 16 cubic yards 
Gravel or screeni n gs ·:-- 9 cubic yards 
Bearers cable 38 
Bushes, pipe, 1 in , 16 
G.I. wire (secondhand if available) 1100 yds, 

If the manholes or pits are to be drained, traps, 
grates and drain pipes will also be required. In some 

(c) Order of' opera'ion of work. 
( 1) Inspection of route, enquiries re underground 

construction of other bodies, · survey, p reparat ion of 
plan and estimate. 

( 2) Subm ission and financial approval of proposal. 
( 3) Requisition or material and service of usual 

notices on local authority. 
( 4) Issue of instructions to Foreman through Line 

Inspector. 
( 5) Marktn g ou.t and excavation of trench for pipe 

and holes for pits, doing ,one complete section at a 
time to ensure absence of obstructions and straight 
(or nearly straight) run for pipe. When a direct 

· run is obtained, bone and level up bottom of trench 
ready for pipe laying (not necessary for iron pipe). 
Iron pipe can usually be laid as I he excavation pro 
ceeds, but of course must be laid as straight as is 
reasonably possible. Pipes should be pushed under 
roadway if pract.cable. 

( 6) If draining is necessary, it may be advisable 
to excavate deeper and lay a drain pipe between 
some manholes, draining the lowest manhole to the 
regular storm-water drain or other suitable outlet. 

@ NO 2. ,,..9BC.ST0S JOINT 80.X 24',. 12° x 12- 

@ NO 2 

~ MANHOLE: WITH oi'.6~,. -4'.0~ ooueu:. COVER 

NOTC :- (:,c:c~vdtioo dczp~he ehown Are: the. m,rnmum allow,1bte: 
and will de:.pe:nd on lev1tte cf ~und fol" dro,~. 

LAV OUT F"O'R. cAsLE.S IN MAt-lHOL£.5. 

0 ~ll( .. ~ ... J: [ JI 
Sketch of Conduit Layout. 

ON STR,1,.ICHT RUN 

circumstances back flaps may also be necessary to 
prevent undes'.rable wa er flowing through the drain 
pipes into the manholes. 

If the manholes are not drained, a 9-in. sump and 
gra.te will be necessary for each. 

Other possible items required are steps, vent pipes, 
earthplates, explosives, manhole ring bolts. 

J·ointing Chambers:-Along the main run, small 
manholes have been provided on the assumption that 
during the life of the conduits one or more compara 
tively large cables will be drawn in. Assuming the 
excavation depths· provided · for on the sketch, 4 ft. x 
2 ft. 6 in. double covers are most suitable because only 
a comparatively shallow manhole is necessary and a 
man can work comfortably ha.If in and half out of the 
manhole. Increasing the depth of manholes increases 
both the necess.ty for and the cost of draining. 

Because 1-in. G.I. pipe is to be laid along the lateral 
runs, it may be assumed that either 35-pair or 50-pair 
cable is to be drawn in. Therefore No. 2 and No. 4 
asbestos jointing pits have been provided for, the latter 
being required to· allow for sufficient cover at street 
crossings. The sizes of cable menti,oned cannot be 
satisfactorily bent to fit in the smaller pits. 

( b) See sketch above. 

( 7) Lay E.W. pipes, line up, then hold pipes in 
posi Ion by placing some loose soil around them, 
corn po joints and, after setting, fill in trench a.nd 
ram. End pipes should be left till pits placed in 
position. Dispose of surplus soil. 

( 8) While the pipe and pit laying is proceeding, 
the rest of the gang would be excavating the next 
section of the trench. 

( 9) Temporarily se; up the pits, mark position for 
pipe holes, remove the pits to surface and cut the 
holes. Replace the pit in the excavation and connect 
up the pipes, w.th bushes fitted. See that the sur 
face of the pit is flush with the permanent surface 
of footpath. Pits should be set in sand where the 
ground is hard or rocky. Fill in around the pits 
and ends ,of pipe trench. 

( 10) Reinstate concrete paving, turf, stone sets, 
etc., where necessary and tidy up. 

(11) Arrange with the local authority for any 
other reinstatement. 

(12) On cornpleton account for all material, 
submit plan and completion report. 

( 13) A gang of seven to eight men and Foreman 
are suitable for this work. Laying pipes and pits 
requires two men ( except small pits, which only 
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require ,one man). Most retnaatement.. requires two 
men. The rest , of the gang would be employed .on 
excavation, filling in, etc., , as requ.red, When the 
manholes are to, be built, one man with 'the assist- 

, ance or-another as required would be. enough in this 
instance s.nce they are not large, 
Q. ,6.-Several lengths of .a new 400-pair 10-lb. star 

quad cable have been drawn in and are to be jointed 
together. The length at the exchange end has been 
jointed to a silk and cotton cable and terminated on 
the ma;n fram.e. , 

(a) Describe in detail the process of jointing the 
remaining lengths, giving each operation in its cor 
rect sequence. 

(b) What identification would you consider desir 
able? Describe the method. In cases in which corn· 
plete identification is not being used, how would the 
jo'nter select the pairs to be joined together? 

( c) Assuming that a jointer and his mate are 
engaged continuously, how long would you expect 
one complete joint to take? 
A.-(a) The jointing of the silk and cotton cables 

should first be checked· and the pairs numbered by 
identifying from the M,D.F. to the end of the P.I.L,C, 
These w.Il be the record cable .pair numbers arrd the 
identification tags should be left on the pairs in accord 
ance with E,I. 5, part 2, paragraphs 172-4. If the 
terminations to the M,D,F. and the joint between silk 
and cotton cable have been done properly, .the identift 
cation should appear strictly in ro: ation around the 
layers of the cable commencing from the centre. 

The jo:.nt at the end of the first length of P.I.L.C. 
will be the first test point and will be left until later. 
(The distance between test points would depend upon 
local condit.ons. With good conditions and competent 
jointers, approximately six lengths would be a satis 
factory separation between test points. In the example 
in question test points would probably be at the end 
of the first length of paper cable and at the end of 
the run of the new 400-pair. cable.) The joints be 
tween the first and second test points should now be 
completed. In making these joints the cable quads 
should be taken in strict r o ' a.tion around the layers, 
commencing from the centre and counting in one direc 
tion on the exchange side and in the opposite direction 
in the subscribers' side thus: 

SHOWING RULE f'Of;' NUMB£f.'1NG PI.L.C. 
CABLf PAIRS 

When the quads are being jointed, care should be 
taken that the "a" wire is jointed to the "a" wire and 
"b" to "b," etc. The joints in the wire should be 
made by twisting the conductors two full, but loose, 
turns with the paper on, followed by three-quarters of 
an inch of twists in the bare wire with the twists 
made tight at the tip but loose at the paper-covered 
end. Care should be taken to keep the joint dry and 
when the jointing is completed the joint should be 

dried out., tied: and wrapped and the lead sleeve put on. 
.Attention should now bf given to the jol nt at the 

first test point. The pairs should be connected in 
strict rotation on the side away from the exchange to 
pairs on the 'exchange 's'.de .. in order of the M',D.F. tag 
numbers: . Before ths joint is closed the· cable should 
be tested between the ,·exchange and the .second test 
point, This wm 'check the jointing to the second. test 
po'nt and also allow for . the faulty. pairs to be tested. 
If any faulty paits are 'located and they cannot" 'be 
readily rectified; "spare. pairs can be . substituted o;er 
the section be'. wee~ test points. .. . J - 

Jointing· should proceed in a similar manner 'to the 
end ,of the: cable.. (Two alternative methoda ·.of pro 
cedure which would also be satisfactory are:- 

(i ) The -cable should be divided · into sections, 
each section jointed, the pairs at each inteqnediate 
joint being connec'.ed in strict _rotation and the 
section .then tested. The final joints would then be 
completed by jointing those pairs 'w}th tags of· similar 
numbers which were attached during the testing. 

(ii) After testing the silk to., cotton joint and 
tagging the pairs the 'Jo'i'Mirig can be continued, 
working from the, exchange;" by' taking _pairs in rota 
tion except at test points, where a check should be 
made , with the M.:Q.,F. Rota' ion pairs should be 
brought into line with the record cable pairs by 
jointing the pairs" in rotation to pairs in order of 
M.D.F. tag .,:numbers on the exchange side of the 
joint.) · 
When 'the jointing of a new cable is completed and 

before cut' in g in to any working cables, the new cable 
should be completely tested out for:- 

(i) Insula'ion. 
(ii) Conttnuitv of conductors. 
(iii) Earths, shorts and crosses. 
(iv) Faulty jointing splits, transposed pairs, etc. 

Insulation tests are made with a Megger, the "a" 
ieg being tested against "b," "c" and "d" legs earthed, 
then "b" leg is tested against the others earthed, etc. 

The identification tests will be dealt with in section 
"(b)" of the answer to this question, and these 
combined with the insulation test provide for reason 
ably complete electrical te.sting of the cable. The only 
test not made would be for a cross between similar 
legs of different quads. When the testing is completed 
and all joints have been sleeved and plumbed, each 
joint 'requires pressure testing to ensure that it is 
properly sealed. 

(b) The desirable identificatiions to be made are: 
(i.) M.D.F. to end of first length of paper cable 

(first test point) to establish the record cable pairs 
and check the silk to paper jointing. 

(ii.) M.D.F. to each test point to check the 
jointing of intermediate lengths and the joint at the 
previous test point. 
These identifications should be quickly made, pro 

vided that the pairs have been jointed in .rotatton as 
set out in part (a) of the answer, and that there are 
no defects in the manufacture of the cable. It should 
be possible to identify the pairs merely by counting 
in rotation. 

All pairs should be identified to each test point. 
The method of identifying would be as follows: 

(i.) Unless some special condition prevents it the 
pairs should be identified in the order of their' fuse 
tag numbers on the M.D.F. 
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(ii.) An earthed signal current should be con 
nected via a suitable signal device to both legs 
of the pair to be identified. 

(iii.) The jointer at the tes'ing point searches for 
the correct pair with an earthed detector. The 
actual apparatus used at ea.eh end may be of various 
types. Probably the most sa.tisfactory arrangement 
for this par.icular type of identification would be to 
have a buzzer and a few dry cells at the exchange 
end. The searching apparatus may be another 
buzzer or a head receiver. The voltage of the 
battery would need to be sufficient to operate the 
two buzzers ( or one buzzer and one head receiver) 
in series with the cable pair. (Other signal applt 
ances which may be used with appropriate signal 
currents are p,olarized bells and No. 2 or 4 detec 
tors.) Identification equipment which gives an 
audible signal when the pair is found is the most 
satisfactory, as the searcher is not compelled to 
look at a meter every time he connects to a wire. 

(iv.) Using the apparatus favoured in (iii.), no 
tone passes through the. cable (unless the pair is 
earthed) until the searcher connects to the par- 

ticular pair which is being Identfled. Then, how 
ever, both buzzers operate so that the men at each 
end are advised that the pair has been found. 

(-v.) The searcher should touch the wire on each 
leg of the pair separately to ensure that both wires 
are continuous and the pair not split. 

(vi.) In order to ensure that the signal is due 
to the searcher locating the pair, and not because 
of some other connection to earth, the searcher 
would touch his lead to the pair giving three short 
and distinct beats. A reply with two short beats 
would be sent. 

(vii.) Each man would then know tha.t the pair 
had been identified satisfactorily and would proceed 
with the identification of the next pair after desig 
nating the tormer pair at the testing point. 
Assuming that the j,ointing work has been done 

correctly and there are no defects in the manufa.cture 
of the cable, it should be possible to identify the pairs 
by counting in rotation: Usually this is done by 
counting in a clockwise direction from the centre and 
facing toward the exchange. 

(c) Under normal conditions such a joint should 
not require more than 24 manhours. 

(To be continued.) 
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